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Preface 

THE FOUR ARTICLES contained in this issue of the industrialization and Productivity 
Bulletin arc concerned with certain broad subjects in the field of industrial develop- 

ment, some aspects of which have already been dealt with in previous issues of this 
publication. These subjects are evaluation of projects in planning and programming, 
capital intensity and scale of industrial production, size of plant and economies of scale, 
and adaptation of technology to the needs of the developing countries; one of these 
subjects—capital intensity—is discussed, with more or less emphasis, in all four articles. 

The first article, "Evaluation of Projects in Centrally Planned Economies", parallels 
the study of evaluation of projects in predominantly private enterprise economies, pub- 
lished in the fifth issue of the Bulletin (Sales No.: 62.II.B.1). It discusses the policies and 
patterns of investment in centrally planned economies and analyses the methods used 
in evaluating industrial projects with reference to allocation of investment among 
alternative projects, choice of technology and factor proportions, economic calculation 
and investment analysis at the sectoral, inter-sectoral and plant levels, comparative 
analysis of projects designed to encourage import substitution or promote exports, and 
analysis of investment in large multi-purpose schemes. The article provides some examples 
of investment analysis actually carried out in a number of countries with centrally planned 
economies. 

The article entitled "The Dual Nature of Industrial Development in Japan" examines 
some problems raised by the coexistence, in that country, of small-scale and large-scale 
industries, the former using predominantly labour-intensive techniques and employing 
workers at relatively low wage rates, the latter using processes of high capital intensity 
comparable to those in other industrialized countries. The article discusses, in particular, 
the elasticity of supply of labour and the price-wage structure, technological change and 
labour productivity, particularly in the small industry sector, and the measures designed 
to provide adequate rates of return to small industrial establishments. 

The next arricie, "Plant Size and Economies of Scale", deals with some asjKcts of the 
problem of selection of industry, scale of production and technological processes in the 



developing countries. It examines the cost of production and its components by major 
inputs, in relation to the scale of production, the economies of scale resulting from tech- 
nical or organizational factors, and the relationships between location of markets, trans- 
portation and the size of plant, on the basis of data from selected industries. SjKxial 
attention is paid to the question of minimum size of plant in developing countries with 
relatively small national markets. 

In the last article, "Aspects of the Design of Machinery Production During Economic 
Development", Professor S. Melman stresses the advantages of integrating design and pro- 
duction of the mechanical and control elements of machinery built in the industrializing 
countries, by making use of recent developments in production and the economics of 
the engineering industries. Among the subjects covered in the study are the use of com- 
mon manufacturing facilities, standardizaren of parts and components, modular design 
of sections of machinery, and the problem of selecting the proper level of mechanization 
of industrial operations by considering various alternative techniques of different capital 
intensity and the related cost alternative:;. 

The first three articles appearing in this issue of the Bulletin were prepared in the 
Centre for Industrial Development, Department of Economic and Social Affairs. 

View of the constan t,on „te of the Bratsk hydroelectric station m Siberia, taken from the upper concreU 
delivery trestle r 



Evaluation of Projects 

in Centrally Planned Economies 

INTRODUCTION 

TMK UNITED NATIONS General Assembly, in resolution 
H25 (XV), recommended that the Committee for 

Industrial IX-velopmcnt should, inter alia: 
"(a) . . . review the methods and techniques of pro- 

gramming general industrial development which have 
been evolved by different countries and regions, and 
... contribute to international co-oix-ratinn in this field; 

"(/>) . . . work out general conclusions on the basis 
of the experience of industrial development in ali coun- 
tries with a view to promoting the exchange of experi- 
enee in the field of industrial development between 
countries of different regions and having differing 
economic systems; . . .". 

This article is based on a study prepared bv the Re- 
search and Evaluation Division of the United Nations 
Centre for Industrial Development for submission to the 
Committee for Industrial Development. It deals with the 
methods and practical problems of industrial project 
evaluation in the centrally planned economies. 

The particular interest in reviewing the experience of 
the centrally planned economies in the above-mentioned 
field stems from several factors. In the first place, in spite 
of differences in institutional and political structure, the 
problems faced by the centrally planned economies at the 
inception of their industrialization plans were in many 
respects similar to those currently faced by developing 
countries. Secondly, both types of countries, for different 
reasons, have been unable to base their industrial develop- 
ment policies and methods upon the historical experience 
of western countries, whose industry developed largely 
under the stimulus of the market and price mechanism. 
Thirdly, and for reasons which are related to the former 
considerations, the developing countries were faced with 
the extremely difficult and little explored problem of 
elaboration of "social" criteria of investment. In this 
respect, the experience of the centrally planned economies 
offers an interesting area of study. 

It can be taken for granted that the use of adequate 
methods in project evaluation is of particular importance 
in the framework of centrally planned economics because 
of the centralized nature of all major decisions on invest- 
ment allocations. This is, however, a complex tiak and 
while a great deal of progress has been made in the area 
of problems of evaluation there is still much to be done. 

In view of both this fact and the markedly ,nulcraicd 
progress of investment analysis in remit years, the present 
article mast lv regarded only as a preliminary progress 
re|H>rt; it seems obvious that it will be useful to review 
this topic after a few years. 

While most general criteria of investment allocation are 
clear enough, the technique of formulating adequate 
operational methods and criteria for use in evaluating 
each particular investment project raises complex the 
oretical problems. A number of different criteria of pro 
ject evaluation have been proposed, such as the "synthetic" 
formula of economic effectiveness of investment, the over- 
all and marginal national income investment ratio, the 
criterion of profitability and certain other tcchno-cco- 
nomic indices. It can IK- suited, however, that increasing 
numbers of economists in all these countries tend to 
favour the synthetic formula of economic effectiveness 
of investment. This is also reflected in the new official 
instructions concerning evaluation of industrial invest- 
ment projects. Bearing this in mind, attention is centred 
in the present article on the description and development 
of the synthetic formula. However, emphasis is placed 
on practically applied methods rather than theoretical 
deliberations. 

In line with this present tendency, much discussion is 
taking place in the economic literature of the centrally 
planned economies with regate! to the theoretical basis of 
the synthetic formula, that is, the model of economic 
growth in the institutional framework of a centrally 
planned economy. 

Different theoretical concepts are currently being widely 
tested in the practice of investment analysis. Two tenden- 
cies can be detected at the present time: one is to improve 
the methods of evaluation of individual investment proj- 
ects by taking into account, in the computation of the 
synthetic formula, more and more economic factors; the 
second is to evaluate investment projects in the context 
of larger systems consisting of a number of such projects.1 

Owing to the above-mentioned tendency to use a uni- 

1 Some sophisticated mathematical models of investment effi- 
ciency analysis, includili« sectoral allocation, have been elal>oratcd 
in the centrally planned economics (especially in Hungary, 
Poland and the Soviet Union). So far, they can hardly be con- 
sidered as operational devices. 



form formula in project evaluation, attempts are now 
being made to extend the use of the synthetic formula 
to international comparison of investment projects among 
the centrally planned economies; this aspect of invest- 
ment efficiency analysis is, however, still at its beginning. 
There are still considerable difficulties to overcome in 
such international comparisons—in particular, the prob- 
lem of different economic structures ami price levels. 

It should be noted that, along with the problem of 
efficiency criteria, parallel discussion is going on with 
regard to the price problem. The two problems are com 
plcmentary. The improvement of the analysis of invest- 
ment efficiency criteria requires and stimulates the ad- 
vancement of that relating to the price structure and 
vice versa. It has not lx-cn possible, however, to deal with 

this aspect of the analysis as well as with the role of the 
price structure in investment analysis in this article. 

Finally, the very important issue of sectoral allocation 
ot investment is not dealt with here in full. An attempt 
to explore this problem in the centrally planned econo- 
mies would require a very extensive and separate study. 

Some examples have been presented in an appendix to 
the present article in order to illustrate the scope and 
method of application of the synthetic formula of eco- 
nomic effect i veness ot investment in project evaluation." 

-These examples .ire liken from the luxik, /./?<< tnem ss of 
hiirstmriit. published m Poland in l%l, .mil .ire presented in 
simplified form. 

HISTORICAL 01 TUNE 

OVER-ALL PATTERNS OK DEVELOPMENT AND 

INVESTMENT POLICY 

AT THK INCEPTION of their industrialization plans th* 
centrally planned economies were at rather different 

stages of industrial development. In spite of marked 
differences in industrial development and in general 
economic conditions, they have pursued, during the past 
decade, rather similar economic policies with regard to 
both development patterns and methods of running the 
economy. This can be explained, to some extent, by cer- 
tain common features in their economic situation, but 
also by the similarities in their political and institutional 
structure. 

The social and economic reforms carried out in the 
centrally planned economies at the early stages of their 
planned development made it possible for the central 
authorities to control income distribution and foreign 
trade and to control directly the allocation of capital in- 
vestment; these reforms also paved the way for the appli- 
cation of comprehensive planning. While the institutional 
arrangements made it easier to launch and implement 
programmes of accelerated development, the economic 
problems faceti by the Governments were in many re 
spects similar to those of the developing countries 
throughout the world. 

A salient feature of the economic situation of the cen- 
trally planned economies, before they engaged in policies 
of accelerated industrialization, was the structural dis- 
equilibrium !ietween labour resources on the one hand 
and available capital on the other. It resulted in a low 
level of utilization of manpower, low labour productivity, 
and consequently low living standards of the population. 
This was the most important basis for the policy of high 
capital investment which was carried on throughout the 
period of post-war economic development by all these 
countries. 

Since, in the centrally planned economies, the central 
authorities control income distribution through wages 
and prices and decide directly the bulk of total investment 

expenditure of the country -over 90 per cent of the total 
in the European centrally planned economies—the factors 
influencing the share of investment in national income 
are different from those in the free enterprise economies. 

Generally speaking, the centrally planned economies 
tend to determine the volume of capital investment at a 
high level. In development planning as well as in current 
economic policy all the factors which determine the upper 
limit of investment possibilities are taken into account 
and the investment volume is set at that level. 

Technical absorptive capacities constituted for a long 
time the largest bottleneck in expansion of capital invest- 
ment and were, therefore, the most important factor in 
determining the upper limit of investment possibilities. 
The long run solution of this problem consisted in de- 
veloping capital goods industries, in practically all the 
countries. In order to increase investment capacities in 
the shorter run by way of foreign trade, import substi- 
tution was promoted wherever possible. Less emphasis 
was put on export expansion in earlier periods, although 
this has changed in recent years. 

While during the first development periods investment 
capacities were the most important factor determining 
the volume of capital investment, in the later periods 
considerations of consumption levels and income distribu- 
tion have grown in importance. The individual propen- 
sity to save does not play an important role in the cen- 
trally plannet! economies. Nevertheless, social factors and 
particularly social attitudes towards current consumption 
levels and income distribution patterns plaved an increas- 
ingly important role in determining the upper limit of 
the share of investment in national income. 

On the whole it can be stated that it is not the propen- 
sity to save and invest but the physical and economic 
limitations that influence the volume of investment in 
the centrally planned economies. Therefore, the policy of 
htçh investment was pursued by way of bringing about 
structttrii! transformations of the economv rather than b\ 
provision of incentives to save and to invest. 

Creation of favourable structural conditions for a fast 



Table 1 
INSTRUKTION OF INVESTMENT Ol TI.AYS 

Country 

Total 
investment 

outlays 

Bulgaria" 
1950-1955 
1956-1 %0 

Czechoslovakia 
1950-1955 
1956-1960 

Poland 
1950-1955 
1956-1960 

Romania 
1950-1955 
1956-1960 

Soviet Union 
1951-1955 
1956-1960 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

100 
100 

Productive 
investments" 

79.0 
84.6 

617 
69.4 

70.5 
68.9 

80.6 
80. 3 

75.5" 
71.7" 

Of uhi, h 

Industrial 
sector 

52.4 
59.7 

41.7 
40.0 

45.0 
41.5 

55.8 
51.1 

46.5 
42.0 

• lari • 
culture 

in.2 
12.4 

10.8 
16.? 

9.4 
11.6 

10.9 
17.6 

17.7 
18.3 

1'iiprn- 
diu tire 

investment 

21.1) 
15.4 

îr,.î 
10.6 

29.5 
31.1 

19.4 
19.7 

24.5 
28.3 

Of which: 
Resident/,!/ 

Cini ttriiftiim 

3.7 
2.6 

11.5 
16.2 

12.2 
18.7 

4.4 
i>.l 

14.1 
ll.f. 

10625(wSrÍaí) ZWÍ"ska'  ",m,ustrial  '"vestments  in  Socialist Contri«"  (|050.|%(l),  Cospodarh,  plum,,,,.   N„.   Ï. 

n,atcri2'VLrÌnnp1y.ÌnVCS,lnCnt  ""''^   '"   ^  ^""'^   ^"^   a*ricu,,uri-   «""'I'"«   •''   c..n,.,»..nic..«i.,ns   .r.,.l,    „„1 

State investment outlays. 
c Estimates. 

and steady growth through expansion of the countries' 
investment capacities determined the policy followed in 
allocation of investment. Thus, emphasis was put on: 
(a) fast expansion of domestic capital goods industries; 
and (b) preferential treatment of direct productive in- 
vestment against unproductive investment, as can be seen 
from tables 1 and 2. 

Considerations of capital intensity were disregarded in 
the choice concerning structural transformations. On the 
other hand, the relative abundance of labour was taken 
into account whenever possible with the aim of maximiz- 
ing output, and particularly of increasing the output of 
capital goods (and exportable commodities). 

Labour-intensive techniques were used mostly in con- 
struction works, in existing plants (by a maximum util- 
ization of existing capacities), and in the ancillary opera- 
tions of new plants. 

Looking at the investment policy patterns of the cen- 

Teble 2 
DlSTRIHTION  OF  INVESTMENT  Ol'TLAYS   IN SELECTED 

INDUSTRIES,   1956-1960 

Investment outlays Ini estmtnt outlays Investment outlays 
in heavy industry in metallurgy   as in chemical indus- 
at  ratio  to  those ratio  to   those in try at ratio to 
in light and food machine   building those in metal- 

Country               industries industry working   industry 

Bulgaria             4.32 2.26 0.59 
Hungary"           6.83 1.63 1.24 
Poland                4.56 0.89 0.87 
Romania             8.03 2.30 1.73 
Soviet Union*    8.37 0.62* 0.30 

" 1 ««7-1058. 
* 1952-1018. 
f Ferrous metallurgy only. 

trally planned economies from the point of view of tin- 
relative scarcities of labour and capital, three general 
observations might IK made: 

1. Labour-intensive techniques were applied in ill 
cases when they did not influence techniques in the 
longer run and did not affect the desired structural trans 
formations of the economy. Lalx>ur-intensive techniques 
in construction works and multi-shift operation of plants 
are most typical of this category. 

2. Much more caution was exercised as regards appli- 
cation of labour-intensive techniques in new plants, 
whenever the choice of equipment predetermined tin- 
level of technology for longer time periods. 

In industries considered most imtiortant from the 
point of view of economic growth, the general lendencv 
was to choose the most advanced techniques, while in 
industries of secondary importance more labour-intensive 
techniques prevailed. However, even in the high priority 
industries the policy of high capital intensity was not 
applied uniformly. Thus, in these industries high capital ' 
labour ratios wert generally applied in those productive 
processes where such ratios were more or less techno 
logically fixed; that is, where the standards of quality ;md 
uniformity of product could not lx- maintained with anv 
other combination of production factors. In some conn 
tries, for instance, in such a high priority industry as 
machine building, in-factory transportation, handling of 
materials, quality control and several other ancillary oper- 
ations were almost entirely manual. 

It would appear that the scarcity of skilled laUiiir was 
another factor which, apart from growth and techno- 
logical requirements, prompted the use of capital inten- 
sive methods in high-priority sectors. liven where more 
labour-intensive methods could IK- applied, the mainte- 
nance of quality standards would have required a much 



greater supply of highly skilled workers ih.m was avail- 
able at the earlier stages of development. 

3. In the case of certain major structural problems of 
investment allocation which played an important role in 
increasing a country's investment capacities in the long 

run, the question of capital intensity was disregarded. 

STACKS OF I>K\ KI.OPMKNT AND INVESTMENT ANALYSIS 

'I he methods of investment analysis in the centrally 

planned economies were developed along with the evo 

lutimi of i heir economic situation ,uu\ in accordance with 

the development strategy followed during the various 
development periods. They were shaped In the pressing 

practical needs and had to respond tu concrete anil 

changing situations. It is only in more recent times that 

economic theorists entered the lield and attempted to 

develop more rigorous methods of investment analysis. 
In the lirst postwar period .ill tin- centrally planned 

economies undertook a id ¡instruct inn policy .inning at 

restoration ot the prewar iiitlnsiri.il potential. In that 

period the lield of economic choice m the investment 

policy was very narrowly restricted -mainly in tin lime 

schedule ot reconstruction of the various plants. An over 

all appraisal ot investment capacities played a ver\ ini 

portant role. Overhead facilities transport and electric 
power were first on the priority list. Serious limitations 

in foreign trade made it necessary to proceed with the 

reconstruction of industry at cording to the needs of die 

technological interrelationships. Material balantes were 
very helptul in this respect since they made possible the 

elaboration til" internally consisten! investment pro- 

grammes, taking into account twisting capacities. 

High effectiveness of investment in reconstruction. 

taking advantage ot external economies, was one of the 

factors calling for rapiti expansion of investment capa 

cities. Thereiore. emphasis on capital goods industries 

already became apparent in this development period. The 
ratio of investment to national income was growing ap 

preciably, although by and large without a negative 

impact on the living standards of the population. 

Hy the beginning of the past decade most of the cen- 
trally planned economies entered a new development 

period-the period of accelerateti industrialization. This 
period was different in almost all respects from the first 
tine. 

There was a wide scope of economic choice as regañís 

a new economic structure which would create favourable 
conditions for long run economic development. 

As indicated aliovc, the most serious problems appeared 

in economic choice concerning the volume of capital 

investment and the share of investment in national in- 

come. Appraisal of the socially acceptable saving ratio 

and of the countries' investment rapacities for many years 

aheatl proved to lie a most difficult problem, which could 

not always be solved correctly. Realistic assessment of the 

cost of investment projects included in the programme 

was another difficult problem, since miscalculations in 
this area are likely to arise and in stime cases did lead to 

serious consequences. Programming techniques bv them- 

selves were of little help in solving these two problems. 

Full utilization of existing industrial capacity and a 

co-ordinated programme of new projects were two prin- 
ciples followed in investment programming. 

In most ot the centrally planned economies the initial 

phase of accelerated industrialization was conceived as 

one which should establish the foundations for expansion 

ot the capital goods iiuh'strics and for diversified indus- 

trial development. The main emphasis was therefore put 

on dc\clopinent ot energy, raw materials MU\ semi 

finished products. Inder this concept ol development 

only general consideration was given to the place of a 

given country in the world economy and world trade. 

Further development made it necessary, how ever, par 

licularlv in the case ol smaller countries, to appraise 
investment projects Imin the point ol vie« of torcimi 
trade   also. 

I Ins (»base ol accelerated industri.ih/atimi was char 
.ictc ii/.ttl by a last incitase m the investment incoine 

ratio. This rapid growth was made possible, tirsi of all. 
In tullir utilization ol tin existing economic resources 

labour resources ,\\H\ industrial capacities:' The list in 

die investment ratio was. however, brought to a halt 

alter a lew years. It encountered serious bottlenecks in 

investnii nt  capacities ,\in], in some countries, social dis 

turbantes. Since also at about the same perititi or a few 

years later--many ol the new. big industrial projects were 
completiti, i ht countries enteriti a new development 
phase. 

I he new development period, accompanied by reap 

pr.usal ot many concepts and strategics applied in the 

past, cm be dclincd as one in which the centrally planned 

economies achieved, bv and large, the conditions for rapid 

long run growth. Although for a few countries further 

acceleration may still be considered desirable, most of 

them achieved a rate of growth based on a generally 
stabilized ratio ol investment to national income. 

1 he new period is marked by a transition of emphasis 

-from a phase of highly dynamic structural changes 

accompanied by a drive for utilization of latent resources 

to that of more balanced allocation of resources. The 

latter implies a greater emphasis on economic calculations 
in investment analysis. 

KVAI.CATION ot INVKSTMKNT PROJECTS 

Already in the earlier periods, when the investment 

needs—namely, the need to increase capacities in a given 

industry—were ascertained, investment solutions were 

sought by a comparative analysis of the various possible 

alternatives. The comparative analysis of investment proj 

ects was then conducted by using tech no-economic co- 

efficients. These covered detailed investment and current 

input data for each industry as regards raw materials, 

different types of labour force, power, fuel, and the like 

and specific technical parameters of performance. Par- 

ticular attention was given to capital output coefficients. 

Since tech no-economic coefficients have played an im- 

portant role both in planning and project evaluation, they 

»By means of multiplying shifts, raising labour intensity in 
ancillary operations, and so on. 

10 
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were very carefully assembled and evaluated by planning 

agencies and various projection organizations/1 They 

were generally expressed in physical units, and are still 

very much used to evaluate the economic advantages of 

different technologies, sizes of operation, and so on, and 

to select the most appropriate engineering solutions. 

In the course of time it became increasingly apparent 

4 The experience of Czechoslovakia and of Eastern Germany 
deserves special attention in this field. 

that this nu-thod was inadequate tor the puqmsc ol i valu 

ating such problems as the recommit! ion of existing 

plants versus the establishment «.I neu plants or ini|n,rt 
substitution and ex|xirt promotion projects. 

lechnically. the comparison n! two or more alterna 

lives is easiest, in terms of techno economie indites. 1 ht 

project maker is faced with homogeneous indices. Hut 

this method has its own limitations from the |*nnt ot 

view of the choice of an optimum alternative. For in 

stance, the project maker may have to deal with the 

evaluation of such alternatives as a lower rate oí output 

II 
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per worker .uní .i higher input of raw materials/' In sudi Von 

cases the tendency was to use actual or devised prices as ,'B    11    \ 
weights and m compare mvesimeni allematives MI terms Kmmcs) 

of two indices, investment outlays and operating costs. 
It was soon realized, however, that these more gener il Bulgaria 
imi   iiiilim   (i)   dc|H„elc<l   lu.ivilv  „n the   M met lire   ol C/echosl.nakia 

pnces, (i.) leí. open the problem oí subs:,,,,,,.,., ktween „  ,mi Urm"n 

'••l'Hai outlays and current operating expenses, and (iii) ¡¿ST 
did  not   lake  mio account   ilu   unpad ol   the lie up  ol |<oma' 

investments during the period oí construction or techno I'SSR 
logical progress. Attempts to overrule these elillie nines in 

comparing invesinieiit  alternative's led lo supplementing 

the   method  ni   techno economic   coelliciciitx   l»\   an   .in .,         ,         ,     ,   , 
IHIlsil   oí   im.slm.ni    •>.-.„     ..    I,        I                                          , ""           ",llv   "'   '''*   '"'»"minili   ,.l   ilu    S,mit  l'ni.m   li.   ,h, 
I'-.usal   o    inwsiimnt   ,,|()|tl|».   based on   asscssmcni   ol I •,.,...! \.,„„„. ,.>„„,,..„,.„„ „„ I„,IUMM,I l'l,,,„,i„ ,„„1 I),m I.,,,,,,, ,„ 
total   outlavs   in   y.iluc   terms.  The   hasis  oí   forming   •' "'   SUuh '"'^ 
synthetic formula  is. as   will  U   seen later,  taking   into 

.Kcount   ilu   (tossitile   substitution   Ivtween   labour   A\H\ 
capital. in«le|Hiideni ol world market prices liecause oí the central 

The   mcihods oí dealing  with du  other factors men U""1"1 "'   ?""'" "ul  S,,|U' m°""Hv  "•   t(>ri''K"  «rade. 
Honed  above, such as the  lie up of investments durum However. Ivcausc <,l the rapid expansion of foreign trade, 

the   m.ituiaiion   (KTI-KI.   technical   progress  or  the   turn l,-ir<ll'»'-"'l> '" «he smaller countries, it appeared necessary 

pattern ol production and current  expenses. ,,ttcn difTer !'.' ",,r"m,cc hlrl,ur refinements to the coefficients used. 
from country to country. ' 'HSI   linK(l •'• indicating lirst of all the import content 

This  methiKl  of evaluation   was   initially   applied   for "' tAl*'rls "r ,,u''»l'Omal stage of  processing of exports, 
separat,  investment projects only, with the  aim ol find ''-^'»uve   research   was  also  begun   to   bring   into   the 

inn «"e liest techno ceoiu.mic solution lor a given invest ^'H-tcncy check tin  differences in the foreign exchange 

nient target. The synthetic coefficients were also usefully implications of the investment   variants. Analysis of the 

compiled ami empanel for a numlier of projects within ""port substitution MU\ export promotion projects called 

a Riveli iiulustri.il sector    coal mining or (HAUT cenerà '"'. '' UTUm  rdormulation of the coefficient. A further 
lion, tor instance. An investment alternativi was regarded refinement consisted in evaluating "systems" of projects, 

.is economically effective it its synthetic index uashmlicr "m lir"l'K"' •' «realer degree of sophistication into the 
than thai of any other alternative.                                  ~ methods of  investment  evaluations. 

The research on and tin   methodology  applied in  ilu A'""K  W''1'1  mt" iml,rmtrrunl   of  the  methodological 
evaluation ol   the economic   effectiveness of   investment '"°'s "' l>,<,,tx, -iiL'hsis. other developments occurred in 
was band on the implied assumption of a "closed" eco ''u ul,,r'"N  limned economies. More and more empha 

iiomic  system. This was due io the lad that   (i) torci« n Ms Wls l,ut "n rm'(',um  llu' l<»HK-term planning as against 
trade in the L'mon of Soviet Socialist Republics is rela short term planum«, l.lalxiration of long-range develop 

lively  small although  increasing  m relevance  from  llu "H'"  ',',ms l"vrrmK •'  panning  (vriod  up to 1**K0—m 
|Hiint ol  view of investment  choices;  (n) the course   of all the cenirallx planned ctonomiex-   hid important re|>er 

tmlustrialization   was  to   v.mc   extent   autarkic   in   tlu eussions on investment analysis in the individual inclus 

initial |vriods; ami (m)  domestic   prices were generally '"''' siv,,,rs    ' nt centrally  planned economies have also 
levelo|»ed systems of spatial coordination and geograph 

.-. l„ loss  ,i, „„   ,   ,    i ,              ,      ,        ,                , . Kl'   I'lii'iii'iK   Thus,  each   investment   project   is  being 111   I  'is. Uli   "input  ol   steel   (KT  ii(Hll lie.ii ih wölket   u .is  o| < ,,., i        .           .                                   .11,                 , 
kil„c.,.,n.,ncs in  f .ishin Cernunv ami  HI  kileyrainnu-s  in   I'o "'»Mileiwl  within a  system ol   l*.th  sectoral  and   spatial 
lami, whereas tin  aw 1 ,i«e  . fails   suri <KII|HII |KT square nu in   of connexions.   I.astb.  there   has   grown   up   a   network   of 
open hearth HIH.I  was -t V tons am) S.m tons rcs|xvliyely. Tims. projections eithees anel  industrial  scientlhc institutes   The 
tlu imlKes.uhhKclau .„nt,.„lulo,v. .„nl „„„p.ir,nw ,!„•„, te.„U projecitons  e.fhces have  compii«!   m   particular a  great 
lo Mo iletiiiili   , iiuliisiniis. ,             .                                        ,         ,.                      •                             ^."v',< 

store ol pre investment data loi   various alternatives. 

INSTITI nowi HU:M;R(H Nn 

|x  ...• OMNun   plaiinecl economies state and co „,, tlu  plan ,KTì,KI.« The .peeves tor the development of 

1 era ,ve owiurship ,s predominant, .„ul oyvmg ,„ this a country's economy are clahor„ed hv the planning com- 
tul. planning covers the whc»le ot the national economy. 

A plan of the national economy is a progianime of action ~«. 

that e.n.rihnates (d inform.uion. (n | forecasts and I in ) ,„ ','V'T""",', "i'1'' ''" l""''t' s,c""-t"r example, agriculture 

»'irecu-s „nccming ou,ln,,   aiul capu.,1 foimation f,,r ^^:1^ ^Tl^ »^ ^ "^ 



mission und cputc often presented in sever .1 more general 

(»i detailed versions which na- discussed In competent 
technical and political authorities. 

'The elalxjralion and discussion ot the various versions 

make it possiMc to lind an optimum solution, that is, one 

which brings the general long run policy ohjectives into 

harmony with current policy ol.,ectives as regards income 
distribution, emplovnient and related topici. The main 

targets provide a hasic plan which is stihject to endorse 
nient In the authorities. 

'I'hree basic types oi plans are hein^ elaborated, accord- 
ing to the time horizon covered: 

1. Lony term expansion phm< for fifteen or twenty 
wars, sometimes called ptrsptutur plans. This sort of 

plan lays down the most general perspectives im the 

development ol the national economy. Such plans- tor 

twenty vers are already elaborated or m the process oí 
king drawn up. 

2. Medium-term expansion plans. The live lo-sevcn- 
vi.ir plans are a more concrete statement ot the objectives 

ot the iKTsixvtivc plan tor this period Thcv are ot.cn 

considered the mam t\|x of economic planning m the 
i cut rally planned economies. 

I   Shtirt-terni—m;\\n\\   annual    ivoi^in^  plans.   The 

imunl  plans six-cify economic tasks for à year in line 

with the provisions of the medium-term economic plan. 

All these types of plans are co-ordinated on sectoral and 
geographical   i. veis, (ienerallv  plans  are  broken  down 

according to the objective, time span and the structural- 

ih.it is, organizational—set-up of the country as a whole 

In the process of formulating a plan, particular attcn- 
iion is paid to one ot the most important components ol 

national  economic plans,  namely, the investment   plan 

If» ini|v,nance    which  is proportional to the length of 

lu   tune horizon covered by a  plan -is due to ihe fact 

that   the implementation of an investment   plan  (a)   in- 

creases  productive capacities    a   necessary  condition  for 
steady growth ot an economy. (/.) ensures necessary pro 

portions  among   sectors,   branches,   and   regions  of   the 

national ceonom\  in the process of its growth, .nul  (,) 
secures optimal progress of technology. 

The investment plan emprises targets in regard to: 

(i) amount ol grosscapit.il investment, which is broken 

down into (a) construction and assembly work (/>) 

equipment and tools an.l (V) other capitili work and 

exjHiHhture: (u) the commissioning of fixed assets; and 

(in) lists of cipit.il investment projects (these include 

general  techno-economic descriptions of  projects). 

The volume and structure of gross capital investment 

in the industrial sector are determined in practice—by 

iterative balancing on the basis of the following analyses 
and data : 

(0     Assumed increase of output  in the course of a 

longer period of time-"plans of outputs"; 

(n )     Analysis of the degree in which the existing out 

put   capacity   has   been   made   use   of   "output 
capacity balances"; and 

(ni)    Designing studies and cost estimates of individ- 

ual  productive  projects—"efficiency analysis". 
Thus,  the  aggregate  of the  social  demand and   the 

available production ..ipacities to meet it are taken is , 

P'">' «-t departure. As dema, d for industrial production 
away* cxcccds-in a rapidly growing economy-avail- 
jil>k' production capacities, the margin'has to he covered 

"V means „1 ., new invesiment. In other words, the 

investment requirements are ,„tened from a comparison 
ol the output possible on the basis of existing capacities 

•H the maximum degree ol then u.,l,/.,„o„ wuh the 
planned targets ot industrial output.7 

Ihe  volume ,\\M\ composition of industri d 
turn depend--to a great extern    upe,, excited 
policy. 

piotine 

economie 

It may be obs-rved that, in the n. st. lour principles. 

i.it 

rate 

-mong   others,  have  been   followed   m   «levelopm«   the 
industrial sector: 

1. To  achieve   a   volume  and  structure of   indusii 
production which  would ensure a high and steady 
"I growth of the national economy; 

2. To  achieve  a   higher  degree  of  sell sulhcicncv  as 
regards the production ol means of production;s 

I To bring about an accelerated development of back 

ward regions and a rational use oí a country's natimi 
resources; 

4.   To ensure national defence. 

Once a given investment decision has been taken, in 
volving, for instance, the development of the cement 

industry, there remain two essential tasks of n planning 

administrative nature: one is to choose the size of capa 

city of (cement) factories and the numlirr to be built; 

the other is to organize the actual work of construction. 
The task of preparing blue prints, estimating costs, 

comparing alternative projects and suhmiiiing possible 

variants to higher authority for decisions, if necessary, 

is undertaken by specialized "project-making (designing) 
organizations" which exist, for example, in the Soviet 

I'nion at all-union, republican, sovnarkhoz. ,.nd Im.-.l 
levels, specializing in projects for particular types of 

construction." These organizations pl.iv .m un|H,riant role 
in th e practical implementation ot Investment pro 

grammes The problems of choice between investment 
alternatives, to be discussed in the following section, an 

deliberated in these offices and technical leuniimi iida 
tions are made bv them. 

besides being analysed by tin piolet making organ 

ization itself, a particular invesimein projet I is analysed 

again either by a special commission or a group of experts 

at the appropriate level ••enterprise, minisir\ or council 
ot ministers. 

' 1 lie- «ay ID wliiih .HI iiidusln.il (iiil|iiil |>t<J^I.IIIHIH IS lorniu 
I.aed is n<>! discussed lure. Iiiu'stiiicnts and increases in produc 
linn arc  planned al  fixed, lion rising prices. 

"Tins principle is U ing reformulated. Iti netils In.in ihr inter 
national illusion of labour, especially Ultimi initially planned 
economics, are being underlined. Il UM.ins. among others, that 
"foreign traile \ariallls" of meeting ccrl.un demands musi he 

weighted to a greater evieni. 

"In some oilier countries the projet t nuking organizations ari 
.macheti to the ministries, Inn usually lo.ated in the districts 
where the industries for uliich they prepare nroini«. are < on 
centrateti. 
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Iron ore storage vanì at the neu   Klemcnt Cattivai,] iron  linios 
lit  Ki'in'iic, (';,( hixlni ,ikm 

Hot   metal   transfer   at   the    Vlute.l   Steel   Works   at   Khnlno, 
C.zti hoslocalfia 

'1 lit- project also needs the approv.il of tlie territorial 

administrative unit winch is responsihle for the develop- 

ment (»I the region within which the investment project 

is to lie built. The territorial administrative unit, of 

course, analyses investment projects from the standpoint 

ol the optimal development of its region. Since the basis 
o! such analysis is supposed to he a regional plan of 

social and economic development, this necessitates the 
clalxiration of regional and citv plans. 

Financing ol iudustri.il investment projects is effected 
by means of budget allotments, bank credits and internai 

resources of enterprises proceeding from profits and 

sinking allowances not transferred to the budget. The 

sco|x- ot investments financed from various sources is 
governed by rather detailed regulations. 

The major part of investment in the state sector is 

financed by non-returnable budgetary grants. However, 
a si/able and increasing share is financed from the 

enterprises' own resources, primarily from a |x>rtion of 

prolits and from amortization. With minor exceptions, 

these sums arc transferred to specialized investment 
banks, which issue them when and if the expenditure is 

justified by the investment plan, or, in the c.ise of extra- 

plan investment expenditures, when they fall under the 
regulations governing them. 

The extent to which the investment planning process 

is centralized has varied considerably in 'he history of 

centrally planned economies. From this standpoint, in- 

vestments in the state sector can be divided into several 

categories. There is, first of all, the distinction hctwecii 

"above-limit" and "below-limit" investments. Investment 
projects of a value exceeding a certain sum10 must be 

approved by the centre, while those below these value 

limits do not require approval separately, but form part 

<>f aggregate sums allocated for investment purposes to 
the given sector. 

There is also a distinction IK«ween centralized and 

decentralized investments. Centralized investments are 

those covered by the central investment plan, and include 

klow-hmit" investments if expenditure on them is 

provided for in the plan. Decentralized investments are 
financed from sources not covered bv the plan at all 

such as. for instance, the enterprise fund, projects of local 

industry or "mechanization" credits from the state bank 

The extent of decentralized investments was severely 
resnicted at certain times in the past. In recent vea«, 
however, their amount has again increased. 

'"This tx.is varia! In-ruvcn economic sectors and at different 
periods. 
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l'urtati view o\ tin   Slonnijt oil refinery  in linMsLtni. Czeeho 
slonilfhl 

Of course, these decentralized investments .ire by no 
means uncontrolled." There are restrictions on the types 

"The cost of investment projects is carefully controllai. Hascd 
on prices of materials, machinery and labour, on a ntrally ap- 
proved norms—for example, of depth of foundations or thickness 

«» investments permitted; tor example. .,. the Soviet 
Ln.on a decree in 1<)5S forbade local „.vestment in cer 
tain types of constructionolliccs. sport stadiums, .uu\ 
the like-without the special authon/.ition of the repub- 
lican government. Again, the control over .ill.,c.tti„ns ol 
materials and equipment provides a lui the, means ol 
preventing diversion of résonnes mio tonus „f invest 
ment not desired by the authorities. 

An unavoidable condition to, tin most iU'uicni use ,.f 
.1 given investment fund ,s cicalino ., sxsu-ni ol inmiiius 
ih.it would act as ., stimulus (,),,, ivst„im ,|„. limsI 

ment  propensity ,.|  .,11  economic units (enterprises ami 
such) to actual  needs     i  planned expansion „,  p,,„IlK 

Hon.  fu)  to choose the  besl   tcchnologu.,1   variants,   .¡in! 
(in) to shorten as much as possible the tinte ol the com 
missioning MUí construction of industrial  projects 

It is well known that up to now the svsiuii ol man 
lives m centrally planned economies lus produced sonn 
tendency to excess.ve investment demand. The annul 
organizational changes m centrally pl.mncd economies 
aim at substituting lor this system a more adi.piale one. 

In order to choose the best technological varum ha a 
given industrial protect, it is necessary m have correctly 
devised criteria of the economic effectiveness of invest 
ment ,uu\ an effective system of incentives to stimulate 
the elaboration by project designing organizations ol 
more than one technological variant. Permanent excess ol 
demand for the work of project designing organizations 
forces centrally planned economics to look lor such 
substitute solutions as comparison between variants at 
the initial stages of their elaboration and obtaining more 
than one technological variant for at least some parts of 
a given project—partial alternatives. There exist materia! 
incentives to encourage project designing organizations 
not only to prepare more technological alternatives, but 
to prepare as well the most economical technological 
variants lor a given project. 

of walls—and when possible on approved archilamral designs, 
cost estimates are approved, and form the h.isis for the issue of 
money by investment banks. 

EVALUATION OF ALTERNATIVE SOLUTIONS 

SCOPE AND CHARACTER OF INVESTMENT ALTERNATIVES 

{"V
E
 °f THE most important requirements in elaborat- 

" ing a long-term expansion plan is to set the pattern, 
not only of the rate of growth, but also of consumption 
and investment. This necessitates the determination of a 
programme of production for the economy as a whole 
and for particular sectors (industrial,1- agricultural, trans- 

In the centrally planned economics, the concept of industry 
covers manufacturing as well as electric power generation and the 
extractive industries. In the present context, the term industrial 
sector is used to cover these activities. 

portation, construction, and so on), economic branches 
and commodities. 

The first draft of such a programmc(s),:' of produc- 
tion serves, in turn, as the base and the pint of departure 
for the elaboration of the first draft of an investment 
programme, for the industrial sector as well as others. 
Using capita!output ratios (for all branches of the in- 
dustrial sector), it is possible to get the first sketch of 

13 The final programme of production is achieved in the course 
of successive iterations in the optimizing and balancing process. 
Owing to this fact, the technological matrix of the national 
economy is adjusted through the substitution of more abundant 
for scarcer resources. 
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sectoral allocation „f capital investment." If the pro- 

gramme of production lor the iiulustri.il sector were to he 

regarded as definitely fixed, then the essential part of the 

programme of investment (sectoral allocation of invest- 

ment) would in principle he determined. It follows that 
m such a situation the planning authors would have 
lice choice only in respect to: 

(i )    Building the new plants trrstis modernizing ami 

expanding    the   existing    pl.inis    in    dilfcrcnt 
(»ranches of the industrial sector; 

(it )    Capital or lahour intensity of particular invest- 
ment  projects; 

(ni)    Location of  investment  projects. 

However, especially in the long-term perspective plan, 
a given set of production targets, even on the level of 

individual goods, represents only the general pattern of 

consumer and investment needs which is planned to he 
achieved. 

Liking; into consideration feasibilities of satisfying the 

same kind of consumer and investment needs bv differ- 

ent goods and possibilities ,,f expanding foreign iride, 

there exist more alternative solutions to meet a given 

planned structure of consumer and investment needs. 

1 he choice of one or another solution depends, first of 

all. upon investment analysis AIH\ economic calculations. 

Investment analysis is carried on in the centrally 

planned economies within the framework of plan elab- 
oration.1" although not onlv within this framework. 

Studies are being made for various industrial branches 

m respect to certain complex inter-sectoral problems, for 

regional systems, or for separate new projects for existing 

plants. The work on these problems does not always 

coincide with the procedure of plan elaboration. Invest- 

ment analysis is considered a task of the various planning 

agencies and of other l»odics—project-designing organiza- 
tions, industrial scientific institutes, ami the like—which 
should be performed on a continuing basis. 

In the process of elaborating the five-year and the per- 

spective plans, full account is taken of the various invest- 

ment studies, and main new studies are being initiated. 

Particular attention is paid to projects to be included in 

the Irsi years of the plan. Projects for further years may 

not alwavs lx' studied in detail; work on them will con 

tinue during plan cxeuition, and all necessary changes 
will then be introduced into the plan. 

It seems appropriate to present the scope and character 

of investment analysis not within the framework of plan 
elaUiration   but   rather   according   to   certain   levels   of 

1 ' "Capital output coefficients arc applied mainly in the course 
ol ilie elaboration of first variants of long term plans" (Reply of 
the Polish Co\ eminent to the United Nations Questionnaire nn 
Industrial Planning and Development of March 1%-t). For details 
of the method of determining capital-output ratios, sec V. Kra 
sovsky, V. Pomerantsev and A. Tolkachcv, "The method of 
determining capital output ratios," Phmococ l(hotia\<tt'o No (> 
l'X.2 (Moscow). 

1-1 The calculation of the effectiveness of capital investments is 
supposed to he an integral part of planning at all levels: in the 
Soviet Union, for example, from the State Planning Committee 
down in the economic louncils and enterprises. 

It. 

arger 

sm.i 

such analysis. The following main levels of investment 
analysis can IK distinguished in the centrally planned 
economies: 

1. Programming of the industrial sector as a whole 

;'!ul as part of the national economy. Most of the prob 

lems involved here belong lo general planning rather 

than to investment analysis proper. Certain inter sectoral 
problems appear, however, which are analysed with the 

help ol methods appropriate to investment analysis; 

2. Programming of an industry and analysis of 
industrial systems; 

i.   ¡'.valuation   ol   individual   projects   and   of 
groups ol connected projects; 

4.   Lvaluaiion ol  partial engineering solutions, 

l.v.'luation of real investment alternatives covers different 
problems at each level. 

1. Although, in principle, the allocation of capital in- 

vestments among industries in the industrial sector is not 

determined, in tHt- practice of the centrally planned econo- 

mies, by quantitative analysis of economic effectiveness 
of investment,1I' there are important exceptions to this 
general principle. 

'Ibis evaluation is strongly recommended in selecting 

the branch of production to meet a definite requirement 

of the national economy when there are several branches 

producing similar or interchangeable goods. In these 
cases, clícets of investing in different industries are easily 

comparable, for example, in physical units of substitut able 

goods or in foreign currency. Such substitutability of 

effects .\iu], in consequence, legitimate use of economic- 

elfectiveness-ol investment quantitative analysis in inter- 
industry studies, appears whenever: 

dt) Industrial outputs are substitutable, that is, may 

satisfy similar consumer or producer needs—oil versus 
coal, tor instance; 

(/») Projects aim at promoting exports or reducing 
iin|»orls, that is, at earning foreign currency; 

(r) Increase of output in producers' goods in some 

industries allows for economies in other industries, im- 

plementiti j; successive stages of transformation of raw 
materials into final products; 

(i/) Projects aim at saving labour, raw materials, and 
energy. 

Thus, it is evident that many important inter-industry 
issues can be quantitatively evaluated within the frame- 
work   of_ the   economic   effectiveness   of   investment 
analysis.17 

""The standard methodological rules proceed from the prem- 
ise that the allocation of capital investments among branches of 
the national economy for the purpose of their balanced and pro- 
portional development, with the priority growth of the produc- 
tion of the means of production, is decided on the basis of the 
balance sheet method of planning. At the same time, the choice 
ot the most effective «ays of solving the problems set should be 
made with due account for the economic effectiveness of the 
capir,! mvestments." (Standard Methodology for Determining 
tinl,o„om,c Fflcctnrness of Capital Investments and Mew 
lechtrdogy in the National hconomy of the USSR, Academy of 
Sciences ot the USSR, Moscow   I960). 

1T There is another important correction to the principle of non- 
cvaluauon, quantitatively, of the economic effectiveness of alloca- 



Mining of brown <o,it in open pit mine .it Tiimszóu: Volumi 

2. In tin- stage (if elaliorating a "general" programme 
for an industry, efforts are concentrateci on -election of 
the optimum combination of existing and anticipated 
new productive units. They are considered as one com- 
plex—an industry—in such a way that combined expendi- 
ture for combined industrial effects should lie at a mini- 
mum. Before final quantitative evaluation, different 
alternatives of development are carefully considered in a 
series of interrelated studies, such as: 

lion of investment resources anion« alternative industries. 
This correction is the result of the analysis which takes place 

in the next stage, 'industry programming", that is, when com 
bimng re-equipment or expansion of existing plants with con 
struttimi of new plants is considered in such a way that an 
optimum organization and an optimum path of development of 
an industry could be ensured, meeting targets established in long 
term plans. Very often conclusions reached in these extensive 
industrial studies are used for improving plans: for example, if 
investment—direct and indirect—required for development of an 
industry proves to be substantially under-estimated or over 
estimated in the long-term plan, this conclusion is likely to result 
in target changes of the long-term plan. This evaluation of eco- 
nomic effectiveness of investment of internal distribution of indus- 
trial targets within a particular industry, as an indirect effect, 
necessitates change even in investment allocation between sectors 
and branches. 

(a) Detailed descriptions of all plants actually opera! 
ing in this industry; determination of their actual capa 
cities and outputs, labour  productivities, technical  and 
economic coefficients; 

(h) Alternative prospects of reaching optimum sizes 
ot individual plants; enumeration of plants to IK- liqui- 
dated because of physical deterioration or economic 
obsolescence; alternative combinations of productive units 
—existing and new plants—aiming at reaching planned 
capacities in adequate time and with optimum economic 
effects; 

(c) Analysis of principal raw materials and type of 
power used; 

(ti) Analysis of regional as|X'cts of different alterna- 
tives of development. 
In all these studies quantitative methods of analysis arc- 
used along with qualitative considerations. 

3. In elaborating a programme for an individual plant, 
evaluation usually takes in: 

(a) Choice of the optimum size, kind, assortment and 
quality of output with due attention paid to specialization 
and to existing and anticipated co-optvation of plants; 

(b) Choice of technology, of raw materials, of fuel and 
power; 
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(c) Choice of location—general and specific—and of 
the type of geographic."' co-operation. Very often evalua- 
tion is carried on jointly for two or more closely com- 
bined projects. 

4. When solutions arc sufficiently evaluated in the 
stage of project engineering, the analysis concentrates on 
the choice of the following solutions suggested by project 
engineers: 

(</) Final choice of the level of technology and of plant 
layout; 

(/') Choice of specific location and evaluation of its 
territorial consequences; 

(c) Choice of adequate coiistrmiimi and gestation 
periods. 

A special type of analysis constitutes "evaluation oí 
economic effectiveness of introducing new technology". 
This type of capital investment differs f.oni typical in- 
dustrial projects in that: 

(a) It consists mostly in re-equipment or smaller-scale 
expansion of existing plants; 

(/') It is carried on, practically on a continuing basis. 
in all industrial plants; 

(c) Methods of evaluating and introducing the tech 
nical innovations concernai must be very simple and 
applicable in several thousands of smaller and bigger 
plants. 

The experience of the centrally planned economics in 
investment analysis on various levels has demonstrated 
that the choice of the scope of analysis of particular 
problems is of great importance. Once the scope of 
analysis is chosen, the various alternative solutions arc 
élaborât al for it, and comparative analysis and evalua- 
tion are undertaken. Attention is paid to selecting and 
appraising all real, relevant alternative solutions appear 
ing in the analysed field. 

Formulation of a scope for vhich alternative solutions 
arc considered is a first important step in investment 
analysis. While in earlier periods investment analysis was 
most often limited to various alternative solutions of 
single projects, there is a strong tendency towards 
analysing larger systems. For example, thermal power 
plants arc analysed within a system embracing coil 
mines, transport facilities, transmission lines, and so forth. 
Projects using large quantities of energy, such as alumi- 
nium plants, are analysed together with power plants. 
Whenever possible the impact of a plant on utilization 
of capacities in other fields (other industrial plants, trans 
portation facilities) is considered. Foreign trade is intro- 
duced into the analysed systems whenever it is a real 
alternative in one respect or another. 

While on the level of project analysis there is a ten- 
dency to embrace larger systems (groups of closely con- 
nected plants and various necessary facilities), this work 
is carried out on a parallel with the work on higher levels 
embracing still larger sectoral or inter-sectoral systems. 
Here again, choice of the scope of analysis for which 
alternative solutions are considered is of great importance. 
The systems formulated for analysis have to be manage 
able and cover all important problems of economic 
choice appearing in the economy and connected with the 

analysed field. The analysis of larger systems is carried 
on irrespectively ( f the organizational subdivision of the 
various projects and related fields. 

ROLK OF ECONOMIC CALCULATION 

Fvaluation of the above-mentioned alternative solutions 
is an important theoretical and practical problem in an 
economic system of socialization of practically all indus 
trial capital. The State assumes, in the centrally planned 
economies, both the right of and the responsibility for 
adequate allocation ot investment resources directly or 
through its enterprises or semi-autonomous co-operatives. 
The rate of growth of the national economy and, conse- 
quently, improvement of standards of living depend to a 
large degree on the success of the most effective alloca- 
tion of investment. This is also a difficult theoretical and 
practical problem. On the one hand, "social" effectiveness 
of investment depends on numerous factors, not only 
economic, but also extra economic (political, humani- 
tarian, or military); not only quantifiable, but also cliffi- 
cult to quantify or simply unquantifiable, and not only 
actual but also anticipated. Thus, elaboration of the most 
appropriate methods of project evaluation requires both 
extensive scientific research and long industrial experi- 
ence. 

On the other hand, in past practice, investment deci- 
sions had to be taken currently without delay, by plan- 
ning agencies, government authorities and industrial 
organizations (especially at the third and fourth level). 
Projects had to be elaborated, approved and implemented 
even without sufficiently satisfactory economic analysis. 
Lack of sufficient economic analysis was never considered 
as an argument for slowing down the rate of capital 
expansion. The role of both quantitative and qualitative 
considerations in the making of investment decisions had 
not been clearly defined.1" This led to serious methodo- 
logical disturbances and lengthy theoretical discussions. 

At present, this aspect of the problem of economic 
effectiveness of investment appears to be settled in most 
centrally planned economies. A need for quantitative 
criteria is generally recognized. Official "standard meth- 
odologies" recommend use of definite quantitative 
criteria. 

"A quantitative analysis is a fundamental tool of eco- 
nomic effectiveness of investment evaluation and a neces- 
sary evaluation for selecting investment decisions most 
advantageous for the national economy. It consists of an 
analysis of all quantifiable aspects of constructing and 
operating a plant-ro-be, as well as of their appraisal from 
the ancle of reducing to a minimum the total expendi- 
ture of social labour. Thus, quantitative analysis com- 
prises both specific calculations and synthetic evaluation 

There were various reasons for this attitude. Ir rested largely 
on the view, dominant if not necessarily made explicit, that in a 
socialist soaety preferences in general, and time preferences in 
particular, are multi-angled, and that they dc not lend themselves 
to useful quantification, let alone reduction to a common and 
simple basis of measurement. 
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of all inputs and effects."1» Although quantitative analysis 
of the economic effectiveness of investment does not ex- 
clude nor replace qualitative consideration, it is, however, 
an obligatory part of analysis even in the case when 
unquantihable economic or extra-economic factors pre- 
vail in justification of investment necessity. In those cases, 
quantitative analysis is not an exclusive basis for invest- 
ment decisions. Therefore, the project selector is now 
under obligation to check alternatives from the point of 
view of "comparative efficiency". It is this which is Ins 
principal guide, and, other things being equal, it is 
decisive. 

An attempt is made, from now on, to summarize the 
practical experience of the centrally planned economies in 
the utilization of different quantitative expressions of 
economic effectiveness of investment. This attempt must 
be considered as preliminary, as both extensive practical 
experience-'! imd scicn,i,'< research in this Held is still 
continuing."1 

It can he observed that in this research three leading 
methodological principles are widely accepted: 

1. Criteria used for evaluation of economic effective- 
ness of investment of particular projects should comply 
with macro-economic criteria, cspeciallv with such a 
principal criterion as maximization of national income 
in the longer run. 

2. Criteria of economic effectiveness of investment for 
particular investment projects should be applied within 
certain restrictions imposed upon them and derived from 
the general economic plan or economic analysis carried 
out on higher levels. 

3. Account should be taken of the desirability and 
necessity of transition from simpler to more complicated22 

models of economic growth of planned economy from 
which criteria of economic effectiveness of investment of 
industrial projects are derived. 

In the light of these principles, it is not surprising to 
find in the practice of project evaluation of centrally 
planned economies employment of similar quantitative 
criteria on all levels of investment analysis. 

BASK; FORM OF SYNTHETIC FORMULA 

In investment analysis, on the sectoral level and for single 
plants, the task of investment evaluation is practically 
reduced to choice of one out of various investment vari- 
ants (solutions) bringing about equivalent productive 
effects. Bearing in mind such an assumption, the issue 
which must be regarded as an essential in the evaluation 
of economic effectiveness of investment is a choice of 

"Koniisja planowania, Instruya ogotua—(l%0) w spi 
WfWy^/ badati ekonomtczne) cjel{tywnosci inwestyeji (W 

20 This practical experience is currently published in several 
engineering and economic periodicals. 

«Most important  scientific  contributions  are   listed  in  the 
lelected bibliography at the end if this article. 

* That is. taking into account more and more factors influ- 
encing rate and pattern of growth. 

the proper level of technique „I ., «¡ven investment 
project._ Attempts to quantify the difference anioni; 
alternative variants from tli.it poi,,, of view have enabled 
lay.ng down the basic ami simplest form of synthetic 
index of economic effectiveness of investment. 

The differences between two investment variants (lor 
a set of projects or for a single projevt) are presented in 
total costs per unit of ¡„creased capacities (per .mi. of 
output) I he ponu of the matter has been found, how- 
ever, «n the computed costs. Thev aie not t!u actual costs 
but 'accounting" costs calculated according to certain 
rules, elaborated especially for investment calculation. 

An important problem which comes up in the discussed 
context anil which is of special ,uteres, when comparing 
the methods „1 investment calculation in the centrally 
planned economies is that of the possible discrepancy 
between "accounting" costs and actual costs, between 
computed coefficients ot a project and its actual returns 
Accounting" costs are easily applied ,„ ,|u. u.|ltr.,|jv 

planned economies since financial returns are not a most 
important criterion lor running the enterprises. 

In the computed costs (,„ ,|u- calculation formula) 
great attention has been paid to different treatments of 
investment costs and of operating costs. It has been con- 
sidereo1 tl.at these two kinds of costs are rather different 
in economic implications and that, therefore, they cannot 
be simply added together. A practical solution which Ins 
been accepted consisted, first of all, in recalculating 
(enlarging) investment costs-utilizing for that purpose 
the .so-called "coefficient of efficiency". Theoretical inter- 
pretations of this solution arc not uniform. Many econo- 
mists, starting from a statement of scarcity of capital, base 
the "coefficient" on the rate of substituí ¡on between the 
additional investment outlays-' and eventual decrease of 

2a The term "investment" consists of three civilians in the 
centrally planned economies: 

Direct investments, lh.it is, outlays dirctflv tornicele d with 
completion of the particular project ; 

Ancillary (associate) investment*, ili.u is, works that arc not 
directly connected with the core of ., projetr, Midi as electric 
installations or railroad sidings, which are normally planned and 
executed by organizations independent ot the industrial ministry 
supervising the main undertaking. 

Indirect investments, that is, all tho,. additional investment 
outlays that must be made to supply the requisite amount of 
inputs to a project plant onte u will be working at capacity. 
Among the first-order linkages of this sort may be cited the 
expense of expanding coal output to supply toal for new thermal 
plants—an important consideration in chwsing between hydro- 
electric and thermal power—and the cost of adding capacity to 
the cement industry in order to furnish the concrete needed for 
building dam sites for hydroelectric piojects. It is .n important 
feature of calculations of economic effectiveness of investment 
in the centrally planned economies that "ancillary" investments, 
irrespective of the enterprises or other economic organizations 
which pay for them, are included in calculations. It is not a 
common rule, however, that "indirect" investments aie included 
in calculations. In this respect the problem is partly solved by 
analysing larger systems. Besides, only in cases when one alterna- 
tive so'ution brings real savings of investment to indirectly ton 
nected plants (or other facilities), are savings included in calcula- 
tions in the form of "indirect" investment. 
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production (operating) costs."4 As the latter cm tx.- re 
duced to labour, this rate of substitution might be treated 
as the individual marginal rate of substitution between 
labour and investment.25 

This implies, of course, an assumption of a simple 
two-factor production function. It is rather a drastic 
abstraction from reality since in the centrally planned 
economies, in rapidly developing economies, certain raw 
materials and intermediate goods sometimes constitute 
acute bottlenecks which cannot be ignored when tech 
niques are selected. This is a reason why standard meth- 
odologies also recommend other yardsticks in the choice 
•<*ki"g process besides the use of a synthetic index. 
Reference here is mainly to the use of indices in physical 
terms—tech no-economic indices—such as input of fuel. 
power, and other materials per unit of output, output per 
unit of equipment, and the like. 

A most typical reasoning is presented lielow, showing 
the way in which the evaluation formula is derived from 
the capital/labour substitution. Assume two different 
variants of an investment project where production ot 
each variant is the same; for these two variants it is 
assumed: 

(1) that /,</._, where /, and I., are investment out lavs 
of the respective variants being compared; 

(2) and that C¡>C, where C, and C, are the annual 
operating costs of these variants. 

Denote: 7" the period of recoupment of the additional 
investment outlay (or marginal rate oí substitution 
between capital and labour); 

E a reciprocal of T (in the terminology used in cen- 
trally planned economies, the coefficient of com par 
alive effectiveness of capital investment). 

Both T and E are determined by comparing the assumed 

-* Operating cost- arc lo lie considerili anil anticipate«) tor tin 
whole operation period. They usually include costs of maimc 
nance an«! capital repairs hut tlitv do not include «lepieci.nion 
allowance. 

23 Some authors, especially in the So« it t Union, have propose«I 
also to take into consideration in the choice making procès- 
something like the average rate of substitution. 

Thus far, they say, designing and economi«: calculations have 
limited the estimate of recoupment in the «liferent variants onl\ 
to additional capital outlays. Vet, in many cases, the magnitu«le 
of additional investments in one of the variants is insignificant 
as compared with the total volume of investments in all variants. 
The calculated magnitudes of recoupment of the aililitiona! 
investments arc not characteristic of the total period required 
for the recoupment of all capital investments. There may he cases 
in which the additional investments are recouped in a short time. 
while the perio«! for the recoupment of all outlays will IK- long 
even in the l>esl variant. Thus, whereas the recoupment of partial 
investments in mechanization ami automation in the iron and 
steel industry may take about a year or a year ami a halt, the 
recoupment of all invesiments. according to data of the State 
Institute for Planning Metallurgical Enterprises, takes from ten 
to eleven years. That is why, for planning purposes, it is the 
recoupment of all investments that acquires great importance ami 
not recoupment of partial outlays. The period of recoupment of 
all investments is «letermined by calculation of expected savin« 
as against the average cost of production in the given brandi 
or as against the sales prices—if the latter conform to the average 
cost of production in the branch. 

variants—they might be: existing ami newly planned 
(liants, both planned variants, two types of new tech- 
nology, etc. 

T    /,-/, 1    Ct-C, 
T 

While, however, in the above, T is the "recoupment" 
period relating to the comparison between any given 
pair of investment variants, lor the obligatorv evaluation 
formula, the necessity of using the social marginal re 
coupment period is acknowledged. Thus, tor additional 
investment costs the following inequality is accepted as 
a condition ot effectiveness. 

< r 
where 7* is now the social margina! rate of substitu- 
tion;-'" 7'* is determined normativch by the central 
authorities and has to be applied by all organizations 
evaluating investment projects. 

The economic meaning of formula (2) is dear. Addi- 
tional investment outlay cannot lie- accepted, unless 
recouped by sufficient economics in operating costs, lie- 
cause in other sectors or branches of the economy the 
same investment outlay may bring about better economic 
results.'-'7 

Formula (2) can be expressed also as 

f*+rä < yî+r.or/s+rv:,. < /•,+T*r1 

-'"It seems that T. compute«! in accordance with one of the 
inethiKls proposed in the Soviet Union, has a «hmrint nature. 
\cconling to it. .^ approximation of T might IK- reached on the 

basis of either past or planned investment—-av m«; m operating 
«ost ratio, that is: 

vv lure: 

/        investment outlays  in  a given period   ((,»•  example,  five 
vcar); 

< i      unit operating costs (excluding depreciation allowances) in 
the first year of the period; 

'-      lln,t operating costs (excluding depreciation allow anees) in 
the lina) year of the period; 

I'       output in the final year. 

The authors of this proposa! hold the view that T computed in 
this way, l«>th for the indu anal sector as a whole and various 
milustnal branches. Kives valuable information alunit develop- 
ment trends of the economy and techniques and therefore should 
IK- an influential factoi in determination of the investment policy. 
A doubt has ken raised, however, as to the sufficiency of 7 v> 
«oniputcil as the investment criterion. This concept of T seems 
lo tnar close resemblance to what was earlier called average rate 
ot siibstitutum. It should IK mentioned here that there «loes not 
seem to IK- an accoid with regar.l to an interpretation of the 
recoupment pericxl in various centrally planned countries. Only 
the I olisi, planners relv explicitly on the interpretati.« of T 
will, the help of relativi scarcities of lalxnir and capital. 

27 However, it must be stresse«! again here that a given invest- 
inent prober is not necessarily «Iropped as a result of economic 
erreclivenc- of investment evaluation if the urgency for the 
project «as established and confirmed earlier by a balance shret 
analysis. 
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In general, tin most elTcctivc use of capital is achieved 
by selecting a project /, such th.it /,   7* 4- f,', (,,,-/,   • 

l*(-,)   IS   tilt,    lowest  .linone   .1   given   Sit   III'   alternatives 

Mori- generally, lor tin purpose oí comparison anioni; 
alternatives resulting in dilTcrent levels oí annual output, 
the evaluation lormula can IK  expressed as; 

1 
'f* 

P 

l-r*+(' 
- minimum :v 

where  /'  indicates annual   production. 

1 his hasic torni oí the synthetic iormula is the simplest 

«levin- used lor comparing various investment alterna 
lives, taking into account relative scarcities of lak.ur and 

capital. It has Urn accepted that then does exist an 

optimal social marginal rate of substitut ion which is 

equal to 0< r<(, where ./        period of amort i/ation.-s 

However, to achieve an exact quantitative estimation ol 

Ik social MRS (marginal rate of substitution between 
l.ihour and capital)—or, in other words, the standard 

|HTiod of recoupment-is obviously impossible, owing to 

the existence of an almost infinite number oí investment 
variants during the planned period under consideration. 

An approximation of the social marginal rate of sub- 
stitution has been arrived at, for example, in Poland, 

by means of a survey which is said to indicate that for 

the bulk of the existing old industrial plants, their mod 

ernization can yield a recoupment period above five; 

this is considered as a real alternative to which other 

calculations can be compared. Rough corrections were 

made lor a few other factors, such as the saving on raw 

materials and transport and on the cost of transfer and 

urbanization of rural manpower. Finally, a value of h 
was adopted for 7'*. 

in countries where a uniform standard |icriod of re- 

coupment prevails, it has been established in limits of 

five to six years; tor Hungary five, for Poland six. for 
instance. 

It was realized very soon in these countries, however, 

that the common fact of limited substitution and mobility 

of production factors should IK- somehow taken into 

account, either by setting different normative (leriods of 

-'"In this long iliscussii.il, two extreme positions have been 
refuted 

Those- «ho postulate-il minimizing capital output, that is, those 
who advocated the least capital intensity ol the process of reach 
mg the- targets (7 = O) |ajJ themselves open to the charge that 
their criterion cuts across the path of technological progress and 
results m waste ol l.iliour force-. Clearly this could not be accepted 
as a principle of economic policy. 

On the other hand, those who advocated minimizing current 
costs/output (/ - ./) ,Knon-d an important question in runnin« 
ru- developing economy-tin shortage of capital, ami in a senv 
this means a waste of scarce investment funds. True, thev could 
point out prima faac good reasons that in the current costs/out- 
put mdex ' the dividend by definition takes care of capital 
outlay, since it includes depreciation allowances. However, depre- 
ciation allowance per unit of output amounts as a rule to vcrv 
little, while in the planned economy, the absolute magnitudes of 
imitai involved in this or that project are of paramount 
importance. 

I'rotTSsinn stupir in iynthrtir fibre niant at Tornii. Volami 

recoupment  lor each branch and economic region or m 
some other vvav. 

In  some centrally  planned economies    first  of all  in 

the Soviet Union -the dilTcrcntiation of '/'* for branches 

and   economic   regions   is  conceived   as   an   important 

instrument to ensure certain preferences of planning an 

thorities. Since 7 *'s level undoubtedly influences invisi 

ment decisions left to lower echelons, its dilTcrcniiatioii 
is king used to bring these investment decisions in line 

with the general  line of investment   poliiv  pursued by 

central   planning   authorities.  In  genual,   anording   to 

U>th   current   practice   and   proposals   raised,   planning 

authorities in the centrally planned economies can inllu 

enee investment choice by means of the tw.> following 
methods, among others: 

(i)   Fstablishmeni of dilTcrcntiated 7'#'s for dilíerent 
branches and economic regions; 

(ii)    Fmploymcnt of differentiated coefficients in order 
to correct wages, prices, and so mi;" 

-'"The correction ot the l.iliour o:sts hv means ol .m appropri 
at' oefheient designed to retini the availability ol labour in a 
given economic region has Ixen proposed m an instruction issued 
in Poland. Problems of prices oí imported o- r\po.table ioni 
modifies  are  described  below    (.<<• pages  2Í   lo   Ì5). 
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1 liest methods !>y m. means exclude each other 

Among (actors which are taken into account in differ 

enhatmg ]*, tor example, ior branches, a.tent.on is most 
often called to the following: 

J.   Differences  „, cantal  longevity;   „   ,s considered 
that plants With a longer l,tc period should have longer 
IKTHKIS ol  recoupment; 

2.   The   importance  ol   a   particular   branch   for  the 
over-all   economic   development   oí   a   country;   longer 

penods of recoupment (or those hranches ensure prefer- 
ences (or extra progress of techniques; 

.*.   D.iTerences in pace of technical progress i„ various 
hranches;  hranches  with  a  higher  rate  have  a shorter 
period o( recoupment; 

4.   Differences in capital endowment : it is considered 

• hat  branches with a high capital-labour ratio should 
have a longer period of recoupment. 

1 he factors enumerated do not exhaust all aspects which 

are  taken  into consideration in differentiating 7* for 
particular branches. This problem is under curren, study 

Some countries which use. in principle, a uniform f* 

tor the whole country allow its differentiation by means 
of i|uaiit,,iahle criteria. In Poland, for instance, intro- 

duction into the synthetic formula of ., coefficient that 

lakes „uo account the duration of the operation period 

means, mdeed, real differentiation of 7*. Preliminary 
computations proved that, for instance, in Poland where 

the uniform period of recoupment is used together with 
such a correcting coefficient, the results obtained do not 

differ substantially from those obtained in other countries 

^1. rCn,,;lted T#'S *ire USC<I- Artua«v. ¡n most 
centrally planned economies, normative periods of re- 

coupment arc three to seven years, that is. coefficients of 

cmparat.ve effectiveness are established on the level of 

".l>-(U An investment variant with "worse" coeffi- 

cients-thai is, lower coefficients of comparative effective- 
ness or longer periods of recoupment-can be accepted 
only in exceptional cases. ' 

DEVELOPMENT OI THE SYNTHETIC FORMI I.A 

Formula (.<) represents the simplest, therefore basic 

form ol synthetic iormula of economic effectiveness of 
investment. Investment variants differ not only m re- 

spect to substitution iKHween labour and capital The 

synthetic formula has ken gradually developed by t ,k 

mg into account differences among investment variants 

with regard to different patterns of gestation and frui- 

tion: (i) extent of immobilization—tie-up or "freeze"— 
of investment during construction; (ii) |c„gth OI [)cri(xi 

ol exploitation; and (,ii) time-sha,* of production costs 
during the period o( exploitation. 

It must IH- observed, however, that even this synthetic 
formula is a rather general one, which is changed or 

adapted to suit the particular requirements »f any system 

analysed. It is not applied indiscriminately and'sche- 
matically ior all cases. 

Perioil uf construction 

In comparing investment variants, if tbev differ in the 

duration oí construction, account is taken' of shortening 

or lengthening the period of commissioning and building. 

Kconomic   effectiveness   of   a   particular   investment 
variant   depends  heavily  on  its   "construction   |ieriix|", 
lhat  is. on the scope of "immobilization" of the invest 

met   res,airees.   It   is obvious that   longer   construction 
periods   ,mph    simply   longer   periods  of   "immohiliza 

"on   "'ol investment resources employed in tlu construe 
"•»» ol a plant. This impact „Ï the durati,,,, „f t-„llMriK 

Hon   period  upon  economic effectiveness  „|   invest mem 
ol  a gIVen  investment   variant can   be  included   in  the 
synthetic formula m different ways. 

In the Soviet Union a coefficient <1„.) has been mm. 
duced. which takes into account the average immobdiza 

Hon effect that can be obtained in a given branch In 

the productive use ol capital investments, and is deter 
mined according to the compound interest   formili.,: 

l,r = (ì T/f*)', 4; 

where E* is the normative coefficient ol effectiveness in 

the given branch and / is the .mmob.hzat.on period 
measured in years. 

In cases in which the deviations of actual construction 
penods from average are very small, coefficient /„, can 

I'c determined according to the simple interest formula: 

/„,= !+/:/'." 4a) 
In Hungary ••'- alM| p„lalup ,|ie average "immobiliza- 

tion period . as ,t is called, is computed according to the 
following formula: 

E /,0.-0 
«.= 

where: 

":      average "period of immobilization"; 

it       investment outlays spent in t.me "t" dating from 
the beginning of construction period; 

:'"Tln- iin.i,,.|,ili/ilii„„ period of particular parts „f investment 

An1 r? ,tiK' rmi1 ;,f Ts,rua,,,n *»«** "><• S 
?"     tk  <L,U' UIK» ^'> «»utl;.w are incurred and the date 

« lini .he pruiect as ., whole ls ,„,, lnto opt.,.Jtlon. 

J\riP»'^"   »»-toMa.   Recently   V.   Vyl.ornov,   )n     Fkono- 

MislKhkh predpmat.y . I npmfy ^nnom,^, No. S, ]%i (Mos 
cow, has exposed in dc.a.l a method very similar ,o that prt 
senu-d in Hungary and Poland. ' P 

k ,mSh UU"i "V"-'aî!r Srok0V str'»te'"va na effektivn«t 
kap.t. i   kh   Uo,heniy ,  ¡%noroyc  tfoziMo.   So.   10,   ]%l 

nmMunciKrWS "" ^ «* "* W' » • »«^-' * a 

/ hdt 

«here / is the number of vears    imi h— li,\    ,i 



t>,        construction |K'II(HI; 

/ total invistnuiit 

£   i, 

l'or pr.iciical purposes it is often assumed il..H „. 

t>- 2. (I Ins assumption is ihi-.inik-.ilK correct when 

invcvstiiH-iii expenditure is equally distributed over the 

cn.istruc.ion JH-h.Kl.) Willi ilu- average ••imm,.hili/.,ii„ll 
I'ctio.l „. I„I.,| investment expenditure calculated in 
ilu   i-v;ilii.iii,,ii lomuda amounts tu: 

where ,/       ilu- "immobilization coeliicicnf. 'Huis, tin 
'».INK  luí nuil,i t.iki-s the shape: 

,   1 

P 

liiiii.iv he noted that formula  ((,) ,s simil.ir t.> formula 

H..)   usai in tin Soviet   L'nion; in (4.,)  there   appears 
1       ht) wink- in (6) there is .i term (1   .   </.»-)   Tb 

resemblance  is only formal,  however.  Ixonomtc  inter- 
pretation ut   the cm-lficicnt   «/.-   in   ((,)   .„„1   tf   m   (.,,) 

(cliverai In  theoreticians, is rather dilicrcnt.  While in 

the Soviet  L mon it is simply  accepted th.it   E  ,s equal 

t"   1    /.in   Poland .,   rather  «iphistic.it«!   reasoning  is 
presented i„ ,t,stilv the application ut </: and final basis 

l«»r its c.ilculatiun. The man, lines ut tins reasoning arc- 

presented Mow. As a  starting  point  one assumes that 

longer gestation means  losses  incurred In   the   national 

economy. "Ihuse losses can  he  measured and expresse.! 
In  coefficient ,/, This coefficient  has nut heci, assumed 

•is cipul to 1   V. hut derived Iron, a comhination of the 
margina! nel output •capital  ratio and 7V" 

For the purpose of planning and control, the ecu 

trally planned economies have elaborated the normative 
coefficients for the construction period which should IR- 

lollovved m investment planning for the various kinds 
<>f plants. 

• !i gross capital output ration«, then n.,i,„n.tl income 
produced «ich year by one unit of gross investment ^ | /„, 

ami „aiional .neon,, "produced" by one unit of net investment 
(I ,,, - /). where r is a coefficient of replacement of fixed 

assets. Io „urease national income, however, it is necessary not 
on,y io inu-st hut als,, to employ an additional labour force. 
When the labour force is already in full employment, there is 
need tor some additional investment in order'to "five" the 
rei) uired  labour force. 

Therefore, an increase in national income equal to ",/" can 
be obtained by: 
(i)   some direct investment equal to m . d, and 
(ii) some  additional  inu-stmrnt   equal   to   (,-.,/)   in   or,|t.r  to 

tree   the required labour force; the term '•/•" denotes real 
« age ratio. 

Additional investment ,-. d required during the maximum 
acceptable recoupment period 7» would be r. d. T* and in 
increase  of the gross  national   income  by the  amount  of  "</" 

(tfurutiu,, pam,/; „„,,,„, 0, „,/,„„/„,„,„ ,„,,..,,,. 

V..H.,n,s   ol   .,„   ,mes„„cn,   p„,Ku    „suallv    .,ls„  dille, 
irom  «he  viewpoint,,,   |(n„|, „,   ,„„„,,,„,. (  ,,, , 

At ;-^'''"ilK..la,|„. I ,,,.„,«  ,,rû,(1,ss 
^   »Y^¡w»''»^nH-u...r..lU   Planned ounoiUKs. the 

\   r     lo    opu,,,oi,  ,,, ,,L,,la,   xv,s ,wmu<| 

"'   *IU:   ',,USU-1    llk   "'   <""•   «,uipi„c„t.   Ilo»,,,.     IH 
'H'U-ssitv    „,   ,.,kc   auoum   „,    "„„„..l"   „|1Sll|,Su,Ut.   „, 

;'llU,|'T'   l',UW,,l,X   ,uh ''   I""——„.nul more ol)viuiis. 

InsomeSuy,eMl,d,MrKs,l,l„H,hu,lnt    dis.,, ,.," 

M t   o<loio,y   /,„•   /),,,,,„„„„<   /.;,,„,„„„,    ,:th, .,,. 

"'  ';m
t
rr IL,"h  «•con„,H-..,ls ,lu   lollown.g „uiho,!. 

I'-ir- K Whciicipicii, varus in luiiclioiini lime 

: • • v.inants „i.,i .l.fïc« i„ ,|u V(,|„,„e ,„,| ,,„,,„, „( 

investment an«! o,Hr,,t,„g costs „, sn-cessive ...HT.IVU,,, 

un.ts. l-or making then comparable, „iv.-sin,e„, .nul 
operating est s shutild l,e converted using; 

(.') Coni|>oiiiu| interest formula 

(h) économie elìcci,veuss ol „,vcs,„n,„ s,.,i,d.„d 
cocmc.ent    12.5 ,Hr cent  as the disco,,,,,   !.H m, 

(< )   Developed capacity period." 

• Wcording  tu the  Polish  standard   incihu.lolugv    to, 

mulae  (Í)  and (7)  were derived  muhr ilu   assunip , 
ol  a  period ot operation cMual „, .,„  .,vtT,Ul     suc.illcd 

standard -JKTI.HI ol OJKT.IIHMI within an industrial sector. 

In the case when tlu .intKip.ite.l oper.i,,o,,.,| pe,,od „! 

the investment variant under consideration .Infers hon, 
the   standard   upcrational   periud   /,„    in   p„|.m,|   „ 

•lU.Ut 20 vears    it hecumes „ecessa. \  to ,„.,k.  an .,pp„, 

pnate correction with regard to Iw.th output .m,l O|K-I.H 

mg  costs  adopted   in  the  suitlutic   I'orniul.i   (7).  This 

correction has been based un ihe reasoning .u.or.liiii; to 
which individual investment pro,,vis are iivaud ,s pan 

ol the investment process in ilu c.onoim as a uliuk. 

For this  purpose, a conventional   model ol  e.uuuniic 
growth. I.urlv J„s,- to the real conditions. |,.IS b(,n o.n 

structcd. In this model n  is assumed that: 

(i)  Overall  invesinient  increases anntialK  at  a .on 
slant  rate ol 7 per cent; whereas 

(ii)  Operating costs increase annually   at   a  constant 
rate ol   s per cent; and thai 

units requires ".iddition.il" iiiwsimciil equal  |.> ni • ,/  I   /.,•/! 
L'nder  these  a uiuptioils,  gro.s   nation.II   imoine  j„;    v.ir, pio 
duce.l by one unii ol  investment, is conal  io 

»/•¡I f T-r-it    m i I -i 

Thus, assuming lull employment, u  follows  ih.ii: 
—one  unii  ot gross iinestineni   "prodiurs"   I   m   •   Ti   ol   umis 
of national income. 

—one   unit   ot   nel   iinestineiil   "produce,"    I   in   •   '/'.,•      ,.   ,,| 
units of  net  national menine, and thai  i-. ./ 

For Polish conditions, the lollowing values un< a.opled for 
calculating </.: m J.S; T i,, , ().<5: , O.IH-clepreuation 
amounts to S per cení bul il lias been assumed m be i pei ceni, 
taking   into account   lugli   raies  of economic   expansion   Thus' 
</, r-t|.|S. 

In Hungary </   is assumed as equal to /•.'       I/'/'. 
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(in)  'llu si.iiul.inl Ideili ol H|H.r.iii(in periods <i! niu 

invt-siinvili projects is tvwntv   \c.irs. 

I líder   these   .issumpiions,  tin   values ol   /,     uirrcclivc 

ciKllicivnt lor output     r'.nul ol  \'„    uirruiive uielHcieni 

lor operating costs ¡l' coi rcsjiondiii^ to \.irions o|H'ra 

lion (icriods (;/) i.m IK c.ikul.ilcd .is shown m the 
following : 

/„ H.W7 

V„ II.ïIIK 

Hi 

ll.oM 

noni 

(I.Ndll 

ii.so: 

¡.on I.ion 

I .mi I.I 71 

in vï 4II -4S 

i. ri        i.1::        i.r.x        IJM 

I.-ils I.i4ï I.SS4 |.(,4<) 

111 y. 

I.«I: \A 

1.7 -s 1 

Il h 'How s ih.it profits ol i I vvciitv \ e.if period ol opi i.i 
Hon c.m IK   upland In   ihost   ol   ,i  luin \c.ir period ol 

ope r.ilion, provided tli.it  tin.   cipit.il  output   r.it I   tin 

I.Hier is higher ill.in ih.it ol tin   lutimi In  no mon  ili.ni 
2^.s (Hi  cent. 

I litis, the Polish lornitil.i ol clïi ctivciicss re i v.ilu.itcs 
llu v.tlucs ol /' ,m<| (. |,,i ,i Riveli pio|cit in k ruis o| tin 
st.nul,ird operation  period. 

,    I 
'  j  \ i </ H     t (.•>',. 

I minimum S 

Anonimi; to ilns lormul.i. it m.i\  lu c.isilv  illustr.iied 

how   tin   \.ihu   ol   r\" cli.inncs  with dilli rent   >>\K I .ition.il 

pi nods,  loi   lh.it  pur|Kise, .ill other  p.ir.iiin lus  '/'. /, ti . 

(    .nid /' .ire .issuiiied  loiist.mt:   il   is (oiivenient   to de 
loiiipoH   lutimi!.i   (S)   into investment   ,ind  Mist  <.<>mix> 
in nis.   n.inielv. 

,.  I   I   t // Il (     y 

IV.        i I' / 
Hü 

I In I.ilile below pn si ins the values ol these tuo com- 

ponents ol /. assuming tin following iiiiinenc.il v.ilues 
lor the p.ir.nneters:   7        six   u.us;  / 3HI;   ;; two 
ve.ir.s: C        UHI; /'I. 

'"'It h.is Uin assumili ili,il cvciv \i.ii Mini' illusimi ills ut 
aurate duiahihtv /; vi.iis .in i.irridi un. These iiiusliiuim 
Kin«   culi   year   .il   ili,   i.iu   i,l    V   pi i-   mil.   Ums.   il   annul 
IlllcsUllllli      IS     /      H ,,).      Illvcsllllclll      ill      till       previous      Veil 
(<' I )   is /    ( i    )   ,,)  .m,! ,,s ol   (il II   vers ap, /  ( I    I   ,,)" 

I lie value i,l liu'il assets upi'i.iiiii^ in ,i e;i\. o M.ii equals ili. 
sums uI in-t investment cumplí n ,| durili); llu period ,,l II M.II s 
•''"i"  'i (a        I )   In l(      <>:   n.inieK. 

VI, ~   £  i   , , „    ,,, 

(,'J 
II   the   i.ipil.il   diiiput   r.ilm   is   -in".    ,,ii!(Hil   ul   evisinij;   lise, 
.issrls  ei|ii.ils: 

I:-"•.!•' 
{,J 

Advantages ul   loilslructlll); I'l.mts   with   .i   loiij;ei   pei ml  ,,l   up 
iT.illon tli.in tin   st.mil.nil penuil nK is c\p:cs,c,l hv  llu equation: 

1    T 
l\ 1 i-if.n- 

IH.i 

m 

(id. 

p  / 

/ I     4     ? 

ÏI.I 

".4 Sn.s 

i1»:."      iv;.s      i44.i 

/,. 

i ...liuiiiil /„ ,.m ¡>, usui i,, replace llu dcnuiiunato ul llu 
Pillimi,, ei .ilu.illiill Immilla /' (.iilllil,il lilliput ut ,i Riveli project 
with .in operatimi period ul V veils) In llu iipiiMili'iii output 
(/,,•/'!  ut  .i |>rnjci.i   vvnli  llu   sl.iinl.ini  tipe.-.iln >n   penud   (IIJ. 

"'' A Inline; pen,>il ,,l exploitation imrcsponds nut oiilv tu the 
llu« ,,t greater uiii|iuls Imi ,ilsu lu the How ul greater costs. A 
simil.ir turni ut ri|u.itiuii cui lie ulit.nneil tur t!,c Yost" side ul 
the unpin,itiuiis ut ilillercnti.il uper.iuun periods |,y analogv 
vv lili  llu   (in v lulls ri .istillili^: 

V, = (••„ 

(•„ (,:.r 
llu ..nl\ ilitferencc is m the ciluc ul V. vv Inch is the discount 
i.He  lor uiK'i.itiiiu costs.   Whci-c.is  the  Him   ul   uuiput   increases 
H lhe .iiiiiu.il rale ul ",,". costs iiunasc, in cuiii|>.irisun with 
previous vcirs, iionnallv al a lower rate, as a lesult of the sue 
lessive reduction ut operatili); costs per unit ut output in the 
mure modern, later limit plants. In Poland ", " is assumed equal 
l"  -i per ceni  ulule "./" is sel  at 7 per cent. 

ilfti.itimitil pni-iil n 

IS ill 411 

-!<>•- 44."' 411.(1 17.Í. sr.,0 ?4.8 

lCA KMI.O lilt,, H2.(l MM ,23.5 

m^ 144.(1 I4I..Í |S( 1.2 1S4. ? 1^8.4 
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Il follows that: 

(i) /. is .11 minimum im lin |M.riod of operation n _• 

I* years, which is even shorter th.m the standard 

period; the phvsic.il lite of the project may he 
much longer th.in th.n. 

(n) /'. is ,i decreasing tunction of // up lo this point 

hut ihcrcaltcr n is .in increasing iunclioii of «;1T 

hir the sake oí   simphlic.ilion of tin   cileni.ilion, syn- 

thetic  tormul.i   (S)   cm   he   presented   in  the   following 
turm: 

,J» 
9) 

l> 

where / /(] i/:// ) ,nU] ;|K v.ilue for b''" .ire given 

m ,i speci.il i.ihk. For pr.niic.il .ipplic.iti-ni. formili.i (')) 
is turther elalxir.iteil into the form: 

p 
111 

T/n i nin-i In tin   phmt ,it Tuin.<;i 

where two categories of operating costs are distinguished, 

C standing principally for lalx.ur costs and .V for other 

K>ivi|xnientsot o|Hratmg costs, particularly raw materials 

and repairs."' This method permits bringing up tin 

advantages ot the variant characterized In a smaller use 
ol raw materials and other materials. 

•'• It may lie observed tb.it troni ibc l'olisi, lornmla tin re iol 
lows .in optimal operation period which is ,i function—given the 
paramctus—ot relation between musliiieiil  and operating costs: 

/•   M ,i.u.  . 

( 

It is acknowledged that die optimal opération period should 
depend on the rate ot tclinic.il progress m each industrv. Tin 
analysts of technical progress lias not been suHicicnllv advanced 
vet to allow lor lormul.ilion ol different normative ", " \. It is 
allowed, lu m ever, in practice to change tin calculation on ac- 
count ol the rate ol technical progress which is disimule ilitier 
ent   troni  the general —normativ e—one. 

•,s(^KlIicic'nts /> have been calculated so ili.il the result if 
calculation, according to simplified lorniula CM. is cpial m 
thai  of the developed formula, ili.it  is. 

(><> ; 

This ei)uation is fulfilled if: 

¿ = 

1  7 

./HV„ 

p/„ 

(.;,', ,>: 

Thus, the value of "/>" is detinite for a given ratio ]It] and 
for Riven ». It has been found that in Poland the recoupment 
IHiiod so corrected for various industrial sectors—according to 
their average operating peritai—is not so different from that in 
other countries which use différent recoupment periods for 
various sectors. 

So tar it has ken assumed u: the synthetic  formula 
that output and operating costs remain constant during 

the whole operation period. A method  has been di ve'l 
oped   which  permits  taking into account   various titm 

patterns ol output and operating cosi during the opera 
tion   period. 

1 he way ot reasoning is similar lo the case oí general 

ization ot tormul.i ('') for projects with dilTereiil opera 
tion.il (K'riods. 

EVALUATION OF IMPORT SUBSTITITIM; AND KXPORT 

PROMOTI N(. PROJECTS 

As already indicated, the centrally planned economics 

and particularly the smaller countries, such as Czecho- 

slovakia, Hast Germany, Hungary and l'oland, pav a 
growing attention to foreign trade. This is apparent in 

all the fields of economic policy—devclo|>mcnt planning, 

jiricing jMilicy, investment evaluation, and so on. 

At the inception of the tirst industrialization plans and 
during their execution, the prospective returns in foreign 

trade were not considered as a very important factor tor 
investment allocation in the centially planned economics. 

On the contrary, it was considered that following the 
comparative advantage argument would pelrilv  the old. 

•'"'It is recommended that, tor materials puuhasid trom eln.clv 
connected plants and also lor other main raw materials, msis 
should be calculated not on the basis ot existing pnces, but, as 
far as possible, on the basis ol value for / known to.- those raw 
materials. 



l'ai t:.il nut   n/ ih,   -Mit/iili,  iii'ih, i  i/mipli \• .// Untati. Kom.mi.i 

ii<htr„<  <,./,/,   l„r ,l,liui\   ¡il a fa.toi\   ni   lh\i<nt,   Koiihinni 

!'./'.' ni i\if  f,itir\  "Ihiniibiiiiiii" m HnJhi , <t 

backward economic structure of .1 country. IjTorts we re- 

directed towards creating .1 new economic structure 
favourable to .1 fast .nid steady tk\tK.pmcnt, on a diver- 

sified nulustri.il basis. Achieving this priueip.il aim, th.it 

is, having developed new capacities in fuels .nul in hasic 

semi finished products lor the capital goods and eheniie.il 

industries, the eentr.illv planned économies changed 

their altitude towards torcigli tracie. This was reflected 

111 price relornis. bunging internal price relations closer 

lo world price relations, in development planning, anil 

also 111 methods and ciitcria applied lo investment allo- 
cation. 

1 he lormulae developed lor evaluation of investment 
projects, serving lor comparative analysis of the various 
tcihnu.il solutions ol given investment targets, were 

hein^ adopted tor comparative aiialvsis of the various 

projects lor export promotion and  import   substitution. 

Il is explicitly expressed in Polish literature and official 
instructions that the synthetic formula elaborated for 

investment project evaluation can be applied in evaluat- 

ing investment projects connected with foreign trade - 

substituting domestic products for imports .uu\ promot- 

ing exports. Thus, the investment evaluation which was 

initially confined within a narrow field of alternative 

solutions of a given investment target is being given 
wider application. 

Certain mollifications are introduced in the Polish 

li.rmul.i when it is tobe applied for evaluation of projects 

connected with foreign trade, l'or that purpose the 
lormula  usually  lias the  following   form: 

II, 
(j / + ()/; + .V 

D 
ir> 

In this formula £>„ indicates net annual exchange 

earnings; it is calculated by subtracting the foreign inputs 

(spccilicallv, the value of imported and exportable com- 

modities) i mm the gross exchange earnings. Also, there- 

tore. .V stands only for part of raw material inputs which 
•ire not subtracted from gross exchange earnings. 

1W smaller projects, carried on bv decentralized enter- 
pnses, a  further simplification is used: 

<i / + C- 
P-s„ 

where: 

¡' 

coefficient of efficiency (</       0.2); 

•Minual operating costs excluding depreciation al- 
lowances and torcigli inputs; 

•mnual value of output, calculated on the basis of 

foreign   market  prices  and   then  converted   into 

domestic  currency  at   a  special   exchange  rate; 

*•<       value   of   imported   and   exportable   commodities 

which were subtracted  from  operating costs. 

The project can he acceptable whenever the value of 
«He  r ,t,o  above  is smaller  than  one.   In  guiding  the 

evaluation of small investment projects, coefficient a and 

the exchange rate are used as instruments of the invest- 
ment policv. 

In   Hungary,   where  foreign  trade   is  of  great  im- 



poruñee, even the "basic" formula'" of economic effec- 
tiveness of investment differs substantially from the type 

>r "basic" or "comparative" formulae used in other 
centrally planned economies. Special attention is paid 
to correct lw>th inputs and outputs of new projects for 
"social" accounting prices, based upon (be actual pur 
chasing power of Hungarian currency and world market 
prices of commodities. The economic effectiveness of an 
investment is expressed in its "internationally compar- 
able" values in the following formulae: 

(i) On the level of a plant: 

..   T-A,-Ah-I. 
gU     M + B> + l-\   ' ( i*n 

IV) 

(ii) On the level of the economy as a whole: 

T 

Letters used in the formulae denote: 

T — gross value of production expressed in forints. It 
is obtained by multiplying the world market prices 
of the products by the respective quantities pro- 
duced. In calculating forint equivalents from 
rouble and dollar prices, exchange rates of 100 
and 45.00, respectively, are to be applied; 

A, -- value of used imported materials in forints, calcu- 
lated at the same rates of exchange; 

Au   : value of domestic raw materials; 

L     -allowance for depreciation; 

M -total wage costs on plant level including taxes 
and social security contributions; 

40 The description is based on a lirait instruction prepared in 
August 1W. In the memorandum for the Second Conference 
of Chief Economic Advisers, held in November l%2, Criteria 
of Investment Allocation in the Hungarian People's Republic, 
the formulae «ere presemeli in a slightly different manner: 

.Pj-M -A 
»'+0.2 (./+C) (' I " 

»'+A1 + /I+0.2 j + C) A 

where: 

e,.  = indicator of economic efficiency at enterprise level; 
;." ^ ind'cator of economic efficiency at national economic level; 
''„ —gross value (per annum) of production; 
M —outlays  (per annum)  for  materials,  energy, intermediate 

goods, etc.; 
V   —annual sum of amortization; 
W = annual outlays for wages; 
/    = outlays for investment; 
C   -working capital needed to operate investments; 
0.2 - normative coefficient showing how much a unit of fixed 

and working capital funds contributes to the increase of 
net national income. 

While in formula (1 ) the values of it, A, W, I and C are com- 
puted by taking into account only the outlays of the enterprise 
which is going to operate the investment project in question, 
m formula (2) these outlays are calculated for the national 
economy as a whole. It is observed that "whenever it is possible 
formulae are calculated also on the basis of export and import 
prices prevailing at the given period". 

/¿/and/-,,       amounts  ..I   national   iikoinc   „,„   uali/cd 

because ol  the "imniobih/ation" elicci  ol   invest 
ment, li,, denotes the immobilization elicci ol tin 
iiNcd   investment   MH\   /•',,   thai   ol   the  circulating 
capital. 

Thus coefficient a,, expresses vaha added (depreciation 

exc uded) per unit ol wage costs combined with "im 

mobilization" elicci ol investment. Coell.cieni Ki, used 

tor calculating elicciivei.ess on the level ol the cconoim 
as a whole, expresses gross value oi outpiu per unit ol 

appropriately calculated  lull social opiating 0.si. 

These lormulae of economic effectiveness ol invest 
ment permit a cniiparaiive analysis of various prouvts 

connected with loreign trade. Compararne an.iKsis ,s 

being carried out within the industrial sectors and also 
among different sectors. Apart from Us merits n, project 
evaluation, it also helps in understanding where and 

why economic elliciency vanes because of iniern.ilinn.il 
conditions. 

It is considered particularly instructive to pertoim the 
comparative analysis by following the links from one 
technological process to another withm an industrial 
sector—this is called ihe clfcctivitv analysis of the subse- 
quent phases of production. This type ol analysis is 
particularly recommended for the steel and the chemical 
industries. 

It is also acknowledged that the comparative analysis 
is not sufficient for project evaluation. While, when 
correctly pei formed, it can show which alternative ¡s 
better and which is worse, it does not say whether 
I'worse" means "still good" or whether "better" means 
"sufficiently good". This problem is not solved by the 
formulae. It is rather exceptional for a final criterion to 
IK- established by the authorities. This is the case, as 
shown alxive, for small investment projects in Poland. 
As a rule, the final choice is taken by the authorities 
who, taking into account the general economie situation 
and the development policy, put certain limits on the 
values of economic effectiveness of investment coeffi- 
cients. 

ANALYSIS ot INVKSTMKNT IN I.AW.KR SVSTKMS 

The inadequacy of investment efficiency analysis con- 
fined to individual projects is commonly recognized in 
the centrally planned economies. It has brought alxiut 
attempts to scrutinize investment in larger systems. The 
predominance of state ownership facilitates ,m invest- 
ment analysis of large programmes consisting of sets of 
projects or even branches. Completely satisfactory meth- 
ods of analysing investment in larger industrial systems 
have not yet been worked out. They are still in a pre- 
liminary phase of elaboration and experimentation. 
Among them, particular mention may be made of some 
simple methods applied to the analysis of: (i) large 
multi-purpose projects; and (ii) systems of closely 
connected projects. 

An analysis of multi-purpose projects is most often 
conducted in the following way : a given multi-pur|K>se 
investment project is broken down into combinent parts 
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w Im li .m, in unii, compared with then Icasihlc alterna 
tivis. Sudi .111 "analytical division" ,<\ ,i given nuilii 

purpose investment is niosi díten m.idi In a di.ir ( ut 
specification ..Í final elicits ni tins  investment .nul  the 

«••Mriluit .1   Until   investment   <unl.ivs  .nul  npcraiiiiü 
msts  in annidami   with  those  lin.il clTats. 

Sonic difficulties .itisi-. cspccialK with n-anl |(, t|u 

distribution ol «.tul.i\s f,„- sikh .1 project, which m.i\ 

rendir  servias  t<» dilTcicni   lni.il  clTccls.   In   smne  casts 

both    investment   outlays   .nul   operating   costs   ni   sikh    .1 

service rendering project (,i p.nt ni .l'tmilli purp.isc m 

vestment project ) .ne .i|i[>nrliniled among tlu lin,il elïeels 
using ils services according m the .imniint ni servais." 

Huis, ,i multi purpose investment pmicct is ".iii.ihti 
callv" Urnken down mm p.lrts, which .ne compared with 

their alicrnativis. An .iltern.nive might lie. l'or inst.ince. 

• i completely independent pmjcct. The ability In forum 
late ,ii! re.il .litem.nive solutions is mu ni du m.isi 
important skills m  invi st nient .ni.iKsis. 

In other cases, other liiithnds ni cllicit nc\ .ni.iKsis ol 
inulti -purpose investment pinjáis an employed. I'm 

IHM. mee. ni i lu ev.ilu.ilion ni" I,noe investments invnKini: 

ihe use ni ».net inr irrigatimi, energy, llnnd cntitrn'l. 

transportation, .mil the like, the lollnw'ing method ll.is 
Ueen  used. 

Olili.ivs rclcrring to e.tch component p.irt ,,i such ,i 

multi-purpose investment (ini ex.imple. irrigation) h.ive 
Ueen assumed .is equal to oiitl.ivs on ,u, individu.il (ini 

gatinn) project with the sanie c.ip.icitv. Then, outlays 

ior .ili parts, compilai in the s.une manner, h.ive Ueen 

totalled .uni compared with real nutlavs mi ,i uiven 

multi-purpose investment project. This method'"docs 

uni exclude, hnwever. the necessity ni elaboration and 
comparative analysis of different variants ,.i multi pur 

pose projects with respect to localization .nul technical 
solutions, among others. Multi purpose investment pro, 

ects differ from systems oi connected projects. While, 

in the first case, investment is usually carried on hy one 

economic Organization, in the second case, series oi 
projects ate initiated Uy dilTerent organizations. Accord- 

ing to research experience, subsutnti.il benefits can he 
obtained by analysing systems oi propels which are 
closely connected. 

1 wo spende categories oi closely connected investment 
systems may be distinguished: 

(i)   DilTerent  projects, quite often, are so connectai 

that a solution concerning one of them exerts an 

influence on solutions for others with respect  to 
localization, size and related factors; 

(ii)    A given system of connected  projects exerts in- 

fluences   on   a   whole   economy   which   may   he 
satisfactorily detected bv means of ordinary cal- 

culations oi  costs  based on  existing   prices' (im- 

provement nt the transport system, for instance). 

Illese systems ol  closely connected projects most often 

appear   in  an   analysis   of   mining   AUI\   manufacturing 
projects may he exemplified In: 

"U. M.iilm, "Kiiipnve pniNeiiiv ckoimmiclkskov dlckth. 
iinMi k.ipii;ilnykli vlii/lu-niy i elektritik.itsii". l'o/w.v ck<m,«>rh- 
N<>. -\  l'V.2. ' ' 

:s 

Alternative energy systems: 

1. ('nal   mine combined  with  thermal  power station 
nul transmission lines: 

2. Ilrnwn coal mine with thermal power station and 
Iransmission liius: 

i.   \\ .Hi i  power station with transmission lines. 

Aliunatives nl  sulphuric acid  manufacturing system: 

I.   I.liiiunial sulphur mine with sulphuric acid manti- 
laiitiring  plant: 

..\ Anhydrite mine with sulphuric acid manufacturing 
plant. 

I In 1 irsi i|itesiion which arises in the process of 

analysis nl s\stems nl ennnected prnjects is tn determine 

i In scope nt a system in be analysed .nul in formulate all 

us real alti i natives. Bringing oui as many real alterna- 

tives as possible is one nl the mam requisites tn dis 
mvcriiig AW nptim.il solution. 

In simple cases, quantit Hive analysis with regard to 

systems of ununited projects might be conducted by 

means ol the sann evaluation formulae employed for 
individual  projects. 

In nu ne cnmplicated cases, the formula used must be 

adjusted to the nature of the problem to be analysed. 

I lu Polish instruction recommends the following for- 
mula applicable tn systems of connected projects: 

/:,..., = £ t.«, 

where: 

/*'.»,      ilTcitiviiy index ol a system oi connected [liants; 

/•• ellectivity index oi the /'-th plant (calculated ac- 

cording to the explained synthetic formula); in 

it S, (raw materials) covers only those raw 

materials, semi-linished products, etc. which are 

purchased from outside the system; 

• '. coefficient denoting the use of the product (serv- 

ice) of tin /th plant per unit of the final 

product ot the system; thus, this coefficient shows 
how many units of the product of the /'-th plant 

are necessary to obtain a unit of the final product 

"1 the analysed system. Hence, coefficient en for 
the plant which is the last link of the system 
is equal to 1. 

l'.V.U.l Al KIN OK  INVKSTMKNT IN KXISTINC PI LA NTS 

In the centrally planned economies, more attention has 

recently been paid t«, comparative efficiency evaluation 

of investment in new plants versus expansion of existing 
ones. I.spccially now, after a series of basic projects in 

mining, electric energy, metallurgy and chemistry have 

been commissioned, it is often possible to increase pro 

duction efficiently by means of expansion and modern- 

ization of existing plants. From the viewpoint of |»ten- 

tial demand and smooth assured flow of inputs, the 

purpose! ulness and concept of the modernization to be 

undertaken are analysed In taking into account perspec- 
tive development ol  whole branches. 



Ili   i/   y/cií»;   turbine   of   hiu.oon kilowatt   capa.¡tv   in   a 
l.emiiiira,/ jat loi \ 

Some périmait methods employed in Poland arc 

presemeli below, lor in ihis country the\ have been 

described in olheial instructions m mon detail. Although 

slightly dilTerent methods are used in other countries, 

tlu general approach does noi dilïer siihstantiallv from 
the one presented. 

As regards evaluation of investment in existing plants, 

in principle, the same evaluation methods as applied in 

the east ol comparisons of new projects is recommended. 

It is assumed, as a general rule, that in such analysis 

calculation covers: (i) only those investment outlays 

which are to be incurred in an existing project, but it 
does not take into account those outlaws which were 

inclined in the past and arc expressed in the value of 

the existing assets; (ii) operating costs and output (sub- 
sequent modernization investment). 

With due attention tn this general rule, comparative 

analyses ot dilTerent kinds of investment in existing 

plants, such as modernization, expansion and renovation, 

among themselves and against the new project arc 

examined. In particular, thorough efficiency analysis of 

expansion and modernization is carried on in the case 
when an alternative of a new project is feasible. 

It is recommended, moreover, to maintain a continu- 

ous analysis of all feasible additional investments in 
existing plants. As a basis of comparison, in such an 

analysis, an alternative of increase in output obtained by 

building a new plant is used. Generalized characteristics 

of modern projects might often be used as such a basis. 

In evaluation of investment in an existing plant, it is 

recommended to explore: (i) purposefulness of liquida- 

Srgnients of Motrin ¡¡ ma.hincry are hoisted for asse m My in the 
\ers/;\   lui filili ri-ini; I'liint nj IJ-IIIIII;/,!,! 

I'oiinng metal at the continuous casting installation of the iron 

unii stiri worlds of XoioLipctsl< in the Human Sot ¡l ¡•eileial 
Socialist Republic 
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timi, or extending its operating period by means of 
major repairs, involving important replacements-, (ii) 
effectiveness of different modernization solutions. Liqui- 
dation of the old plant is justified when its moderniza- 
tion alternatives, as well as the effectiveness of major 
repairs, are lower than the effectiveness of building a 
new plant. Such a result of calculation, although essen 
liai lor undertaking a decision to liquidate, must be 
supplemented by analysis of other factors also. 

A comparison ol various modernization variants is 
conducted by means of a general formula of economic 
effectiveness of investment. It has already ken stated 
that an approval of a modernization variant should be 
checked against the new project. 

It is neither possible nor adequate in all cases to com- 
pare investment in existing plants with investment in a 
new project. For instance, in efficiency analysis of invest- 
ment, bringing about so-called saving effects in some r.w 
material input coefficients, different methods of evalua- 
tion are employed. 

CASE OF YUGOSLAVIA 

The economic system of Yugoslavia is substantially less 
centralized than that of other socialist countries. More 
emphasis is laid on market mechanism and economic 
autonomy of state enterprises. 

While the general principles of evaluating the eco- 
nomic   effectiveness   of   investment   remain   similar,42 

42 Cf. Albin Orthaber, "Scientific and Methodological Problems 
of the Choice of Production and Investment Variants", F.fyno- 
mhta. No, 1-2, 10SS (Warsaw); and Dimitrije Misic, "Problems 
of Implementation of Investment Policy". / prac ckonomistaw 
iugosloifijHs/^ich (P.instwowe Wvdawnictwo Naukowe Warsaw 
l%3). '     ' 

some practical criteria used in Yugoslavia differ sub- 
stantially from those discussed in the preceding sections. 
Hy way „f illustration, a short description is given 
ol the methods used in the Yugoslav State Investment 
Hank when proposals are made for obtaining loans.41' 

1 he plans (federal, republican and local) set the global 
proportions of resources to be engaged for certain pur- 
poses (sectoral allocation) and the banks organize com- 
petitive bidding for the financing of projects within the 
limits ol these propositions. Prospective investors send 
m their investment programmes comprising detailed 
technical anil conomic documentation in respect to 
investment costs and expected effects. The bank submits 
these investment programmes to a detailed scrutiny 
il'-ng the general lines prescribed in the Decree of In- 
vestments. In this law certain criteria are mentioned, 
such as the rate of interest, the level of self-participation 
in investment outlays, the repayment term for the loan, 
the term within which the construction is to be com- 
pleted, and the investment cost per unit of output. All 
these criteria, however, are mentioned for the sake of 
example and no order of priority is specified. 

hot the organization of new competitive bidding, the 
Board of Directors „f the bank establishes a definite order 
of priorities, using both the criteria mentioned above 
and a number of additional ones. Thus, for example, in 
he decision as to the organization of competitive bidding 

lor projects of expansion and modernization of existine 
sugar refineries and building new ones, it is provided 

nfl   1   P
4 T"     he } UROslav Sys,cm of Investment Financing 

Pni   r-  7Pí'CrIOn °f Cri,t'ria in thc Se,ection of Inve• 
r¿   i     ¿i        £"S"W>'»X Economist (Hoboken, New Jersey) October-November I960. >"XY)> 
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(i: 
View of the cooling table of pipe mill at Sumgait, Azerbaijan SSR 

that prospective investors fulfilling the following conili 
lions will IK given priority: 

1. The most favourahle conditions tor the supply of 
needed raw materials; 

2. The largest volume of total production of sugar in 
relation to the amount of invested resources- 

.>. The largest sell' part icip.it ion in investment mitl.ivs 
over and above the prcscnktl percentage; 

4. The shortest period, from the time the inuMinent 
loan is granted, within which the normal run ,,| the new 
capacities could IK* started; 

">.  The shortest term of loan repayment. 

Si/ooop harvesting combines on the assembly line oj the ¡siors^ plant at Leningrad 



Appendix 

EXAMPLES OF INVESTMENT ANALYSIS' 

J.   THE   ECONOMIC   EFFECTIVENESS   OF   THE   MANUFACTURE   OF 

SULPHURIC   ACID  FROM   VARIOUS   RAW   MATERIALS 

Tie economic effectiveness of sulphuric acid manufacture de- 
pends to a high degree on the choice of raw material used for 
its production. Sulphuric acid can lie produced from various 
raw materials. The use of a given raw material determines the 
employment of a specific technological method of production. 

Poland is richly endowed in two kinds of sulphuric raw 
materias: elemental sulphur and gypsum. In the development 
plan sulphuric acid manufacture is hased on elemental sulphur. 
Storne experts, however, insist on hasing sulphuric acid produc- 
tion on gypsum also. 

Generally, gypsum as a raw material is cheaper* but its trans- 
formation costs—into sulphuric acid—are higher than those for 
elemental sulphur. In vii-w of the special role played by raw 
materials, the following calculation is made to compare the 
effectiveness of sulphuric acid manufacture between a project 
using elemental sulphur and a project using gypsum. For the 
sake of simplicity, it has been assumed that the period of opera- 
tion of the investment projects considered equals twenty years. 
Table 1 presents data used in calculation and coefficients of 
economic effectiveness computed on the basis of these data. 

Table 2  points  out  that the coefficient of  effectiveness  of 
sulphuric acid  manufactured from gypsum is equal  to  1.0S6 

"Taken from "Efcktywnosc Investycii". edited hv M. Raknwski. in 
nwstrowe wydawmctua gosfodarcze (Warsaw, l<>6l ), and presented 
in simplified form. 

In order to produce one ton of sulphuric acid, 0.340 tons of 
elemental sulphur (worth 465 zkitys) or 2.3 tons of jrvpsum (worth 
V zlotys) are needed. The latter raw material is eight times cheaper 

Table I 

EFFECTIVENES« or »rimi sir Arm MANUFACTTRF FROM ELEMENTAL MJLRHUR 

Tvpc 
of 

investment 

Investment 
annual nut ¡ut 

per ton ) 

Extraction ami refining of 
elemental sulphur 

Manufacture of sulphuric acid 

Annual 
operating 

(clot y s 
per t,m ) 

3,160 
600 

Period 
of 

immobilisa 

investments 

6S2 
104 

+ 0.34 X 1,167 
= 569 

Period 
of 

frploitatio 

20 
20 

Coefficient 

.of- efeetive- 
ness of 

investments 
/zlotys 

per ton ) 

1,367 
684 

Input f.<r 
one metrie 

ton of 
sulphuric 

acid 

0.340 

Mn annual oprratwg cost of sulphuric acid manufacture, innut valur nf ,U.m,„.,i ...i„k, . 
wa, computed as a product of input limes elioni of effectiveness^ •^eÄ^eC^3^gllr•*, 

Tyhe 

investment 

TaHe 2 

EFFFCTIVFAFM OF mi rm-Rir AC» MANUFACTURE FROM OVMíM' 

nvestmtnt 
annual Annual Periai 
output operating of 
ratio cost immobilisa 

(slot y s (zlotys lion 
per ton ) per ton) (years) 

Period 
«f 

exploita- 
tion 

(years) 

Extraction of ivpnutn 30.« 
Extraction of coal — 
Sulphuric acid and 

cement manufacturing 3.400 

Cement   manufacture    . 1,100 

1<> 

54O+2.3X24.0 
+0.66 X350 

=82« 
1 »3+0.335x350 

=300 

M 

20 

20 

20 

Coef rient 
•1. 

efecUve- 
ness of 

investment 
(elotys 

Per ton) 

24.9 
m 

1,624 

53« 

Input 
per one 
ten of 

sulphuric 
ocié amé 
cameni 

2.3 
0.660 0.33« 

Mu thit technological process, sulphuric acid and cement are received ,imultai»eoutlv U .k, „.u i.i «_ ._ 
concern the pb« manufacturing sulphuric acid ami cement, both in equal m.,Sr,,r.l ?"' ' n",Y*,a 

the coelkWn, of effective«,, of cement manufacture i. «teacte^ frATiT^^^^ 
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(1,624 minus UM) zlotys tur ton. Since the coefficient for 
sulphuric .icid manufactured from elemental sulphur was shown 
to lie 6X4 zlotys per ton, in table I, production of the latter is 
evidently more effective. 

The compararne effectiveness of the above mentioned methods 
of sulphuric acitl manufacture can also lie analysed from the 
standpoint of international trade balance. While elemental sul- 
phur   is  exportable  and  jíypsum   i    not,   planning   authorities 

gypsum face the possibility „f producing sulphuric acid from .,,,„,„, 
and of export,nK -released" elemental sulphur « I»-,, the supplv 
of the latter is inelastic. 

A comparison is made between tvw. equivalent productive sets 
producing sulphuric acid and cement. The tirsi set consists of . 
plant manufacturing sulphuric acid bom elemental sulphur and 
a cement factory. The second comprises ., pi.,,,, J(1„H1V producing 
sulp urne acuì and cement from gyps,,,,, and gvpsum „„„es 
I able i presents relevant coclhcicnts tor both sets; in this tibie 
the value of input 
pressed in dollars. 

of  raw   materials  was  sep.ualed and  is  e\ 

TMc Ì 

COMPVHISO\  HI   TWO  rgi iv.vu vr  PRODI CMVI   si is 

/»rr.i/wi ut 
OHllllVX» 
tclotvxl 

Set I 

Sulphuric acid 

Cement 

61X1 

I.HX) 
Tita) of Set I     1.700 

Stt ÌI 

Sulphuric acid anil cement 4.W0 

(¡vpsuni mine 7| 

Total of Set II     V*:i 

Difference  (II-I) +2.271 

Cost of "une dollar",' assuming 
the price of elemental sulphur 
to be: 

S.*o      m 
$21 m 

/ iiiH.\fiii inatinn 
rn.i/jt" 

(.-/.if.v.0 

KM 

1X7 

2'» I 

Mil 

44 

1X4 

+2<M 

4! 

13 

A'.ire  m,il,i ml   ¡i,/m  ¡,-r  l,m   ,•/   <i,ll-liuii, 
iieiii l-r,i,liu,;l 

k'M'J 1'iiiUiis    assumimi   fmï   ot 
'""' Ion   ni   eieiMi-iitii/   siil/hm    I 

I/llllll/liV 

f.lenunt.il 
sulphur. 
0.44 

Coat, 0.-is 

Coal. O.fifi 

10.2 

s.O 
14.2 

6.0 

6.0 

-7.2 

ho 

V ' 

X.i 

4.0 

11.1 

6.0 

6.0 

-1.1 

Consisting "1  "iitlavs on  gvpsum mining, but not on elemental sulphur anil coal mining. Increment of the latter 
is considered «lue to the change in international trade, in this case, as a result of a decrease in exerts 

Not including inputs of cx|H,rtanlc raw materials, that is, elemental sulphur and coal. The world market price fur 
coal has been assumed to he $" per ton ami for elemental sulphur, $W or S21 per ton. 

' i*tain«» by dividing the extra investment outlavs  (2.271   zlotvs)  and  transformation costs  (2fH  /lotvs)   In   the 
ooll.ir gains (S/.2 or $1.1). 

The difference between sets I and II expresses the effectiveness 
of choosing solution (set) II. It permits additional exports of 
elemental sulphur, which means a "gain" of $7.2 on each ton of 
sulphuric acid. However, the dollar "gain" is conditioned by 
lx>th additional investment outlay of 411 zlotys and additional 
operating costs of 41 zlotys. A synthetic index of effectiveness of 
the ilollar "gain", given an immobilization period of investment 
of 1.5 years, would be: 

• (1 + 0.15 X 1.5) + 41 = 105 zlotys. 

This is under the assumption that one ton of elemental sulphur 
costs $40. In the case of $25 per ton, the dollar price would IK- 

137 zlotys. Bearing in mind that the marginal exchange ratio 
ha§ been equal to 78 zlotys per dollar, alternative II is fairlv 
ineffective. Therefore, the manufacture of sulphuric acid from 
gypsum is ineffective, from the point of view of both internal 
structure of costs and prices and international balance of trade. 

2.     THF    EFFF« TIVENESS    OF    EMPLOYING    A     NEW    TECHNOLOGICAL 

PKfXESS  IN  THE STEEL-MAKING   INDUSTRY 

The main tendency in recent years in steel production has been 
a growing use ot oxygen in varying degrees in all steel-making 

processes. Special attention is paid to the use of oxygen in 
Martin furnaces, and the introduction of oxygen converters. 
While oxygen converters seem to lie the most economical from 
the point of view of capital investment and operational expenses, 
it should I* emphasized that the choice of process depends on 
the conditions of existing steel mills. A comparative analysis will 
IK- made as regards the economic effectiveness of various alter 
native solutions. Table 4 presents the data for the following six 
different types of steel mills which can be used for such a com 
parative analysis. 

(la) A new oxygen converter steel mill with capacity of 4 to 
4.2 million terns per year; 

(lb) A similar oxygen converter steel mill with capacity of 
600,000 tons per year; 

(2a) A Martin steel mill with capacity of 2.1 million tons per 
year; 

(2b) A nvxlernized Martin steel mill (with use of enriched 
air) with an increased capacity of 2.1 million tons per year; 

(4a) An old small steel mill with capacity of 200,001) tons 
per year; 

(3b) Modernization of the old small steel mill (4a) by use of 
enriched air (oxygen) with its capacity increased to 240,000 tons 
per year. 

An illustrative analysis is made as Mow to indicate (lie com 
parative effectiveness of these different types of steel mills. 
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The (Ijcttnetnu of ionsinntinf an o.wfitii lounrhr  i/,,/ null „iti: 
capacity of Ì million torn per rear i /,/• 

This steel mill is treated nn a comparable basis   Its ell eu i vi- 
nes* is calculated according to the formula: 

.,./!! +</•«' + .:, v%/,( 

p/»  

The optimal period ol the mill's operation is determined as 
follows: 

"o,„ =/ 
I   1 + «/..«.; 

C 
-f 560X; 1 f0.15X2í 

no 
= /(5.6' = 25 years. 

C'.orrcctinc coefficients are: 
>'-,--117 
/•.r,= 1.10. 

Thus, the svntl 

1 

lette index of effei 'fivencss is: 

X560X1 I 10.15X2+1)0x1 17 

1.10 = 24H zlotys pu- ton. 

The tffectirencsr »f ctHstructini « Martin steel mill with „ cp.uity 
«/ 2.1 million tons (LA in comparison with < la> 

The differences in fuel input values between oxygen-converter 
and Martin processes must be taken into account in this case 
For this purpose, first the cost of fuel input has to be deter- 
mined in terms of the synthetic index which incorporates the 
coats of investment outlays required to obtain fuel Such an 
index is designated by Em, in the following. By definition 

1 
li»,iO 4 </.».- H (•„„, Y „„i 

r-jMf 
/ 

w here If,,, is investment outlay on fuel required per ton of steel 
»nd CMI <* operating cost of fuel required per ton of steel. In 
caie (2a-, 

34 

l'"„i,,rl~ 

6XU0', I ;O.I5X3) + 64 V„,„ 

z»*  

Since «„,,, =/ 
320XI 4(115X3 

64 

Hence 

/ (7.25^ = 27 years, 

V,; = l   23, /•_.;-I. IV 

I 

' - 
X320X1.45+64X1.23 

1.13 = 13K zlotys per ton of steel. 

Per an.tloff.tM Fpnl of oxygen-converter steel mill    la   is smaller 
than /:„„, of Martin mill (2a   in proportion ld:o4. Thcrclore, 

'i'"'.;„„- = USX     = 35 zlorvs per ton of steel 
64 

In order to compare the effectiveness of two steel mills   J;1> and 
',2a \ it is necessary to add to Martin's transformation costs 
l.mn„: the difference between fuel input values _iC =|lH_/»< 
= 10) zlotys per ton. 

Thus, the effectiveness of Martin steel mill    2a) is equal to: 

I 
r/(i+./..«:)+.(-;„,„„+Ac,) y„.1( 

i-,,,.,,, 

l,070Xvl4-0.15X2~l 

'•»in 

•I 
1804-10) 

>),- 1.14; /,.,»].08. 

/ (4.9)-24 years. 

£ 
i.Xl,070X(l+0.15X2) + ( 180+10^X1.14 

1.08 

•514 zlotys per ton. 



A comparison of limi„, f2al with /:r„„r (la points to the 
obvious conclusion that the synthetic index of effectiveness of 
(2a is more than twice as ineffective as that of the oxygen 
converter Therefore, in metallurgical enterprises with inte- 
grated steel works, oxygen converters are mainlv being con 
struct ed. 

Hearing in mind the great difference in effectiveness between 
the two types of steel mills, the question mav arise .is to whether 
or not to destroy the existing Manin furnaces and replace them 
by oxygen converters. This replacement can be regarded as 
effective if the following inequality is satisfied: 

<•'.«/ J  > I ,    , 
/, "i" 

where: 

I.si -annual operating cost per unit in the Martin steel 
mill; 

,:"opi = '"J"-'" "f effectiveness of the ox\ gen converter steel 
mill, assuming optimal w; 

J i and /i »correcting coefficients, assuming one vear of opera 
tion of Martin furnaces. 

In this case ( 180 + 103)-0.0651  0.0882 = 209<24S. 

This means that replacing the existing Martin steel mill by the 
new oxygen-converter steel mill would not be efficient. 

An efficient period of operation of Martin furnaces is then 
computed according to the formula: 

where: 

e-annual rate of increase in costs; 

¿«annual rate of increase in investment. 

Thus, 

248 
Vl.07/ 

•209;/-5 vears. 

The effectiveness of modernisation of a Martin stttl mill fib') in com- 
parison with Qa~) 

Since the replacement of existing Martin furnaces by oxygen 
converters turned out to be inefficient, another alternative solu- 
tion a modernization of these Martin furnaces by the use of 
enriched air (oxygen)—is now examined briefly. 

Operating costs of the modernized Martin furnaces ,2b) arc: 

Since 
C*«i-145 zlotys+AC. 

A£ pal. 130 zlotys per ton, 

and the difference with regard to £„, between the modernized 
Martin furnaces and the oxygen converters is: 130-35-95 
zlotys per ton, the operating costs of the modernized Martin 
furnaces Cmci-145+95-240 zlotys per ton. 

An efficient period of operation of the mill after moderniza- 
tion is determined in relation to (la) as: 

r     Yl   r 

Inserting relevant data: 

240 X 
,0.0651 

0.0882 

hence /„„,-9 years. 

Furthermore, calculations based on the formula of effective- 
ness of moderniiation prove that modernization is economically 
efficient. 

Replacement of the „Id small M.ntn, /„,„.,,,, /., „.,,<„, ,,„„„,,„ 

The old Martin sieel mill »uh annual capacity ol \\U\V 
tons ( 3a ,s to be replaced bv a „cu small ' oxvgen converter 
steel mill with annual capacity .»; 600.i\V tons    lb 

The index of effectiveness for .m ove«,,, convener sieJ mill 
with smaller converters    lb   is 

I 
XWX   I  m IS v I  S    .  | •SS ) 

Since 

650 x   I M) 15X1.5 

1SS -=/' s 24 v cars. 

. X650X   1 Mi I SX I S   ' 153X1.14 

I.OS 
2H3  /loivs | 'el   loll 

This index is less favourable than that ol tlu "hm" ow-. n- 
converter steel mill' la . owing t.. the smaller size ol coin e rtïis. 

Operating costs -if the old Martin furnaces }.i to k replaced 
(410 zlotys per ton must be augmented bv the amount equal 
to the difference in indices of effectiveness o! luci input values 
between ! 3aî and fib'). [•:,„„ off 11^ is exactly the same as that 
of (lai, namely, 138 zlotys per ton. Therefore-, for   3a \ 

AC-138X  '    -35= 192 zlotys per ton, 
64 

i-m„ri=-4IOf 192=602 zlotys per ton. 

Since the condition under which it is effective to replace thc- 
old Martin furnaces by the small oxygen converters is expressed 
by the formula already used: 

Cir ~   > t„    ' 

it appears that this condition is fulfilled: 

602X0.74-446>283 zlotys per ton. 

Modernization of the old mall Martin steel mill ( U 

Due to modernization, total operating costs of die old mill 
will decrease. £,„,-138X80/64=172, which implies that, in 
comparison with (lb\ the total operating costs of (3b) amount 
to: 

(.„,^-280 4X172-35 =417 zlotys per ton. 
Since 

C,„r ~'-417XO.74 = 30K>283 zlotys per ton, 

this modernization is also inefficient in relation to the new small 
oxygen-converter mill (lb), and hence it had better be replaced 
by the latter. 

3.   CHOICE OF MATERIALS IN WALL CONSTRUCTION 

A considerable range of substitution exists among wall mate 
rials used in construction. The analysis below is confined to the 
comparison of efficiency of three types of walls built from 
(1) regular bricks with both sides of plaster; f2) cinder blocks 
with both sides of plaster; and f3) gypsum blocks combined 
with granulated cinder. All these types possess similar isolation 
qualities and widths (38 centimetres). However, the second and 
third types can be used only as a curtain wall or interior parti- 
tion. In the following computations, "direct" investment out- 
lays on a given wall component and "indirect" investment 
outlays -for example, in the case of cement, outlays on fuel and 
electric power necessary for the production of cement have 
been taken into account. 
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siiuc the dat.i lor operatine costs loiiiprise depreciation 

allowances (reckoned Iront iltncl' .nid "induca" mustimi't 

outlaxs , the following modilicd »ormili a ot sinthctic index is 

used m order to exclude these depreciation allowances 

/ ,'(....)•('-)'('  ',')' 

/'/, 

vxher. (  = .miniai o;-, ratini; «.osts, im lud in;.; depict i.iiioii .il low 

ames    ivriod ol amortization -twenty  mis     Indim 1 un m 

MHIlls     /,,    per one uiMc  im tre ol 1 nuKi   Hocks consist  n!   1 he 
tollowin;' three Jumnt» 

/„,.,,      -   40 ki; ol to;,M 14 kWh-o S ki; pu kW li ot mal   v r» 
zlotys per ki> = 2H 2'1 /lot\s. 

/,, ,,,.,. ,   -  I   0*J Ml• J > zlotys  pu- m in  "S /h.H s,  ,11-J 

',. ,,„„,. 1 -  2V> ki:-0 Sdì zlotys ¡\r k" --- I os ,1 \ ,|,,n s 

Thereloi-e,     /, ,.. ,,,,„,,---.? S 1 > j  Vv_ , i  I9S i'H -   2(M    /|,,n s 

pel eilhie  luetic    Indirect investili.nt ont lai • o mpiii. d in sinn 
lar wax s lor other u ill ni iteri ils. 

/,. (l 22  -Ime 
txr unit 

0 IV) A'ln 0 :ci. 

I'»'1 

'052 /loie 
I el' I '.• 

To arrive at the ax era «e period ol immohli/atiou ol inc. M 

ttlent outlays, suppose that the tolloxMtii; nun  distribution 01 
investment outlays is known 

Year ol  construction      I irst 
/, annual in\c»ln;c<'i 

n'ltlax in millions m 
/lutes liXl 

Immobili Mtion peno ! 
oi each annual out- 
lay   //,    .' 4 5 

1, h,   r .     450 

con I        |liir,|       I, 

15 
7tX) 

2. 5 

',50 

1 5 
525 

hit! 

ISO 

Then,  (he ax era tie linmohilj/ation   period  ol the total invest 

iiKii» outlays can recalculated as: 

1  25  Xc.ll> 

I lu   xalius ol a- ci le ulateel  in   this  mamier loi  carious wal 

matt rials are as lolloxxs; 

I 2 2.2S I  I 

Other data, naiiulv, "direct" inxtstnient   out put   /   and total 
op. ratini; cost»   <  ,   are as lolloxxs . 

/    -Ions                  1.41 ti »,44 o sM 

; ei unit pei  ki; per k 11 

(    .    /Ion                   O.W 0 I s il 26(i 
per unit pei  k i; pei   k ¡; 

l.s il IV.) 
per MI |-o  ',L. 

h?- .vip 
pei "i per ki» 

( oelhetciits /„ and >', are computed under the assumption that 

the period ol operation is IIIKCM \c.ars tor cinder Mocks and 

thirty  years tor olile.'materials 

/.. iiHUIHh   , lli.th ait 11 <lf li11   nI In-;, ( 1 

I 
I 4.1 1(122  •   I 40.I5X 12 

/ 

/ I40t0.22\ 

H069 20      ) XI.12 

- ".s)5    /lotx s per unit. 

In exactly the same wav, /-"s tor all other xxall materials are: 

0.291 O414 22M 
/Ion» /loo. /lotes 

per ka per k« per 111 

0.171 J2.J1 21.57 
/lotX s /lotx /lot» s 
per k<; per 111 per tun 

'I.M ' 

NXVIIII.M      IMIIIISOI   I.1IMHII1   I I I I ,   I l\ I MSS   I Oli    Olio I    MM1S III   » \l.l. PKODI't nos- 

Brick 

/lotx s per in'it 
I 'nit pei in-' 
/lore s |\T up' 

0.957 
144.SO 
IYs.5- 

< einen t 

)>       . 

Sand 

/> 

lander block» 

I, 

/lotis per ki; 
k>; per 111" 
/lotx s pò- in'; 

/loti » per \ li 
KH per tii- 
/lotx s rei m'-' 

.Zlotys per ton 
Ton per in'-' 

Zlot» •• per 111- 

Zlotvs per in:l 

M' per m- 
. Zloty » per in* 

finder 

<>  Zlotvs |xr 111; 

h   .   .     . M'1 per m' 
1 Zloty» per in' 

l-ahiiar Zloti » per in1' 
Lquipnie.it Zlotys per m2 

I siting ntoald Zloti s per ms 

/', tor xxall pru.hieti.in Zlotvs per in2 

0.290 
25 <)\ 
7.52 

0.444 
4.74 
2.10 

21.57 
0.17s) 
VS6 

3fr*i 
697 

195.92 

0 290 
9.25 
2aV< 

0.444 
10.M 
4.72 

21.57 
V.I04 
2.24 

"f> 10 
0.275 

6? IS 

JMS 
555 

KU. 55 

0.290 
4.1 
1.19 

21.57 
0.05 
LOS 

J2.M 
0.186 
6.01 

4Î.Î7 
14.00 
0.23 

102.83 

Nut? : ,/ - /:, lor the prnduction ot a jjiven truttrial   , ', I, -,.,,, that is, input of a i> 
call, 1     /:, ,i,„ that 1», xaluc input ot a jtiven material per suuare metre of wall. 

Riven material per square metre of 

if) 



The synthetic index ol effectiveness ' /•", tor ali j kind ol 
w;lll involves tin sum ol the coefficients /:, lor iei|uiied mate 
rial.-, weighted by their mpul cocfliiicnts ,/,, : tli.ir is, £ /; ,/ 
Wan k sun in table 5, /:, is thus obtained .is the sum ol this 
lOlllhliiid material cost per square metre ol wall .nul the labour 
iliul equipment costs |vr square metre ol wall 

The upe ol calculation shown above ¡Lis plaid an important 
mie in determinili,; efe Velopillellt pr. H'ranitlles with r.speet to 
wall male-rials. I or installée, in the I i\e Year Plan lor |%| 
1*5, output ol bricks was planned to re.it h IV 1960- 100 
w licitas output nt mpstim lor construction purposes was 
pl.uiiiul to reai h 2V>. on anouut of the relatively low material 
IOMSIOU vain, ,»t i /•,,.,. im oli cl in the ' production ol 
livpsuni wall 

4     I.IOSOMU   i i i i e rivi Mss oi  nu   Moni KM/A i ios oi As 

I  MslIM, SIMWIM,   Mil,|. 

Tli-lollimiiie example illustrâtes a typical anilvsis nlarim; to 
tile euinolllie t-lft-etlvt-iit-ss ol the modernization ol exist ini: 
plants 

limvijittoii 'ij .i \fiimuiifl will io Ih »¡».Itim ;:,/• 

Number of spindles    104.(00; 
Annua! output   9,MOO tons ol vani, 

l'nit opera tin« eost: 32.520 zlotis per ton, ol whith material 
input is 25,SCO /lotvs per ton, l.ihour input is 6,720 zlotvs 
per ton. 

Ill order to maintain the same output K vel, it is necessary to- 

-.</• Ixpcnd 63 4 million zlotvs on "essential" repair outlavs 

¡n the lirst icar, „| which 50 I null,,,., /I,„is arc ,xi\,,d   I on 
equipment lepa.rs and  I M nulhou /Uu„„ huilduigr P'IUS 
.lilt]  tlK'll ' 

*    ()"l"llHt"essu„1ar'rep,„soK,|,llrill,.,„ lU,lMi,iJh 
.ma ol huillines even  teil u.irs 

Dampf/oll of the mod, e;//;, it um: 

Bv mtaiisol  160 million zlotis ol ,;„„„„,•„ ,.m|n>   „  ,, 
possi hie to: 

•'     Replace  "0 pei i. nt ol evistmi; -pi,id!,.. 
h    Install iKiv spindles to ,|K tl)I,,| ,,„„,„,,, ,„ , ,,, ,ri,   ni| 

e      Renovate   \. militi,»!! M M,in and !-uildinr-. 

This results in an output inuellKiit ,,| 2.2;. i tone p,,- u u   m I 
•i decrease in unit opuatun: cost to tin  Inj ,„   ,|\„s,i ,|,„,'s 

per ton    ol  which material input  is 25"vO /Ions  nul  hi-,,,, 
input, 5.S50 /lotvs , ..o. 

The "immobilization" „I invistnuui ,,m|,,s I-,,,,,..!,, ,|.lM,, 
hv thismoderni/atioi, is est unated undir ihe |o||,,„ „u. ISM1MI1', 
(tons: i 

.' Total iiivesiiiiuit outlavs ol IM nulli,m /lotis „ |, ,,,„ 
expended: '  ' " 

In the lirst year: 9v9 
111 the second vear: 40.6 
In the third vear: 25 S 

f> • Inere.ises in output in per tent ot t!K toni nui is, ,,i 
output If.-, million zlotvs per war ,\u, i„ inoder,,,/mon 
amount to 0 per eent in the lirst icar, S|\i,e¡,i mili. s„„„,| 
vear and 65 p.r tent in the third icar 

These increases in output prior to the end ot im , simun •-, i i,.,| 
represent re mobilization ol investment outlavs ' 

7 ;,'.-', ,'• 

IsiMlll'II !/\ lll>\  Ol   IVVKIl'IM   Ol   ||   ivs 

M'lhoiiv ni /'ot, s 

Dnring the lirst ,c.ir  

During the second uir 

During rhc thirel vear       

I i>i M. lor the 5 i tars 

93.9 

40.6 

25.5 

160.0 

;... 

yyy :   46.y<, 

s>3.9 i -10.6  2     M4.Î0 

yvy . 40.6 ; 25 5 2    U".25 

VN.40 

SI, 

o • y<. o   im 

1121) 

J'-.ys 

le».  20 

4i :, 

I yt..40 

Thus, »;,= 196.4 '16(1.0=1.22K vear. 

Dtscription of the alternative solution: 
nini, mill with Vi,'}()() spindles: 

construction of ./ new spiii- 

Invcstmcnt outlays: 200 million zlotvs; 

Immobilization /.„-: 1.85 year; 

Annual output: 5,?80 tons of yarn; 

Operating costs: 31,000 zlotvs per ton, of which material in- 
put is 25,500 zlotvs and labour input is 5,500 zlotvs. 

In (irder to compute the synthetic index of effectiveness for 
a new spinning mill, it is necessary to know its optimal period 
of exploitation <»• In the first stage of computation of that 
optimal period, the outlavs on essential repairs were not taken 
into account because such outlays depend themselves on the 
length of period of exploitation. 

Thus, the optimal »(»„,,,) is computed first as a function of 
the ratio of investment outlays (including immobilization) to 
transformation costs (labour Input). 

200X10*X(14-0.15X1.85) 

5,500X5,280 •/(«•«)-31 years. 

Assumptions in respect to essential repairs in the new spinimi!; 
mill: 

After 10 years 
Alter 15 vc.irs 
Alter 20 lean 
After 25 vcars 
After V> \e.irs 

s , 
IDS 
IJI 
20 s 

Since inclusion ot niaior repairs in operatili,!; costs shortens «,,,,, 
essential repairs after thirty years do not have to he taken ititi» 
account. Total repair requirements during the lirst thirtv years 
amount, therefore, to: 8.5 r-10 5 419.1 ! 20.S -58 M million 
zlotvs; that is, about 2 million zlotvs per vear. 

Adding the amount of annual major repairs to transformation 
costs, the recomputed value of'»,,,, turns out =/H2- V) 
years. The synthetic index of effectiveness tor the new spinning 
mill is: 

¿V 
X20ÜX10"X(I 4-0.15X1.85., 4-'5,500X5,2so • 2Xlo'i Y 

5,2HO /,,, 

13,491 zlotvs per ton, where YM - 1 3179 and /•„ = 1.1712. 
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The firsr question is: Has the old spinning mill the right n 
sun ivi as it is-1 

The answer is positive, if 

i liefe : 
F.,.*F.b 

i , 'sviitherie index of the operating losts ot the 
mill, 

hi, • = -\nfhetie index of the new spinning mill. 

Suite /,, = 13,49l  zlotys per ton, and /  ,=--0"4 (",, 

pinning 

'0 "4v 
(\'10 . 25,8<X)    2VVX>   = 5,195 zlotys per ton''survival of the 

old  spinning mill  is  instilled.  The synthetic  index  of an old 
spinning mill is now computed, assuming that mai or repair-. 
are pcrlormed. The period of exploitation was eslahlished tor 

old spinning mill: 15 »ears, 
modernized spinning mill: 2d vears, 

with the help ot a special formula for estimating the clleetive 
ness ot essential repair outlays   The effectiveness of investment 
outlays on the  modernization  is computed  according to the 
follow ing lormul.i 

5.    OPTIMAL DI RATION or TIN si OAR PRODI THON SIASOV 

ID an industry using agricultural raw materials, the duration 
of production season influences the final amount of output 
because ot quantitative and qualitative losses of raw materials 
m storage. The duration can be shortened and output increased 
In means of installation of ¡additional capacities. This implies. 
however, additional investment outlays. 

It is possible to estimate, on the basis ot the behaviour of the 
main tcclino-cconotiiic parameters, levels of operating costs, 
investment outlays and finally synthetic indues as a function 
ol the Lngth of production season. 

Table-7 presents relevant data under the assumptions that the 
planned sugar beet ctop is I I million tons, and the duration ol 
production season is short, iieel Irom liX1 to 50 days. 

[)>M   I OR   ISOMVIIM.   OIMTSIO.   HI   H \ I 10\   ()|   SU.VR   I'llODl I 1 IOS'  SI. 1SOV 

] 
fiffj/tn^ 

/•.,., 
•/,„     I * d.lWI 2     K„ : I io 15X0 25 ' > Ai 

-if\ 

where : 

/„    -investment outlays on modernization; 

K0    =value of the first essential repair, which can be avoided 
if the old spinning mill is modernized; 

«*' m = t - m   I m      ''fi   l s t\ 

\P„, = Pn/m    P„7sl, 
Mm    =20 vears, »,,= 15 vears (therefore: V,„ = 1.0; >',., = 0.8022; 

/„« 1.0,/.„-0.8597'. 

The subscript m means modernized spinning mill; it means old 
spinning mill. Transformation costs (Cm, C,¡> include essential 
tepairs. 

Outlays on essential repairs v'in millions of zlotvs\ 

In the lirst \ear        63.4 
After 5 years              yn 
After 10 »car*  63.4 
Alter 15 >tar<   

TOTAL 113 5 

12.6 
33.1 
357 
HI.4 

It follows that the average annual outlays on csf.ntial repairs 
would he ijn millions ot zlotys): 

In old spinning mill: 113.5 + 15-7.6 
In modernised spinning mill:   81.4+20-4.1 

Inserting into the synthetic formula above the following data: 

/„    -160 million zlotys 

Ä,    -63 4 million zlotys 

Cm   -VM0XO.S00+ 2,2«50)+4,100,000 

C„   -6,720X9,800+7,600,000 

ÙC„ -1.0 Cm -0.8022 C„ -16.4 million zlotys 

«li%-Ç9,S0(H2.26O>l-0.8597X9,800-3,635 ton». 

The effectiveness of the modernization of the  >ld mill is: 

Em-10,1M zlotys per ton. 

Since this value is lower than E„ CI,349 zlotys per ton\ it 
lollows that the modernization of the existing mill is more 
effective than the construction of a new mill; however, the 
effectiveness of this modernization is not high enough to un- 
justify the sustained operation of the old mill w i'.hout moderni- 
zation (£,f-5,195 zlotys per ton\ 

'• Tlie eli'fcrencc in material input between t!ie 
nii'N »as taken into account. 
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anel new spinning 

/•• Al' pit <' 
loo .     10.65 106.5 HIS 1,473 S.S7 
9S 10.66 Hiss 11.42 I.4S3 s.s.s 
95 10.67 112.3 11.79 1,49s s.ss 
91 10.67 114." 12.05 1.50S H.S9 
91 10.6S 117.4 12.32 1,51« S.90 
90. 10.6S lis.7 12.46 1,523 H.90 
S9 10.69 120.0 12.60 1,527 8.9Ü 
S7 10.69 122.9 1291 1,535 H.91 
*5.. 10.70 125» ¡322 1,542 H.92 
S3 .     10.71 129 0 13.54 1,550 H.93 
si .     10.72 133.9 14.06 1,561 H.94 
'5 10 73 143 1 150? 1,577 H.96 
70 1075 153 5 16.12 1,592 H.9S 
65 .     10.76 165.6 17.39 1,604 9.03 
60.. 10.7S 179.7 1H.S6 1,615 9.07 
V) 10.SI 216.2 ?.2.70 1,633 9.17 

" B,, is computed taking into ¡leeount losses m the -torngc of 11 mil- 
lion tons ol sugar beets. 

'•Z = «„'«. 
•' Vf = ?M. where (. is a constant capital/capacity ratio ; .1.05 mil- 

lion zlotys per ton . 
'' P dqicnds on ». 
' C Joes not include operating costs of by-products. 

Synthetic indices of effectiveness for each interval (for ex- 
ample, 100 98 days) have heen computed, assuming the period 
of immobilization »2 = 2 vears. 

Tabi, s 

INCRMSC Ol  MARGINAL CAPITAL Ol'TPlT RATIO AND SYNTHETIC INDICE« 
Ol   KU KCT1VENBM l'È) 

100 9S  236.3 
W 95  371.7 
95 93  25S.3 
93 91  ?73 0 
l" 9°  140.7 
90 «9      136., 
W H7  304.5 
87-85  -jll.S 
«V83  326.6 
«3-HO  M9.7 
N) 75  959."' 
75 70     1,097.3 
TG -65  1.257.J 
65 60  1.47V3 
60 50  3,839.8 

A/> 

í-¿/<l+f,»,,+AC 

AC M" 
(thutJénJi (tèntanJi tf tltys 

él ilu„ ,,n" fl~, 

5.1 9.9 569 
6.9 15.0 5.83 
5.4 9.9 6.20 
6.0 9.9 6.59 
3.0 5.0 6.70 
3.7 3.9 8.76 
6.9 7.6 9.59 
H.l 7.6 9.96 
7.7 7.6 10.33 

125 11.4 10.97 
26.0 15.4 1519 
30.3 15.3 17.52 
34.1 12.3 25.10 
40. S 11.0 32 76 

103.3 18.0 51.96 



In or J e-r to determine an optimal shortening ut tk production 
season, these indico ni clfcctivciicss /• arc compared with the 
indices of alternative solutions /:', \ The purchase ot an addi 
tional amount of sugar hects, instead ot "saving" In means of 
shortening the duration of production season, has Ixen assumed 
in the alternative solutions. 

The limit of shortening the production season is determined 

at the pom. w lu TC  /: IV,,.IIKS large, than  / ,   I,,,,,, th u 
putation shown ,„ tanica, „ |s ikil|. ,|u, ,,K ,nuU(l|. m„|; 

in this ^sc,s cernai lonine.v davs TIIC.IIIII»S,M„.IV Ivlunlui 
, ahora.ed In changing ihc assunipnons w„l, ,^.„J ,„ prllkS 

ol the additional pure has. ol s,,';,,, kus. and also In mtrodiu 
mg other alternativ, -solutions toi ex.mipL , „loJuni/.moi, ol 
i he existing plant 

/. / ,  , 

ISllU |v III    Ml ll(SMI\l   SOI.I   I loss     / I       \\l> . (IMI' (klstlv   ,i|    /   |    IMI  / 

,»> 9S 
J s 95 
95 91 
91 91 
91 'X) 
90 S9 
sv> s7 

N7 ss 
*5 si, 

M s;i 

•st) 75 
75 70 
70 65 
65 60 

60 50 

9.9 
15.0 
9.9 
99 
5.0 
V9 
7.6 
7.6 
7.6 

11.4 
15.4 
15.1 
12 1 
11.0 
ls.O 

71.6 
107 s' 
70.5 
70.1 
15.2 
27.4 
55 2 
5V0 
52.7 
7s. s 

105.- 
104.1 
sî.o 
71 s 

120.1 

0.72 
I 10 
0.74 
0.75 
0.19 
il.V) 
0.60 
0.61 
0.62 
0 95 
112 
1.19 
!19 
1.14 
2.00 

75.6 
115.5 

?•• s 
41.0 

11 5 
61,0 

64.1 
65 1 
95.s 

IIS.6 
146 11 
125.0 

119.7 
210.0 

51 5 
M) s 

52.7 
52.1 
26 2 
hi 4 

19.7 
^t 
195 
5S.S 
~S ') 

77.9 
62.1 

554 
90.5 

7.06 
7oi 
7.iP 
7 01 
7.02 
6.97 
7 01 
7.04 
7 05 
-.05 
7.07 
7.16 

7.19 
7 56 

i 69 
s si 

6 .M 
(- -'.9 
6.-' 
s 76 
9.5'l 
9.')(- 

10.M 
10 v7 
15.1') 
17 52 
25.10 
12 "6 
51.96 

» àlif.   IP/ll  where If    sugar prodncc-d per unit of sugar Ixct. 

r (.\ docs not include orcratiiig cost of hv-r-ro Inas. 
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The Dual Nature of Industrial 
Development in Japan 
THE ARTICI.K BELOW is one in a series of studies published in the bulletin on 
different aspects of the industrial structure and industrial development in Upan 
A first article, by Mr. 7oyoro\u Ando, contained in the second issue (Safes 
Mo.: w.U.B.i), discussed the interrelations between large and small industrial 
enterprises m Japan, with special reference to subcontracting arrangements In- 
other article in the same issue presented the conclusions and recommendation* 
of a group of experts on the organization and operation of cottage and umili 
industries, on the basts of a survey made during a visit to that country A third 
article on choice of techniques, by Mr. Saburo Otyta, published in the fourth 
issue (Sales No.: 60.II.B.2), analysed the approach adopted in Japan to make 
the best use of its endowment in capital and labour in developing agriculture 
transportation and manufacturing, and its implications for the developing 
countries. r   l 

The present article examines a particular aspect of the industrial growth in 
fapan, namely, the economic coexistence of highly capital-intensive 'large-scale 
industries and of a highly developed small-scale industry sector using labour- 
intensive processes and employing vast amounts of labour at wage rates sub 
stanttally lower than those in large-scale industries. 

.7 TkC I"•*1* " a m'lSCd VerSWn °f " papcr Prcscntcd to '»<• Seminar on 
Industrial Development Programming in the Latin American Region, held in 
Säo Paulo, Brazil, from 4 to 15 March K/ì ?. 

IN- CERTAIN DEVELOPING a lid certain recently industrialized 
countries, the economic structure may present a dual 

aspect: one which emerges from inherited factors in the 
economy, and another which arises as a result of the 
process of industrialization. The first type is dependent 
upon  historical conditions in individual countries and 
may not, therefoie, be a universal feature of all develop- 
ing couturi.». It is reflected in a significant contrast of 
attitudes and ways of living between the  few highly 
"westernized" citizens, often educated in the universities 
of Europe or North America and generally employed in 
governmental and semi-governmental agencies and a few 
modern business corporations, and the great masses of 
jieople  whose  patterns of life correspond  to and are 
shaped  by  pre-industrial societies. This  situation  was 
prevalent in Japan during the nineteenth century and 
right up to the period preceding the Second World War 
and might be ascribed to the almost complete absence of 
international relations for three hundred years prior to 
1870. The principal economic feature of this type of 

dualism  is the  existence of  in abundant   labour force 
with a completely dilierent mode of living from that of 
the "westernized" group. It might be recalled that  in 
1W0,  a   year characteristic of the  pre industrialization 
Jieriod, the share of primary industry in the lotal ii.iin.ii.il 
income of Japan was more than 5<> |KT cent, while about 
70 per cent of the labour force was occupied in this sector. 

The chief characteristic of the second ty|* of dualism 
is the existence of income dilTcrentials, more s|x-cificallv 
wage differentials, between firms, industries, regions, and 
so on.' These wage differentials were the pronounced 
feature of the process of industrialization in Japan until 
the nineteen fifties. As can be seen from  the data in 
table   1   in  the  appendix,  there  have  been   no drastic- 
changes in inter industry wage differentials, particularly 
since 192V. 

'The interdependence Utuecn llicsc two types of dualism is 
an important considerai ion, luit it c.miiot lie explicitly discussed 
in the present article. 
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ELASTIC Sl'PPLY OF l.ABOl-R AM) TECHNOLOGICAL PROGRESS 

11IIK   MUST  ISM K  io IK   examined   is   tili'   relationship 

between tin- existence of .in .ilnind.int labour torci 
.imi lin- p.iiUTii of industri.il development, 'lo ;ivoid am- 

tusion, tin- existence of .111 .ilHind.ini  l.ihour lora- is de- 

finid .is tin clastic supply of l.ihour under tin  existing 

wage rate (<>).- The dat.i on w.iuc rates and their chang- 
ing   pattern   anions   various   occupations   from   ISST   to 

I'MH m Japan, as shown in appendix t.ihle 2. indicate the 

general   validiiv o!   the assumption of the elastic supph 
ot   l.ihour.   During  this period, one of  the  most   active 

industries   which   absorbed  agricultural   l.ihour   was  the 
textile industry. As indicatili in lolumns (2). ( s) .\nA (4) 

in tahle 2. there wire alinosi  no dilícrcnccs between the 

wage rates ol Iemale workers in the textile industry and 

those in agriculture. This shows ili.it  if  new   l.ihour  in 

industry  was needed then   were almost   no obstacles to 
obtaining  il. I.veii after 1'»1(>. it could  he said that this 

favourable situation regarding labour supply in rnanulac 

turin» industry continued to,   some lime, bor example, 

in l'Hi, ibe ratio ol the wage rale in the textile industry 

to th.it in agriculture, lor female workers, was still 1.2. 

Hetween   1SS5 and   I'MO, the  number  of gainfully em- 
ployed persons in   manufacturing  industry  rose bv  140 

per cent, while the  IHIMIIHT of those in agriculture   re 
m.lined alinosi constant:1 

The elastic .supply of labour cm become a favourable 

f.ic!or lor industrial expansion if ihere is an adequate 

elfeclive demand for industrial products and if lalxiur- 

intensive techniques arc optimal. However, these two 

conditions may not be l'ulti lied in most of the developing 

count ries. An extensive use of lalxuir intensive techniques 
ni.iv adversely alfect ¡iiilustri.il expansion, giving rise to 

more or less chronic deficits in the balance of payments, 
owing lo the gincrallv weak trend of the demand for 

labour intensive goods. On the oilier hand, a rapid intro- 

duction ol capital intensive techniques ni.iv intensify 
social problems such as unemployment and may also 

lead lo acule tonigli exchange shortages. 

An example ol the way to handle this paradoxical 
situation may he found in the pattern of industrial 

growth in Japan. A detailed study by ('hciicry Shishido 

\\.it.malie shows tli.it "the process of industrialization in 

japan I rom  I'M + to 1'»H' during which period its icon 

- lililíes m parentheses relate to tin references al the end of 
this article. 

,! I lie r.ilio «it tie« inflow I ton i I lie agi iuiltin.il sector to total 
net incoases ol I.ilmiii in lIn- lion agriciiltur tl sector was SS per 
cent in ISSI», SS per ceni in I'Otl ami '1 per ceni in l')Si. ,S,, 
I'tnenuir.i   ( I Ì). 

4 The reason lor sin^linj; out 1 * » I -4 specifically was tli.it (i) 
around I'i'l), there liait been rather drastic striictur.il changes, 
thai is. the rapid industrialization of Japan he-.m at tliat period, 
and (ni a variety of slalistical information was systematically 
made a\ ailahle in 1**1-4. t'or example. Professor Ohkawa advanced 
the hypothesis whereby lie characterized the early period, from 
Is l) to I'MO. as having a "labour growth domiti.inr pattern" and 
the later period as having a "productivity growth dominant 
p.nit i n". ,SV¡   < )lils.iwa (V>). 

omy was transformed from that of a typically under- 

developed country to that ot an advanced society, can he 

traced mostly in terms ot changes in supply conditions, 
including substitution of domestic manufactures for both 

imported manulacuires and primary products and also 

technological changes". (2) The nature of technological 

chaiiges--tli.it is, whether they were labour-using or 

capital-using—was not, however, explicitly examined in 
that paper. 

'Iechnologic.il changes have been examined in several 
interesting studies, among others Solow (12) and a re- 

port by the European F.coitomic (annmimitv (17). Most 

ol those studies, however, are based almost exclusively 

on the assumption of "neutral" technological changes. 

To identity the nature of technological changes—-labour- 
saving, capital-saving and neutral--requires the introduc- 

tion ol a humiliation which is dilTercnt from those used 
in the studies mentioned and can he done by using a 

concept analogous to the "substitution term" in the con- 

sumer theory." The application of this formulation to the 

•'In onler lo identify the nature of technological changes, the 
following scheme can be introduced. Assume a general type of 
production function wliicli satisfies all the neo-classical conditions, 
namely, ihe production function (»•,, . . , r„), where r, repre- 
sents the /tli tactor of production at a given state of technology, 
is twice dillerentiable for all positive r:. and tlie isoquants are 
all smooth <{,u\ strictly convex towards the origin. The production 
tuiiction may he assumed to be subject to constant returns to 
scale. 

Technological chances will he called: /-saving if Xir <r) 
/ ncittial it SIT = 0, and ; dissaving if\r,r> ()• the substitution 
terms   S      ;irc obtained as: 

.1,, = ', 1   vt) C.ár,  òr' +^r .'/=],... n), 
where i, =0^ òr. It is easily proved that the weighted sum of 
S . is ccpial to zero, that is, 1" ,, .V, = 0, where r, is the relative- 

share of factor ». This relation implies a method of measurine 
tivsuchasi/,^ -v,.( rz,  ri- íSli ár)i 

For details of the mathematical formulation, set L'zawa- 
"atanabe 'J4\ 



historical time series data on capital, labour and their 
relative shares compiled by the Hitotsubashi Kconomic 
Research Institute, Tokyo, lor the period preceding the 
Second World War in Japan (see appendix table Í) 
reveals that during the period 1904-19.« about one-fourth 
of the increase in labour productivity (which was about 
4.5 per cent per year) could be accounted for bv techno 
logical changes if the latter were assumed to k- "neutral". 
and also that the use of labour-saving (or capital using) 
techniques was predominant. 

These findings are consistent with the one derived 
by Chenery-Shishido-Watanabc: that (i) technological 
changes played an important role in the industrial devel- 
opment of Japan, and (ii) in spite of the existence of an 
abundant labour force, Japanese industry continued its 
efforts to introduce capital-using techniques. 

An application of the same analytical tool to the time 
series data for agriculture is shown in appendix table 4." 
The pattern of technological changes in agriculture ap- 
pears to be different from that in manufacturing industry. 
There was no continuity in the nature of technological 
changes, and neither labour-saving techniques nor capital- 
saving techniques were dominant; it does not follow, 
however, that technological changes were neutral. The 
share of technological changes in the total increase in 
labour productivity in agriculture was, on the average, 
about 70 per cent during the period 1887-1936. The in- 
crease in labour productivity between 1887 and 1910 was 
2.7 per cent per year, but it declined to 2.4 per cent per 
year during the period 1910-19Î6. However, the share of 
technological changes in the increase in labour produc- 
tivity was identical in both periods.7 

The paradoxical pattern of industrial growth in Japan 

In this computation of technological changes, capital stock 
including land, was investigated independently. The results of 
this assumption, however, showed almost the same pattern as 
mentioned above. 

7 As investigated by Professor H. Rosovsky, the ratio of govern- 
ment investment to gross national product in Japan was consider- 
ably higher and some part of this investment went to agriculture, 
for example, in irrigation projects. Also, continuous efforts were' 
made during the pre-war period to improve the seeds of rice- 
efforts mostly undertaken by governmental institutes—and to 
intensify tie use of chemical fertilizer. Those three policies may 
have enabled agriculture in Japan to adopt labour-saving tech- 
niques More detailed discussion regarding this problem is found 
in Ohkawa (5). 

Hemming touels in a small fapi'ncse ¡actmy 

—that is, the coexistence of an abundant labour force and 
a utilization of labour-saving techniques—can IK- ascribed 
to  the following  factors.   First,   the  aggressive  use  of 
•'borrowed   technology" from  advanced  countries   was 
combined   with  the   adequate  supply   ()f a   reasonably 
educated labour force at the existing wage rate." Tin 
use of capital-intensive techniques in conjunction  with 
the more or less low and constant   wage rate  yielded 
relatively high rates of savings over a long period." For 
example, the savings accounted for 1*) per cent of the 
national income over the period 19H-]9y5 (H). Secondly, 
the structure of relative prices, es|iecially the maintenance 
of lower prices of rice, together with the absence of the 
unionization  of labour,  were  among  the  key   factors 
which  kept   wage  rates from  increasing.  Finally,  the 
socio-economic viability of agricultural and service  in- 
dustries enabled these industries to support the abundant 
(surplus) labour force without a drastic impact on the 
traditional levels of living. 

EDITATIOVAL BACKGROUND or LABOUR FORCE, SFI FCTED YEARS 
_ (Thousands of persons; per cent of total) 

lf0Mr Higher Middle Klrmentnrv ,Y„ 
,orce eéuraHon education éducation cditcotw* 

Y•,                ",639 m (0.5%) 306(1.3°;) «,«36(37.«%) 14,279(60.4%) 
J25i« ,o^ai%) M««<«%) 20,256(72.4%) 5,669(20.*%) 1960      *im 2,968 (6.8%) 11,696 (26.8%) 28.620 (65.5%) 403 (0.0%) 

The headings "Higher education", "Middle education" and "Elementary education" apply to graduates of 
colleges and universities, of high schools  (senior and junior)   and of  elementary schools  (compulsory) 
repectively. '        ' 

I   *   ^may \ SaÌd that the abSOlUte Va,Ue °£ Mvin«  •io  ¡" «e„.»By (1879-1909) 'W«,.,,, 
apan during the pre-war period which was 19 per cent on the Unlied Kinidom (1860) J' 

average, was not unexpectedly high, compared to the estimates United States (I8M-1898) 162 

KnÎdom L^UnhÍd%£?*" *» Gmm'' "* U"ited •e important point to be emphasise,! is the fact ,hat ,.,e rat,,, 
continued to be high over a longer period in Japan. 
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MAL STRICH KE AM) INDI STUI AI. GROWTH STKATUCiY 

TUE i'F.Riim l'MO-HHo witnessed remarkable progress in 

the industrial growth of Japan. This is apparent 
from a comparison of the rates of growth of the major 
sectors of the economy during this period with those in 
the period from 1S72-1SS2 to 1(A)N-1<>12. 

SV, Imi 

Factory prixluction 
Handicraft production 
Services 
Agriculture 
Kconomv as a whole 

.liimiiil ¡ji-'urlli y.iti ; 

1X72  IX.S2  m I'i'i.s l'i',: r>l" /'>•' 

( plltí IIILIíI) ) 

7.8 ! M.I» 

4.s -t.n 
r4 i>.fl 

2.7 1.5 
4.2 5.» 

Srr Olik.iw.i (S, .mil (") i,„ nictli »U ..I' i stinutiui, .uni clit.ul.il 
analy si-.. 

It is apparent from these data that the major drive for 

accelerated industrial development took place during the 
period l'JJK l'JiV». The remaining portion of this article is 

devoted to the explanation of this rapid industrialization 
with s|X'cial relercnce to its dual nature. 

It should IK pointed out that the laliour force of Jap IM 

«luring this period had an adequate c.ipacnv to utilize 
"borrowed technology", that is, to build .md o|>eratc 

industrial (liants on the hasis of technology ilcvclo|>ed in 
foreign advanced countries. Hut Japan did not then pos- 

sess the capacity to develop new technology on its own 

account. It is hardly possible to sa\ that lapin has either 

adequately developed or organized this tvpc of capaiit\ 

even as of the present lime. However, the lmrrowed 
technology was developed in advanced countries with a 
view to substituting capital for labour. Thus. Japan was 

coin(Klled to use capital intensive techniques in important 
branches of the industrial sector. 

As noted earlier, Japan had high rates of saving which 

provided enough resources to lì nance a considerable 
pro) wir i ion oí capital requirements for industries. It must 

U emphasized that the appropriate selection of industries 

to be financed h\ the Government and entri preneurs 

should U- worked out  in advance. For example, several 

industries such as iron anil steel, .shipbuilding .mil trans 
port.itioii equipment were largely financed by the ( iov 

eminent in Japan, while the textile industry was lin.meed 
mostly   by  private sources. 

I he Uirrowed technology was mostly employed in 

largì establishments in the industrial sei tor. Several 
policies yyere implemented by ihc ( iovernment to assure 

reasonable degrees ol productivity increases in small 
establishments in all sectors ol the economy."' Import.ml 

among (hem were the selection ol products or production 
processes which yyere specifically relevant to small firms 

(lor example, production of toys or household utensils), 

aitivi use ol economies ol scale, especially in agriculture 

follici.il assistance tor irrigation protects, use oí fertilizers. 

,\t\d the like), and aggressive transfers into small firms 

ol the part ol capital assets winch were deemed to be 

inedie lent in large establishments employing modem 

technology. 'I he use of second hand capital assets was 

probably the most important lor the non agricultural 
sectors: it considerably reduced the capital costs of small 

lirmx. and together with the elastic supply of lilxmr a! 

loyv wage rates, assured rates of profit comparable to 
(hose- in larger firms  (see appendix table 5). 

The maintenance of the lower and stable level of prices 
lor kev consumer goods played a crucial role in the con- 

tinued elastic supply of lalxmr at the existing low wage 

rales which were adequale for traditional ways of living. 

'I he retail price of rice was the kingpin in this price 

structure. A comparison between the price of rice .im\ 

die consumer's general price index is given in appendix 

table o. which shows the relative constancy of prices 

except for the years l'MS to l(»2l) which witnessed the big 
nee noi." 

"'(.o\< ' mnelll nie i-.iircs toudiing llus p-o!>lei>i ye ere' -i aurally 
IMI .iclnc in the prewar as compared to the postwar period, 
eSii-pi   in  agriculture. 

11 Sinec the Meiji re-sto-alioii, thee had been alunni no ,,tlier 
i lie r.'ots. ulneh is an  indication of p,»lineal  stability ilurin»   this 
pi I'iO! 

1)1 M STKl CTI KE IN POSTWAR DEVELOPMENT 

J w\\   nys i \I*KI.O\»  drastic changes   in almost  every 

as-pect of  its society   since  the Second World  War. 

IIK    m.nor   changes   (mm  the   view|n»mt   of economic 

d« yi loptm nl were: (i) transformation of iiultistri.il strile 
Hins  Irom military  lo  p».ice lime uses;   (n) changes in 

in.ilor   lorugn   markets.   es|vuallv    losses   of   mainland 
China   .uni   Maudlin I a:   (m)   changes   m   ihi    wavs  ot 

lutng. din is. transformation i rom traditional to "west 

i tin/» d'   patterns of  consumption. MU\   (IV) creation ol 

|<oMirltil ir.uk- unions,  li was lx!u\cd by  thon- respon 

siltli   h.i  iloiMons on noniiinii   |«>hcies ili.it  accelerateli 

industrialization with special emphasis on heavy manu- 
l.ictunng industries was the onlv wav to overcome 

dilheiiliies associated with these new structural changes.13 

'- I be slult of the imluvtri.il structure during the post-war 
IH.M.I ii,an ligia in.lustrv, sudi ;is textiles, to heavy inekistry, 
SII.II av iM.icliiiu-ry, yias giu-ii ;i strong unpe-tus hv changes in the 
I" eixn ' X|x,; markets. F.sen as of the tune of writing, in 1<*,2, 
nu ol the most urgent problems for economic planning in Japan 
is lo aseen.,,., the relationship ktveen the structure of industrial 
p-otliictton ami ih.it of cx|*>rts. 
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During the past ten years the average rale of economic 
growth has jumped to about 10 per cent; it was about 
5 fier cent in the pre wir period (MO-l'Mo). More spe- 
cificallv, the contribution of neutral technological changes 
in manufacturing industry has risen sharply: half the 
increases in labour productivity are attributable to tech 
nological changes, which are twice their pre-war magni- 
tude. Also, the share of heavy industry has readied a 
much higher level (see appendix table 7). 

In order to accomplish such a high rate of economic 
growth, additional policy measures were taken in the 
post-war period: (i) increased government intervention, 
especially in financing new capital requirements (creation 
of semi-governmental financial institutions, such as the 
Development Hank of Japan, the Kxport-Import Hank, 
the Long-term Credit Hank, and so on); (li) explicit 
formulation of economic plans as a target of govern- 
mental and private activities; (iii) governmental regula- 
tion of the price of rice to consumers and producers; (iv) 
adoption of a land reform policy, the major purposes ot 
which were the creation of landowning farmers and the 
replacement of rent in kind bv a controlled low-cash 
payment, and (v) special procedures to accelerate depre- 
ciation in manufacturing industries. 

These policy measures had a considerable impact on 
industrialization and also on changes in the nature of 
dualism. First of all, as expected, the pattern of techno- 
logical changes in the post-war period in Japan was again 

capital using (see appendix table H). This was true cs|>c 
dally in industries such as electronics, |>ctrochcmicals, 
plastics ami synthetic fibres, and also in large plants 
producing iron and steel, electrical equipment, machin 
ery, and the like.1'' These technological changes were 
mostly accelerated by the devices listed undei (i), (n) 
and (v) alxive—financial assistance by government, eco 
nomic planning, especially the "Income Doubling l'Iati" 
(9, lo), and the sjiecial procedure for depreciation." 

At the same time, these measures created a new type of 
dualism, inter-firm wage differentials. In general, wage 
differentials are understood lo arisi' out of dilfcrcnics in 
productivity among industries and in the skills of laliour 
employed. In the case ot the Japanese economy, however, 
special attention must IK- paid to differentials among 
firms; inter-industry wage differentials have not changed 
significantly from the historical point of view (see appen- 
dix table 1), and have not IKCII particularly large in an 

11 As compared unii lhe situation in the prewar period, these 
tendencies «ere supported I>v :i high ni.iss consumption ot uni 
sumer durables rather than  by military preparatimi. 

1 ' According to the s|ietial procedure introduced liy the (HA 

eminent in l'*S7. eligible machinery ami cipi.pni: nt (uliuh 
covers most capital assets in newly developed industries. expo l 
industries and suine basic industries such as machine tools and 
industrial machinery) may be replaced within four years, il it 
is desirable. 
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Assembly line in the Toyota Motor Company at Toyoda, Aichi 
Prefecture, ¡iiptin 

international comparison (see tabic 9).,:i Some char- 
acteristics of the inter-firm wage differentials are shown 
in table 10. The widening of the inter-firm wage differ- 
entials in recent years can IK- explained by (i) the par 
titular structure of trade unionism (there arc almost no 
track- unions by occupations; practically all unions art- 
organized on the basis of the firm), (ii) the peculiar 
system of wage contract (in most large firms employment 
involves a lifetime commitment), and (iii) the absence 
of a legal guarantee of minimum wage rates. 

Under the conditions of rapid industrialization àna 
the widening of wage differentials, it was found necessary 
to introduce policies which could help to raise the general 
standard of living in real terms, and to maintain, to some 
tlegret-, a balanced growth between the rapidly develop- 
ing sectors of the economy and the residuals, especially 
agriculture. For these purposes, the policy devices men- 
tioned under (iii) and (iv) have proved quite useful. 

,i5 Although inter-industry wage differentials vary considerably 
from one country to another, as can he soin in table 9, the varia 
tion of l'„, can he explained systematically in the following way: 

('„.-45.00 -9.97 log «   \ 0.(16 r, 
(0.944' 1(1.025  ' 

R- =  .78 

where w is the overall average wage rate in manufacturing 
industries and V, represents the variation of the si/e of establish- 
ment in terms ot the coefficient of variation defined by the same 
formula as that of tin- wage differentials, !'„.. The wage difieren 
tials in Japan are not extremely large in comparison with what is 
"normal" in terms of the al*>\ e described relationship. 

4f> 

Land reform, referred to under (iv), which was orig- 
inally introduced by the United States Occupation Forces 
in co-operation with the Government, has played an 
unexpectedly important role in accelerating mechaniza- 
tion and technical progress in agricultural production. 
The creation of the spirit of entrepreneurship was ex- 
tensively observed among farmers after the reform. This 
is reflected in the replacement of human and animal 
traction by mechanized traction,1" greater use of chemical 
fertilizers and insecticides, and diversification of agri- 
culture (for instance, the expansion of the live-stock 
industry), among others. These developments, in com- 
bination with large-scale irrigation and reclamation 
projects executed by the Government, resulted in a sig- 
nificant increase in the income of farmers and enabled 
them to increase both consumption and investment. 

The relative position of the farming to the non- 
agricultural sector, especially to the rapidly growing 
manufacturing industry, was also partially improved by 
policy device (iv), control of the price of rice. This 
policy had two purposes: (i) to maintain the retail price 
at a reasonable level and (ii) to guarantee a reasonable 
income to producers (farmers). The price of rice was 
controlled by means of two procedures: (i) regulating 
the producer's price at a level sufficiently high to com- 
pensate for the major part of production cost,17 and (ii) 
fixing the consumer's price at a relatively lower level. 
As a result of this artificial price discrimination between 
producer and consumer, a considerable amount has been 
paid by the Government for rice subsidies. In fact, these 
subsidies came to about 1.5 per cent of the total \%\ 
budget. 

This policy has effectively maintained a stable con- 
sumer's price, especially for foods, until very recently. 
The average annual increases in consumer's prices by 
major items between 1951 and 1%1 were as follows: 2.4 
per cent for food, 7.1 per cent for housing, .?.<) per cent 
tor fuel and light, 4.1 per cent for miscellaneous items 
and 2.7 per cent for all items. However, clothing recorded 
a decline of 1.9 per cent fier year during this period.1* 
The nominal wage rate rose bv about 20 per cent per 
year during the same period. This shows a great im- 
provement in the living standard of the people between 
l^l and 1%1. 

This period also witnessed the growth of large as well 
as small firms and a noticeable increase in labour pro- 
ductiv.ty ,n  both types of firms. For example,  during 

For example, the ratio of chemical fertilizer used to output 
of nee was (2): in 1«14, ,01V ,n 19.«, .029, and in 1954, .051; 
while the number of inotor-cultiv iters or tractors in use wa in 
1W. 211; in 1950, 1.1,240, and in 1960, 517,000. 

17 For example, as a result of this price fixing, in 1958 the 
producer s pnce for Italian rice was about half the corresponding 
Japanese price, namely, .1,4*0 yen and 7,660 yen per  100 kilo- 
grammes, respectively. 

i ? 1'hV,/bi,ipr of consumer's prices ha, been quite significantly 
disturbed for the past year (June 1%1-May 1962). Within the 
year, the following increases were noted: food, 10.4 per cent 
housmg, 4.2 per cent fuel and light. 2.9 per cent, clothing, 5 per 
cent, miscellaneous, 14 per cent, and total, 7.5 per cent. 



1^50 to l'*55, increases in labour productivity, by size of 
firm, were as follows:19 

Number of persons 
engaged 

4-29 

30-49 

50-99 

100-199 

over 200 

Annual rate of expansion 
in  labour productivity 

(percentage) 

1.63 

1.60 

1.62 

1.71 

1.81 

One of the explanations for this parallel growth in labour 
productivity between large and small firms was the 
extensive use of second-hand capital assits. Although 
this factor was significant in the pre-war period, it has 
been given added importance in the post-war years.1'0 

Although it is hardly possible to forecast the future 
pattern of dualism in Japan (|iiantitativelv, several possi- 
bilities may be indicated: 

(i) The inherited type of dualism, the elastic supply 
of labour under traditional ways of living, will disappear 

in the near future. Indeed, the Second World War gave 
very strong stimuli to changes in ways of living, eco- 
nomically and psychologically. The elastic supply of 
labour itself will gradually he transformed into a laíxiur 
shortage. In the latest Japanese economic plan, the "In- 
come Doubling Plan", it is anticipated that a lalxnir 
shortage will develop during the latter half of the nine- 
teen seventies. 

(ii) The induced type of dualism will disappear much 
faster than the former one. In the manufacturing indus- 
try, the inter-firm wage differentials have been reduced 
very recently. For example, the wage rate in firms which 
employ less than thirty but more than five persons is 
now (1%2) 5S.2 [XT cent of the wage rate in firms which 
employ more than five hundred persons, while it was 
around 40 per cent in 1956. 

(iii) The institutional background of the dual nature 
of the Japanese economy—the lifetime commitment sys- 
tem in the employment contract, the family system and 
similar established practices—will correspondingly be 
gradually weakened. 

»»This series was estimated by Professor M. Shinohara (10). 

20 According to the figures in the Japanese Census of Manu- 
factures, the proportion of second hand assets in total newly added 
capital assets was estimated as follows: 

She of firm W; ,Q-6 
(numbe, of persons engaged) (percentage) 

49                                                          40.2                        34.3 _ 
,0-19         40.8                   299 _ 
2029                34.3                  28.7 _ 

Sise of firm /";; /OiV, iri"il 
(number of persons eiifiiifiol) (/'.-reculant ) 
30-49 28.9 26.1 2(,M 
50-99 22.0 22.3 21.9 

100-199 16.3 ir,.8 14.5 
200-299  9.1 <).') 9.3 
300-499 10.1 0.1 7.4 
500-999  5.2 4.2 4.« 
Over  1,000 4.1 4.9 3.3 

TOT*I. average 14.Î 12.3 
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Appendix 

Table  1 

W.M.I    DM I IUI VMM s   III IW I.I.N-   INIII'S'l RU S 

Y,-a, 

l'IOO 

ION 
19 l'I 
l'>2ii 

I''2I 
l'»22 
102 5 
1"24 
l''25 
l'»2i» 
1**27 
l''2K 
l''2'i 
19 50 

10í 1 
19.52 
1933 
l»34 
l'MS 

. Iveruae leuiic» 
(ail maitiifuctitrina 
/vf Jii.v or montili 

•12 
•17 

144 
1-17 

156 
ISS 
161 
Uii 
líi2 
ISO 
156 
IS6 
-H.I) 
38.3 

35.S 
S6.lt 
36.3 
37.5 
.56.-1 

Ratio of nia.ri- 
nuihi /(J linn. Illuni Wilh mit 

a era ni,I,I ) 

2.21 22.5 
2.28 22.S 
I.N'' 17.5 
2.116 I'M 

2.03 2(1.7 
2.22 22.-1 
2.25 22.1 
2.1 S 21.-) 
2.17 21.-1 
2.25 22.ll 
2.2.5 21." 
2.26 22.5 
2.57 30.4 
2.H6 51.'» 

2.7'» 52.5 
4. IS .5 5. S 
3.24 35.6 
.5.10 55.6 
2.87 .5 5.6 

1 e,ir 

1"56 
l'<37 
1038 
I '».59 
l'Hll 

1941 
1042 
l(»-)6. 
1"47 
1948 
1940 
1950 

1''51 
1''52 
1955.. 
1054 
1055 
1056 

. iïcraac ",va(jc* 
itili muiiiiíaclitriiia 
fer I/II.V er iihmtli) 

.56.5 

.57.6 
411.1 
45.S 
48.9 

55.6 
611.1 

52-1 
1.411 
5.570 
6,4.50 
6,81)8 

. K.8.57 
0,854 

11.21.5 
12,114 
12.562 
15,776 

Ratio of maxi- 
mum to minimum      Coefficient of 

wuyc rule variation* 
(Percentage) 

2.SI 
2.70 
2.75 
2.62 
2.38 

2.5.5 
2.SS 
2.3S 
2.1)5 
2.65 
2.77 
2.06 

.5.22 

.5.02 

.5.03 
2.04 
2.80 
3.26 

33.0 
.51.4 
51.0 
30.2 
26.1 

26.0 
26.7 
27.2 
21.S 
24.5 
27.1 
28.3 

20.7 
28^6 
28.1 
27.6 
26.7 
30.2 

Soi.nr:   Historical lamination of   If,,,-  Sum fares ,„   >„,,„,,, Sl„„„|„ P„l,lishi„s Ounpanv. ,,,).  (Tokyo, 
I960). 

*..    Î/ÎÎ» Z\     UP t0 IW; in yen ]Xr "Unth in fo! in« ve;lrs ilh^ 
'' Delincd as follows: 

Coellicicnt of \ ariatioi y^*7* 
X -average wage rate for all manufacturing industries 
A,-= the wa.ue rate in the /-rh inJustrv, and 

«   - the number oi industri«. (Up tr 1947, » =9; 1948-1953, « = 19  ir 
following vear>, « -20'. ' 
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Table 2 

1885 

1886 

1887 

1888 

Farming 
(malt) 

O) 

Farming 
(femóle) 

— 
15 Il) 

13 8 

.   14 8 

WAGE RATE BY ouifuiiiss 
(Sen per day) 

II 

11 

Spinning- Weaving 
(iemale) (iemale ) 

<->> (4) 
(mule) 
(') ("i 

21 

•"/•••'••/• 

188'* 

18'«) 
1891   
1X92 ir. <i 13 i 

1 h''3   _ ~ 25 

1894 ir 11 13 li 30 -..i in 
I8'l5 
I8')|,     

pi 
21 

II 
13 

1! 
15 

12 30 2'i ;i 

1N'*7 25 Ir. IS 15 •" ^ !>> 

I89H 28 IN •>() ' ' •4 
1890      .. .... 26 17 22 19 

43 
42 

II 
»5 

•1, 
r.| 

1900 
1901 

ìli 
..    .    M 

l'i 
211 

20 
2(1 

20 
l'i 

47 l'i S| 

l(<02 •SI 1') 20 21) 54 „, 
1 ' 

l'»o.3 51 10 20 19 53 
51 

1S 

l"04 M 21) 21 17 55 vi 

1905 
1906 

.32 
. .    34 

20 
211 

22 
23 

13 
21 

S3 
55 

SS (.11 

ll>()7 ... 36 22 27 ?4 "*', IO 

mos 
1909 .... 38 

23 
23 

25 
27 

24 
26 

M> 

67 
6M 
(.7 SII 

1910 39 24 31 27 f.'l (.'» SII 

A'oww: Employment and Unemployment, Showa Dojinkai (Tokyo, 1957) 

Year 

With respect to 
use of labour 

1305 ..•  —0.0988 
1906  —0.0699 
l'>07  -0.0465 
1W8 -0.0477 

1909  —0.0444 
1910  —0.0027 
1911  -0.0357 
1912  —0.0611 
1913      —0.0446 

1914   —0.0173 
1915  —0.0322 
1916  —0.0389 
1917  —0.0518 
1918  —0.1030 

Table 3 

TECHNOLOGICAL CHANGES IS MANLFACTIUJNU INMSïKY 

With rested to 
«se of capital 

(.'I 

0.0472 
0.0341 
0.0235 
0.0234 

0.0226 
0.0013 
0.0173 
0.0289 
0.0204 

0.0077 
0.0138 
0.0161 
0.0162 
0.0480 

Assuming 
neutrality 

U) 

0.0.312 
0.0241 

—0.1305 
—0.0727 

0.0456 
—0.0077 

0.0363 
—0.0181 
—0.1206 

0.1517 
0.1608 
0.0861 

—0.0788 
—0.0180 

I I'/lfc respect to 
use of labour 

(I) 

1919  -0.0427 
1920  —0.0493 
1921  -0.0162 
1922  -0.0162 
1923  -0.0117 

1924  —0.0110 
1925  —0.0152 
1926  —0.0092 
1927  —0.0210 
1928  —0.0225 

1929  —0.0392 
1930  0.0011, 
1931  —0.0549 
1932  —0.0017 
1933  0.0030 

timi r,.-peet I, 
se of capital 

(-'I 

0.0213 
0.0337 
O.02M) 
0.0138 
0.0103 

0.0OW 
0.0118 
0.0068 
0.0160 
0.0185 

0.0338 
•0.188)9 
0.0411 
0.0013 

-0.0020 

/ tsitttuaif 
tteiiti altt y 

1 'I 

0.05')3 
--11.2143 

•-O.I680 
0.0408 
0.0753 

0.0690 
0.064» 
0.0018 

- -«.11340 
0.0625 

0.0638 
-O.027" 
-0.0469 

11.1353 
0.0790 

u'.T'lMf.    U.      J",1""1  ',ntCr,m *W't• Estimation of LonK-run Cap1t.1l Stock Seri.s in Prewar Japan",  I,, 
Hitotsubasht Uroverwty,Tokyo, Japan (unpublished); for labour, reference (7); for relative »hares reference (13;. 

Aote: Minus sign (—) represents negative values, implying the "savins" of the factor considered. 

K.M.Ill l|     IllstltUtl 
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Tabic 4 

TfCHNOl.OCll AI.   CIIAVr.tS    IN    Ai.KUITTT'RE 

1887. 
1888 
1880 
18'«) 
1891 

18'0 
1891 

18'M 
1805 
18r>6 

1897 
1898 , 
1800 
l'Hlf). 
1-01 

1102 
190* 
1004 
19(15 
1006 

10(1" 
1008 
l'K)0 
1910 
1011 

ll'ith respect In 
list- of ¡ab.'iir 

(I) 

0.053 
0.1-11 

—0.015 
—0.3-19 

0.099 

0.01-1 
0.021 

-0.184 
0.054 
0.071 

-0.017 
-0.22'» 

0.161) 
0.021 

-0.051 

0.104 
-0.120 

-0.013 
0.153 
0.105 

-0.060 
-0.014 

(1.062 
0.060 

-0.123 

li'lth resini to 
«.se i'l enfilai 

—0.011 
—0.085 

0.00" 
0.218 

—0.(11.0 

-0.020 
—0.015 

0.1 10 
--0.041 
-O.Od. 

0.011 
0.217 

-0.147 
0.021 
0.04; 

-0.102 
O.Í26 
0.011 

-0.146 
II.IHII 

0.055 
0.011 

-0.05'i 
-0.1)5" 
0.115 

. 1...« Il 111 Mir/ 

1  '') :   i',-ii- 

- 0.117 ion 
- -0.112" I"11 

0.04(i 1914 
0.248 1915 

•-(1.043 1"I6 

0.015 1"I7 
—0.010 1018 

O.lld 1"|0 
— 0.04(i l'»20 
- -0.067 1921 

O.llli 1922 
0.212 1923 

—0.080 1924 
0.1134 1925 
0.011 1926 

-0.05.1 1927 
0.104 1028 
n 1929 

—(i.no6 1930 
0.135 1931 

0.055 , 19.12 
0.011 i 1933 

-0.1141 I 1914 
•0.047 ' 1915 
0.115 1016 

With respect lu 
usi' of labour 

(/> 

—0.061 
O.OOd 
0.071 
0.080 

—0.056 

—0.026 
—0.115 
—0.166 

0.184 
0.024 

0.048 
—0.090 
—0.055 
—0.081 

(1.080 

0.059 
—0.017 
—0.047 

0.142 
0.072 

—0.122 
—0.109 

0.070 
—0.072 
—0.052 

H'tlh respect to 
use oí capital 

(-'i 

0.056 
—0.OO6 
—0.061 
—0.064 

0.041 

0.018 
0.078 
0.110 

—0.124 
—0.016 

—0.O3O 
0.065 
0.041 
0.061 

—0.066 

—0.050 
0.013 
0.038 

—0.114 
—0.066 

0.109 
0.098 

—0.071 
0.074 
0.052 

Sonne: Basic il.it.i fu 
litui l'i•'inumi, s, uil.  Id. 

Asxumiiit) 
neutrality 

U) 

0.056 
0.019 

—0.055 
- -0.064 

U.047 

0.085 
0.099 
0.103 

—0.124 
—0.042 

—0.086 
0.053 
0.054 
0.074 

—0.047 

—0.024 
0.020 
0.018 

—0.114 
—0.053 

0.096 
0.079 

—0.040 
0.094 
0.059 

• i.i|.ÌMl. rmfmur... M. nn.l Vainada. S, "I he- «estimates ,.f Apicultura 
N.i. 4, D(,2:  tur labour, r.lerenc,   (7i: tur relative shares, reference (13). 

Capital  Stock",  Quarterly Journal of etgrietiì- 

Sir ri litui** 
(í/lr'IIMPIIií.t ¡il   y.   Ili 

l'ncicr 2.000 

2,000 4,990 

5,000 9,noo 

10,000-40,000 

Table i 

RATI  ni   PKOI-II- O\ TOI AI. «APITAI.,  1953 

Hate ,if proli! 
(l'ercciitaiiei 

15.2 

8.9 

12.1 

i: 

Sir,' ,'f lìrm.r' 
(thousands ni .ve») 

50.000 99,999 

Over 100.000  . 

'^tZ[,rS,f\'Ìrf "' ,:"rr7"""Y- M.Ìn:s,ry "*  Kinan"- <«""""«•'« "f ìmn  (Tukw,.   1951) Mi.isiiml   Inamounts <if total cannai. 

Rate of profit 
(Percentage) 

11.3 

   13.8 

TOTAL average 13.6 

Table 6 

Year 

18~o 

1880 

ISSI 

1882 

188* 

1881 

1885 

1886 

188- 

18.SS 

V'AMOt •» « INDI, is „, oiv«•,.«'» PRltFs- r.rsiRM., RirF, root, AND ri OTHING 

General 

_ (ß' 
100.0 

114.0 

125.1 
i ir.« 
105.0 

O".? 
102.8 
9(..4 
96.2 
05.3 

Pire 
(!)' 

100.1) 

127.7 

129.1 

107.1 

81.1 

"2.3 

80.8 

73.4 

66.1 

65.2 

i~)/(7) 

100.0 

111.1 

103.2 
oo.o 

74.3 

87.4 

76.1 

68." 

68.4 

Cenerai 

24.5 

28.2 

30.7 
28.9 

25.7 

23.9 

25.2 

23.6 

23.6 

23.4 

Food 
(4)* 

28.6 

34.8 

36.6 

32.8 

26.3 

22.7 

25.2 

21.7 

21.6 

21.2 

Cloth, 
i n g 
(í)» 

38.1 

44.7 

61.8 

52.8 

39.6 

36.8 

38.6 

34.8 

38.1 

38.4 

<4)/(3) 

116.7 

123.4 

119.2 

113.5 

102.3 

"5.0 

100.0 
91.9 

91.5 

90.6 

(SUO) 

155.5 

158.5 

201.3 

182.7 

154.1 

154.0 

153.2 

147.5 

161.4 

164.1 
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TMc < > (continuili ) 

General 

Year 
pria 

            (>)' 
Hice 

(•?>/(/) 
price 

_        O)» 
/,.,.,/ 
!•/)'• 

Cl, a li- 
ni il 
(i)* (M   ...'« (V    t •' 1 

im)   
1890  . 

I*9|   .. 

1892 

1893 . 

    102.0 

. ...   112.4 

109.4 

    MÛT" 
102.0 

73.9 

114.2 

 93.1 

loo.o" 

102.0 

72.5 

101.6 

85.1 

100.0 

100.0 

25.0 

27.6 

26.8 

27.2 

27.7 

23.7 

29.6 

26.8 

27.8 

27.8 

37.0 

33.7 

30.9 

30.8 

32.8 

94.S 

107.2 

Mu.H 

m.'.: 
100.4 

148.0 

122.1 

115.3 

113.2 

118.4 
! 8(H 

1*95 

189(, 

18V7 

1898 

..  .   105.9 

115.3 

124.0 

    144.1 

154.7 

121.1 

122.2 

131.0 

163.5 

197.7 

114.4 

106.0 

105.6 

113.5 

127.8 

28.8 

31.4 

33.7 

39.2 

42.1 

29.4 

30.6 

33.0 

39.9 

46.1 

33.5 

35.6 

37.8 

39.1 

38.2 

102.1 

97.5 

97.9 

101.8 

I09.S 

lll,3 

113.4 

II2.2 

99.7 

90.7 
1899 

1900 

1901  

1902       

1903 

    144.1 

    159.6 

166.2 

175.5 

132.8 

165.6 

169.7 

174.0 

198.8 

92.2 

101.9 

106.3 

104.7 

113.3 

39.2 

44.2 

43.4 

45.2 

47.7 

39.0 

43.2 

42.9 

46.3 

49.2 

43.2 

48.4 

45.3 

43.9 

45.0 

9<l.î 

'T.7 

98.S 

102.4 

103.1 

110.2 

109.; 

104.4 

97.1 

94.3 
1904    

1905 

1906 

1<H)7 

1908 

180.0 

  ioo.(T 
104.1 

111.8 

    107.7 

187.2 

~Ï(HM) 

115.3 

125.8 

116.6 

104.0 

100.0 

110.8 

112.5 

108.3 

49.0 

50.4 

52.2 

56.4 

54.3 

51.7 

52.8 

54.4 

59.? 

55.6 

47.0 

50.2 

53.3 

5f,.8 

52.1 

105.5 

104.8 

10?.(, 

105.1 

102.4 

'.s; i» 

99.(i 

101.5 

Uni." 

95.'.' 
19(19 

1910 

1911 

1912 

19(3 

105.9 

114.6 

122.0 

126.1 

98.7 

96.0 

126.8 

148.6 

160.0 

93.2 

89.9 

110.6 

121.8 

126.9 

53.4 

53.9 

57.8 

61.5 

63.6 

55.4 

55.2 
60.9 

67.8 

70.6 

50.5 

56.0 

58.0 

57.7 

58.4 

104.7 

102.4 

105.3 

110.2 

111.0 

94.6 

103.9 

100.3 

9;.8 

91.8 
1914 

1915 

1916     

1917 

1918 

100.0 

94.3 

    101.6 

161.3 

100.0 

78.3 

82.3 

117.7 

184.4 

100.0 

83.0 

81.0 

96.4 

114.3 

57.3 

54.0 

58.2 

70.0 

92.4 

61.7 

54.3 

57.4 

74.5 

109.0 

57.2 

54.3 

65.7 

87.8 

118.5 

107.7 

100.6 

98.6 

10»,.4 

118.0 

99.8 

100.6 

112.9 

125.4 

128.2 
1919 

1920 

1921 

1922 

1923 

    213.2 

224.4 

  209.8 

209.8 

101.3 

263.8 

267.7 

191.3 

217.7 

"ñ.T" 

123.7 

119.3 

91.3 

103.8 

89.9 

122.0 

128.6 

120.0 

120.1 

117.9 

151.8 

158.1 

129.9 

134.2 

130.0 

155.8 

147.8 

124.7 

127.9 

1 *3.6 

124.4 

108.3 

108.! 

111.7 

110? 

127.7 

105.9 

103.9 

106.5 

113.3 
1924 

1925 

1926 

1927 

1928 

101.9 

103.7 

100.0 

99.5 

96.6 

97.8 

106.7 

100.0 

93.3 

82.2 

96.0 

102.9 

100.0 

93.8 

85.1 

118.5 

120.6 

116.3 

115.7 

112.4 

135.2 

137.5 

129.3 

125.2 

118.2 

m.2 
131.6 

107.8 

101.7 

98.9 

114.1 

114.0 

111.2 

108.2 

105.2 

112.4 

109.1 

92.7 

87.9 

88.0 
1929 

1930 
75.6 80.1 109.8 114.6 95.6 104.4 87.1 
68.9 80.4 

74.7 

80.8 

80.7 

99.7 

91.0 

91.8 

95.8 

101.5 

84.5 

87.9 

91.0 

77.8 

»6.3 

85.4 

97.0 

101.8 

92.9 

95.8 

95.0 

78.0 

94.8 

93.0 

101.3 

1931    

1932 

1933 

     91.0 68.0 

74.2 

77.3 

1934 

1935 

1936 

1937 

193» 

89.7 91.3 98.2 96.1 100.4 97.9 102 2 
99.7 102.1 102.4 99.7 99.3 101.3 99.1, 101.6 

110.6 

122.6 

108.2 

114.4 

123.7 

106.0 

103.4 

100.9 

102.1 

110.6 

122.6 

102.7 

110.3 

120.3 

101.4 

114.9 

144.5 

100.6 

99.7 

98.1 

101.3 

103.9 

117.9 

(U^¡wXd)Ya,n<,da, S' and And"' Y" MCüSt °f LÍVÍng ImJeX (r"m "rly Meiii Era to World War " f«87i>.|938," 

100)-"«»ne? n*CQ0?MnTnn(,I) ÎXL (,£),î
arf,±ï°minUOUS " amon,r the f'»1«0•« «* P«i«l.: W9 1891  (1879 = 

1931-19311(1M4= 100)= 190V1913   (1905=100);   1914-1922   (1914=100);    1923-19«!   (1926=10.,,; 

'Ail indkei in columns (3), (4) and (5) are based on 1934-36 =100. 
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Table 7 

CoMiHisiTiiiN di  01;un r is MASI i UTURISC, IMHSIHY* 

(Percentages) 

1909 . 

1934 ... 

1950 ... 

1955 ... 

1956 

S 1.3 

55.8 

67.2 

43.9 

43.9 

Light industry !l,;r,y inditsr.y 

1.S.7 

44.2 

32. X 

56.1 

56.1 

17,. Light industry Heavy industry 

1959     45.6 54.4 

l''6l   . ...      36.7 (,ì3 

United Kin.udum (l'>55)     41.2 58.K 

(•crmam. l'edera! 
Rcpuhlk-.it (1 "56) 41.9 56.1 

Suture: Censiti of \t,tniiJMti<r, t, 

• lu: rn!unnì,r'"Str"S ^ '^'^ ''' '""''' ''""'""^ n,Mhimr>' •""l "I1"!'»"»', and chemical»;  liwht m.lustries comprise 

1953 

1954 

1955. 

TMe S 

Tie USCII IK,K -\i,  cinseis,   l(l5{-l'i5S 

II Hi' resfeet t„ Willi rest eel ti- 
lls,- ,,/ lai,,,,,,- „.,,. ,,, ,;,¡ ¡/„i 

< / ' ( -' I 

—0.052 

—0.014 

0.019 

0.0-W 

II.PI i'i 

11.112) 

l'in mi ILI 

lenliiillty 

l •') I',..'» 

D.II25 l'<5<. 

0.05(i 1957 

11.075 1"58 

With ir.c/vc-f /,) li,th res/;;-/ l„ Assumili,i 
use.>f labour use of eafitnl neutrality 

U) (.') (î) 

— 0.043 

—-0.090 

—O.Ollf) 

0.025 

0.055 

0.003 

0.O0O 

-0.02 \ 

0.06O 

TciWf 9 

IsilK-ISD! SI-RY   \V\CI    DM | , Kl S IUI s"    AMOS.,   CCI SIKHS 

( minti y U "IH 
ilffetetltull (l\ I •i'ltririill.ll ,r 

Argentina 1»._| <:j,in.i    (Taiwan) 
Australia IOC (;,,l<)m|,u 

All-,r'-' 22--1" «:-.st.i Rio 
H1.1/1I 22.14 Denmark 
Umilia HIN I'mland 
«'an.id.i 17.50 |.>.irK(. 
1'<'*l<"> 27.10 Honduras 
<l"l" 21.11 Iceland 

•I0ereilti„l il\. I 

2x80      Inch.c 
s0.d2      I r.u, 
28.70     lrcl.,,1,1 

1.13 ; lsr.111 
M.24 !|.,|,;,n 
22.'M ! kc-m.i 
11.15      l.i h.in,,11 
I2."0       \,-w   Zealand 

• liti,-reatini (l'w 1 

24. 84 Nicaragua 
14.18 N.irwjK 
l_7.4J Pakistan 
7.X" Paranu.iv 

II.nil p(ru 

12.71 Philippines 
27.72 Puerto   Rico 
I 1.54 Smith  .-Urici 

( I'M III I V " "«"• 
liiffereiitutt i Í ' 

27.7H Sweden 15.11 
I2.2I Turkrv 24.17 
27.95 United Aral. 
27.Xh Republic 22. 88 
24. in United   Kingdom        14.00 
27.58 ¡Uniteti   States 13.61 
21.72 
25.IK, 

Sourer:  United Nations. Wttnn.s „/ In.lustri.tl loowth,  /'/,',* /<>>.•<  (Sales \,,.  1'iXVH6) 

"""'»"I ^ IV- \ 24,0,',    „2   „, ,re; 

«lier.   H,   ami   ,e   reprisent  th.   .n-ra^c   wayc   rate   in   the , tl,   m.histn   and   the-   ,,,,,- ,11   ,.,-r,, . , 
ivsp,eMl,lv. a,,,U, ,sa „iiniuh/ecl ,l,s,r,l,,,t,,.n ,,l ininilnr 1,1  pcrs.ms ,„K,^,| "'       '*"'   ratl'   '"   ,,*al   '»•»"'t..cti,rinK   mdustries 

St..,- ,-f In 111 
I llltmher ,>t 

/•i'1-..ii/i.f i-iniiiii,-,!) 

5 «I 

1(1  19 
2029 
30 49 

10-99 

lOO-lOo 
2(H)  |9'l 

100 «)>(') 

Ta hi e K> 

Isi I K I IRSI « «a   m,,, R, v1MI, 
(Indues; w,iy rate in linns eiii|.|,,Mny „ver 1.000 peisuns = 100) 

Kin 

Í - 
94 

94 

! ,- 

.' 'i /• -i » 

¡"14 ,„;, 

9 I 

81 

81 

84 

84 

"1 

I   41 
)  4" , 

-I   I 

56 

I  (i4 
I   75 

8') 

I" y 

40 

43 

47 

51 

59 
(.9 

79 

I nitrii Kingdom      I niter! Stales 

(W) (1947) 

73 

70 

S4 

84 

81 

84 

85 
86 

89 

86 
8* 

<X) 

Somit: Ci nuis ,,f Mjnnj.u tints. 



Plant Size and Economies of Scale 

THE QUESTION OF size of industrial plant in the developing comunes has hen, 

dealt with, in some aspects, in two studies published by "the United Nations. 

The first study, which appeared in the second issue of the Bulletin (Salc< No 

59.U.B.1) under the title "Problems of size of Plant ,n Industry i„ Under 

developed Countries-', analysed changes in costs and in investment outlays in 

relation to capacity of output in two industries, ammonia fertilizers and glass 

containers. The second jWy-Ccmcnt-Nitrogcnous Fertilizers Based on Nat- 
ural GM—published in Studies in Economics of Industry, No. 1 (Sales No.: 

6i.ll.B1), referred to the subject in connexion with economics of scale and pro 
auction costs in these two industries. 

In the present article, the relationship between plant size and economics of 

scale is studied with reference to a certain number of industries, including those 

dtscussed in the above-mentioned studies. Two main types of economies of scale 

—technical and organizational-are distinguished, and their relative importance 

in the cost structure is analysed. Attention is drawn, in particular, to the fact 

that the economies derived from production organization are independent from 

the size of plant and that even small-scale industrial enterprises can benefit from 

them, with the assistance, as necessary, of appropriate servicing institutions. 

The article is a revised version of a paper submitted to the Seminar on 

industrial Development Programming in the Lttin American Region, held in 
Säo Paulo, Brazil, from 4 to /? March /(/)]. 

r\\t or THE problems which has ken widely ami fre- 
KJ qucntly discussed in the recent literature on economic 
development, berth at the macro-economic and the micro- 
econorruc level, is the question oí economies of scale and 
size of plants. The question relates to techniques and 
forms of production organization which can be utilized 
¡n a plant or industry.1 In developed countries the prob- 
lem has been mostly discussed as relating to monopoly 

The term '•economics (or diseconomies) of style" has ban 
vaguely used. One of the distinctions is between external unci 
internal economics, the other between those which are pecuniary 
or technological. Internal economies are those within the firm 
external economies are external to the firm but available to all' 
firms in the industry. Pecuniary economies arise from the change 
in the price of a factor or intermediate good, or a cost of market- 
ing, while technological economies are realized when a larger 
stale of output permits a lesser input per unit of output to be 
realized in physical terms. 

and strategy under oligopoly, whereas in newly indus 
trializing countries it has concerned the selection of 
industry or the establishment .nul o|H-ration of new 
plants. This article will be confined mainly to discussion 
of size of plants as related lo developing countries. 

As is well known, the cost of industrial product is 
generally lower in a large-scale plant than in a small 
scale plant, the main reason being that the costs of equip- 
ment and construction and land, the amount of labour 
required and sometimes the ¡¡mount of raw materials dr. 
not vary in proportion to changes in the size of produc- 
tion. A large-scale production may also rtijisirc less over- 
head cost per unit of output. 

However, the economies of scale may not always k 
entirely relevant for the choice oí industry, cspcciailv in 
under-developed countries, when one takes into account 
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local conditions in their factor proportions, the prices of 
competitive goods, the size of market, the location of 
plant, the technology involved, and the like. 

This article deals briefly with the cost of production 

in relation to the scale of production and forms of 
production organization, and the effect of such factors 
as market, trans|H>rtation and technology on the scale 
of production. 

COST-SIZE RELATIONSHIP 

ADECRF.AsF. IN unit production cost with increase in 
size of plant is a well-known characteristic of many 

industries. 
This relationship can lx- expressed lor various com- 

ponents fit" production cost, including investment or 
capital charges, labour, raw materials, maintenance and 
other inputs, by formulation of appropriate equations. 
The relationship Ixtween investment and scale of pro 
duction, for example, has Ixen presented in the following 
formula: 

(£)-($ 
where Aú and K¿ stand for capital requirements of plants 
1 and 2, and X\ anil Xj are the corresponding output 
levels, ß is an empirical exponential coefficient which 
varies from one industty to another and which would 
hold true only within a certain range beyond which it 
would alsf) tend to vary. 

Each component of production cost shows a different 
variation in relation to the scale of capacity anil output. 
In general, the amounts tit' raw materials consumed vary 
in about the same proportion to output, whereas labour 
and equipment requirements increase less rapidly than 
the rise in production. The costs for sales and distribu- 
tion, although they are not included in the direct cost, 
also increase less proportionately. 

A few studies tin the subject of economics of scale have 
been undertaken by the ('entre for Industrial Develop- 
ment at United Nations Headquarters and the United 
Nations Kconomic Commission for Latin America. For 
example, a study on this subject, analysing changes in 
costs ami in investment outlays in relation to capacity of 
output in two industries—ammonia fertilizers and glass 
containers—apjxared in the Industrialization and Pro- 
ductivity Bulletin? The Kconomic Commission for Latin 
America made a similar study on the steel industry, 
which also offers an extensive example for the eise.1 

Some other papers on programming data for such in- 
dustries as cement, fertilizers based 01 natural gas and 
aluminium, prepared by the ("entre for Industrial De- 
velopment, provide similar examples.4 The following 
table shows some of the conclusions drawn from a num- 
iier of the above-mentioned studies and from a recent 

2 ' Problems of Si/c of Plant in Industry in Under-developed 
Countries", Industrialization and Productivity Htdletin. No. 2. 

•'Kconomic Commission for Latin America, A Study of the 
iron and Steel Industry in l*»tin America (Sales No.: 54.H.GA 
Vol. 1), pages 112-116. 

* See Uniteti Nations, Ccmcnt-Xitrogcnons Fertilisers based on 
Xatiira! Cas (Sales No.: M.II.B.i). 

study undertaken by the Productivity Center of Japan on 
four industries—ball-bearings, tar, benzol and aluminium 
plate (for details, sec the appendix to the present article). 

Since each item has been calculated on different as- 
sumptions, table 1 does not serve for the purpose of 
comparison among various industries. It shows, however. 
as a first approximation, that the production cost in 
industry is normally lower in large-scale production than 
in small-scale production.'' 

It should k noted that the cost of production is affected 
differently by the scale of capacity and by the scale of 
output or actual operation. In a plant of a given capacity, 
the higher the degree f>f capacity utilization, the lower 
will IK the unit cost of production because the fixed costs 
will he spread out fiver larger output. In examining the 
factors affecting economies of scale, it is assumed that the 
degree of ojx-ration fir capacity utilization remains 
constant. 

The advantage fit' large-scale over small-scale produc- 
tion with respect to unit costs as revealed by the data 
cited arises from two distinct sources—technological econ- 
omies of scale and facilities for economic "overheads". 
Technological economies of scale are generally made 
possible by the division of labour, the integration of 
processes by unifying a number of them formerly per- 
formed in a series so that they may be performed simul- 
taneously, and the physical or mechanical advantage of 
large size for some types of equipment and machinery 
(blast, steel and glass furnaces, ships and aeroplanes, for 
example). 

In many industries, however, there are limitations on 
the technological economies of scale. For example, in 
cotton spinning and cotton weaving, the sequence of 
processes has long Ixen divided into the greatest number 
of technically possible operations, and a further sub- 
division seems to IK impossible. Similarly, the integra- 
tion of processes is restricted where the economic scale 
of operation of one specific process diverges widely from 
that of other processes in the industry. In such cases, the 
specific process is separated from the main industry and 
is performed by a specialist firm. Finishing stages of the 
textile industry and the manifatture of various com- 
ponents such as radiators, wings, chassis, electrical parts, 
and so on in the automobile industry furnish examples 
of such developments. 

It is therefore quite likely that the large part of tech- 
nical economies of scale are obtained in several industries 
by relatively modest size. At the other extreme, signifi- 
cant diseconomies of scale may be found only after a 

il See appendix tables I to VIII for the break-down of the cost 
data into different components for these products. 
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Table 1 
VARIATION IN PRODUCTION COST IN »ELATION TO DU FERI vr SCALES OF OITPIT IN 

SELECTED INDUSTRIES 

Thousands of tons per year 
1948 U.S. dollars 

Thousands of tons per year 
1959 U.S. dollars 

Short tons per dav 
.1957 U.S. dollars' 

Product, capacity and cost Lint 

Stcd 
Capacity     
Cost per ton    

Cement 
Capacity     
Cost per ton 

Ammonium nitrate 
Capacity     
Cost per ton    

Beer bottles 
Capacity    Number of moulding machines 
Cost per gross  1957 U.S. dollars 

Glass containers 
Capacity    Number of moulding machines 
Cost per gross  1957 U.S. dollars 

Radial ball-bearings 
Capacity    Production index (1%1 = 1) 1 
Cost per thousand  1961 yen 7l»,80O 

Tar 
Capacity Tons per day 100 
Cost per ton  Thousands of 1961 yen 10.5 

Benzol 
Capacity    Tons per day 50 
Cost per ton    Thousands of 1961 yen 29.2 

Aluminium plate 
Capacity Tons per year 200 
Cost per ton Thousands of I960 yen 276.8 

Variation  in capanty and pnulmtn'ii  K>../ 

50 
209.4 

100 
26.0 

50 

190.4 

1 
8.51 

«.do 

250 
I5H.8 

450 
19. S 

100 
145.1 

i 

67.100 

20(1 
9.6 

100 
27.1 

1,200 
272.2 

500 
H7.5 

900 
16.4 

150 
125.0 

fi 

í..H 

() 
(..78 

M.lOO 

Î00 
9.2 

200 
25.9 

.Î.IHHl 
269.1 

1.000 
127.2 

l.HOO 
H." 

101.5 

12 
"..(,') 

12 
fi.íi 

400 
S.9 

WO 
25.4 

5,000 
2M.5 

Source: For steel, Economic Commission for Latin America, A Study of the Iron and Sue! Industry in hum .tniema op ,it • f..r .cium 
hconomic Commission for Asia and the Far Fast, Formulating Industrial Development Programmes (Sales No.: (»I.II.F."): for drilli/, is imi diss 
containers. 'Problems of Size of Plant in Under-developed Countries", Industrialization and I'rodurtiritv Uni/etiti, op. dt.; f,.r OIII.T products 
Productivity Center of Japan, A Research Project in the Size of Plants (Tokyo, 1961) (mimci>Braph«l). " 

fairly large plant size has been reached. In such indus- 
tries, there may be a plateau of almost constant costs 
extending over a fairly wide range of plant sizes.6 This 
might be at least a partial explanation of the continued 
existence and survival of firms varying in plant size and 
in effective competition with each other in a number of 
industries. 

Facilities of economic "overheads*' include industrial 
research, bulk buying of raw materials, marketing of 
finished products, facilities for tooling and repairs, spe- 
cialized staff for the maintenance of machinery and 
equipment, advertising, standardization of products, 
cheaper and easier credit facilities, highly specialized and 
functional management and supervision of production, 
among others. Just one example will suffice to indicate 
the magnitude of reduction in unit costs achieved by 
these facilities. The costs of production per metric ton of 
tar were found to be 10,504 yen and 8,919 yen in two 
different plants in Japan, one with a capacity of 100 
metric tons per day and the other with a capacity of 400 
metric tons per day. The costs of "administration" in the 
two plants were 1300 yen and 736 yen per metric ton 

• E. A. G. Robinson, The Structure of Competitive Industry, 
Cambridge University Handbooks, revised edition, 1953, pages 
182 and 183. y* 

respectively. Thus, the reduction in the unit cost of 
administration contributed 564 yen, or more than one- 
third of the total reduction of 1,585 yen.7 It appears 
highly probable that economies of scale realized through 
facilities for economic overheads seem to IH.- at least 
as important as technological economies of scale in a 
large number of industries. 

Most of the economies of scale derived from the facil- 
ities of economic overheads arc indc|K'ndcnt and irre- 
spective of the size of the plant and can be provided 
to small plants by surrounding them with appropriate 
agencies which can take over the functions of economic 
overheads and perform them as common services to small 
production units. An industrial extension service can 
impart technical and managerial skills and can help 
small units to introduce quality control and standardiza- 
tion. It can render effective assistance in solving produc- 
tion problems and in raising the productivity of labour. 
It can also furnish general marketing services to help 
management to determine major distribution centres, to 
establish contacts with important wholesale and retail 
dealers, and to obtain the reaction of dealers and con- 
sumers as to price,  quality  and design of products. 

T See table V in the appendix. 
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Finally, il cm provide tooling ;iiul repair facilities in its 
own workshops. Technological research institutes can 
undertake the tasks of improving the production and 
design ol products and developing new processes and 
products. 

The government can take several measures to increase 
the How of credit to small units and reduce its cos!. 
Long-term and medium term financing lor small indus 
trial units can IK- provided directly through the relevant 
government departments or indirectly through govern 
ment sponsored finance corporations. Such corporations 
may also supply machinery on a hire purchase basis. 
Similarly, short term credit can be provided In industrial 
credit co-operatives or through iomrncrci.il hanks on the 
hasis ot likralized standards of cretin worthiness. In the 
latter case, the government should extend the credit to 
commercial hanks through the central hank and guar 

antee the losses arising out of a possible default. Sale and 
purchase co-operatives may take over the bulk buving of 
raw materials and marketing and advertising of ihe 
manufactured products." 

Special studies to distinguish and determine the rela- 
tive contributions of technical and other economies will 
help considerably in determining the proper size of plants 
in dilTcrcnt industries. They will also help to correct the 
not infrequent and unjustifiable emphasis on and bias in 
favour ol large sized plants found among technicians and 
engineers. The importance of such studies for countries 
with comparatively small national markets hardly needs 
to lie emphasized. 

" Movi ot the measures ilesiribal .il»i\c Ime I icen ¡m|>k'meiitcil 
in vMiie of the ilc\ eloping countries. 

COSTS ()F MAJORINPl'TS 

IT nut. BE useful to examine the available data on costs 
of important inputs in relation to the scale of output. 

These data, however, ilo not clearly distinguish the 
relative contributions of technical economies of scale and 
other economies, especially those arising in the economic 
overheads facilities. For the sake of simplicity, total pro- 
duction cost may IK divided into the following four 
groups: 

(i) Cost of raw materials and supplies, including all 
current purchases made In the factory and excluding 
supplies for maintenance: 

(ii) Cost '.t power and fuels, wherever such distinc- 
tion can lie made: 

I ii:) Labour cost, including all wages and related pay- 
ments, other than the wages of maintenance workers: 

(iv) Cost relating to capital investment, including 
depreciation, labour and materials for maintenance and 
the normal remuneration of capital and miscellaneous 
charges, such as short-term interest and insurance 
charges. 

COST OF RAW MATERIALS AND SIPPLIES 

Raw materials requirements in physical terms are, in 
most industries, virtually independent of the size of oper- 
ation and change in almost direct proportion with the 
scale of production. L'nit cost of raw materials, however, 
often decreases with the possibility of lower cost in bulk 
purchasing and shipping, and of reduced waste in han- 
dling. Only the latter arises from technical economies 
of scale. 

In the cases mentioned above, no change in the unit 
cost of raw materials and supplies was assumed for am- 
monium nitrate, beer bottles, tar. IKIIZOI and cement, 
although raw materials cost may. in practice, change 
»lightly, as is seen in other cases. Certain savings in raw 
material inputs were shown for aluminium plate and 
finished steel, mainly because of the lower cost of bulk 
purchasing  and partly  owing to better handling  and 

operating methods,  which   are   technologically  feasible 
only in large-scale plants. 

COST OF POWER AND FUELS 

In general, physical inputs of fuel and power change 
slightly with changes in the size of operation, but the 
magnitude of this change is likely to IK insignificant in 
most cases. Any contribution to total savings of savings 
in power and fuel input is, therefore, rather small. This 
is especially true in industries where the costs of (Tower 
and fuel constitute a small proportion of total costs. For 
example, in ball-bearing plants (where the power cost is 
only 1.1 to l.n |ier cent of total costs) and in plants fabri- 
cating aluminium products (where the corresponding 
cost is 3.5 per cent of the total), the contribution of saving 
of ¡lower to total decrease is only one per cent and 8.9 
per cent respectively, with a four times increase in the 
scale of production in the case of ball-bearings and an 
increase from 1.200 tons to 5.000 tons in the case of 
aluminium fabrication. 

In indus.ries requiring a high consumption of fuel or 
power, such as in the manufacture of ammonium nitrate 
where the share of unit cost of fuels and power in the 
total cost is large, the size factor may affect total produc- 
tion cost to some extent, owing to the technology in- 
volved in the process. The size factor is, however, a 
minor factor in determining the cost of product, since 
the unit cost of fuels and power is in general rather 
independent of size. 

COST OF LABOUR 

An increase in the size of plant would require a lesser 
number of workers to engage in its operation. Unit cost 
of labour shows a remarkable decrease in all of the cases 
given above: for example. 41.1 per cent in the case of 
ball-hearings, 56.7 per cent in that of tar, 59.7 per cent 
for benzol and 3.Î.5 per cent for aluminium plate. 

In general, a part of labour inputs is independent of 
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si/o and remains unchanged even it' the si/c incrc ises. 
while the remaining part changes proportionately with 
in increase in the scile of output. The proportion be- 
tween these two p.irts. fixed and variable, of the labour 
inputs varies from one industry (or plant) to the other, 
depending on the technology involved. In such industries 
as metal anil chemical processing industries, especi.illv in 
modernized plants with continuous process And auto 
mated machines, where the labour is more or less oí a 
supervising type, the fixed part is proportionately larger 
than die other. The scale elTect is greater in this item of 
cost. However, in more labour intensive types of niants, 
the fixed labour is relatively small, and. accordingly, the 
labour cost decreases very slowly with an increase in size 
ol operation. In the case of glass containers, for example, 
it is considered that total laU.ur requirements tend to 
follow more closely the increase in scale of output than 
in the case of the production of fertilizer. It can lie stated 
in general that the more capital-intensive a production 
process, the greater will IK the savings in labour costs 
arising out of technical economies of scale. 

It should be noted that in the cases mentioned marginal 
lalwuir costs, both wage rates and productivity, are as- 
sumed to be constant. In reality, however, thev may not 
be constant. 

COST RF.I.ATINC; TO CAMTAL 

(losts relating to capital investment include such items 
as depreciation, labour and materials tor maintenance 
and the normal remuneration of capital and miscellane- 
ous charges, such as short-term interest and insurance 
charges. Some of these are variable and some are fixed, 
in relation to changes in the scale of capacity. The effect 
of the scale of output on the unit cost of capital is gener- 
ally considerable, and varies from one industry or plant 
to the other depending on the cost structure and the 
marginal price of capital. 

Rig corporations with large plants are associated in the 
investor's mind with stability and growth while small 
firms with small plants are generally regarded as some- 
what unstable and stagnant enterprises. Investments in 
the latter arc, therefore, considered more risky than in 
the former. This phenomenon has several consequences. 
Small firms have to offer and assure higher returns on 
investment than large firms to compensate for the greater 
degree of the supposed risk. This, in turn, adversely af- 

fects reinvestment of retained profits. Secondly, small 
firms find it difficult to persuade issue houses and under 
writing firms to float and underwrite their securities on 
the stock exchange and have to pav higher costs for these 
services than large firms. Finally, small linns have to pay 
higher costs for borrowing short term and loiigunn 
funds and for ensuring pl.mts and other prop, m than 
large firms. The consequent lower capital costs of Luge 
lirms, which arise from facilities of economic overheads 
and "prestige" associated with them, are indi^ lulent of 
technical economies of scale. 

Large plants commanding specialized maintenance 
stali and equipped with tooling ,md repairing facilities 
have longer life spans and a higher degree of capacity 
utilization compared with small plants lacking in such 
facilities. This results in relatively lo,ver costs Of depre 
dation and spreading of fixed losts over larger output 
in large plants. In addition, large plants frequently enjoy 
the benefits oi research and development which are 
incorporated in processes of production and also m the 
design of the product. All these advantages can be sc 
cured for small plants with the help of government 
sponsored institutions and arrangements, as already 
noted. 

Nonetheless, substantial technical economies of scale in 
costs relating to capital are obtained in large-sized plants. 
In certain industries such is steel and shipbuilding, total 
cost of plant per flow of unit output falls with an increase 
in scale. On the other hand, such cost tends to rise with 
an increase in scale where the integration of processes and 
extended division of labour are incorporated in the design 
ol the large plant. Hut this increase in total capital cost 
is compensated by a proportionately far greater reduction 
in labour costs in operating the plant. 

According to the studies referred to alwivc, total capital 
cost in the case of ammonium nitrate increases propor- 
tionally with the 0.6th |x>wcr of capacity and in the ease 
of glass containers increases approximately with the »,75th 
power of capacity. In the case of ball-bearings, the unit 
cost of capital increases as the scale of produci ion in- 
creases, the reason being that the enlargement of the 
scale of production requires additional installation of 
new machines and equipment which are taken to be 
more expensive than trie original. The increase in capital 
costs in this case, however, is offset to an even greater 
extent by the savings in labour inputs resulting from the 
application of new machines and equipment. 

FACTORS AFFECTING THE SCALE OF PRODUCTION OR CAPACITY 

ALTI lot (at THE COST of production of manufacturing 
goods is. as was mentioned above, lower—in manv 

cases much lower—in large-scale plants than in smalí- 
scalc ones, the size of plants (measured by volume of 
production or by capacity) is affected by a number of fac- 
tors, such as (a) type of technology involved, (b) price 
of competitive imports, (<•) size of prospective market 
and its anticipated growth, and (d) distribution costs 
of product. 

TECHNOI.OX;ICAL FACTORS 

In the cases mentioned earlier, it has liccn assumed that 
the quantitative composition of main production factors 
—labour and capital—in the process of producing good« 
remains the same; in other words, unchanged technology 
is assumed. In practice, however, alternative processes, 
which involve different relative amounts of capital and 
labour, seem to be technologically feasible. The factor 
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mix in industrial processes is adjusted to the relative 
costs of lalxiur and capital. The prohlem has been known 
as a choice between capital-intensive and labour-intensive 
processes of production. 

Real cost of capital is much higher and that of labour 
much lower in the under-developed economies than in 
the developed countries," The process of production 
which yields the least unit costs is, therefore, relatively 
more labour-intensive or less capital-intensive in the de- 
veloping countries than in the advanced countries. This 
factor tends to lower the appropriate scale of capacity in 
the developing countries because the scale of output 
varies directly with the capital intensity and indirectly 
with the labour intensity. However, substitution of labour 
lor machinery and equipment in the core of the indus- 
trial process may be technologically limited in some of 
the modern industries. In such cases, various levels of 
mechanization are possible in a number of ancillary oper- 
ations such as unloading, conveying and mixing raw 
materials and handling lì ni shed products. The Centre 
for Industrial Development has conducted several studies 
on this subject of choice of technology.'" 

The size of market11 is one of the important factors 
limiting the scale of capacity, but account should be 
taken noi only ol the present volume of demand but also 
of the future growth of the market. The optimum scale 
in a growing economy is, however, very difficult to 
determine. This problem of "anticipated market" is par- 
ticularly important in the case of industries whose in 
crea.es in capacity of output proceed by substantial 
"jumps", each involving a considerable additional invest- 
ment outlay. 

If a plant is installed on the basis of present level of 
demand and the actual demand grows rapidly, the plant 
will have to be expanded frequently; thus, a considerable 
amount of capital as well as time will IK wasted. On the 
contrary, if a plant is designed for the anticipated market 
in the future, it may begin to operate at a level below its 
capacity, and the return on investment in the early years 
will IK fairly low. 

The optimum scale is set at the point where the dis- 
counted value of production over time exceeds the dis- 

9 Market prices of production factors in developing countries 
ilo not precisely reflect their relative scarcities; if factors are 
valued at prices reflecting relative scarcities, the pattern of relative 
costs may differ even inore from that prevailing in industrialized 
countries. The costs of raw material will also have to be adjusted 
when indigenous materials may he availahle only in poor quality 
or irregularly. 

10 See, for example, the following articles published in various 
issues of the Industrialization and Productivity Bulletin: "Choice 
of Technology in Industrial Planning", by Jan Tinbergen, and 
"Capital Intensity in Industry in Under-developed Countries" in 
Bulletin No. 1 ; "Choice of Industrial Technology: The Case of 
Wood-working", by G. K. Boon, in Bulletin No. 3; "Choice of 
Techniques", by Saburo Okita, in Bulletin No. 4; and "Choice 
of Capital Intensity in Industrial Planning" in Bulletin No. 7. 

11 It is assumed here that the market is sufficient to absorb the 
whole production of at least one firm of optimum size, and that 
the market is competitive enough not to create monopolistic 
prices. This assumption, however, may not always be true. 

counted costs (including depreciation) by the greatest 
amount. The rate of discount used should represent the 
social return to capital in alternative uses, which is 
measured by its accounting price. A high discount rate 
will therefore lead to the construction of smaller plants, 
and a low discount rate to the construction of larger ones. 

MINIMUM CAPACITY 

Minimum scale of capacity is generally determined bv 
the price at which the same product is available as an 
import. In other words, such capacity should result in a 
production cost on the basis of which the price of the 
!<ically manufactured product would be equal to that of 
the imported product; operation below this capacity 
would result in the import price being lower than the 
price at which the locally manufactured product could 
be sold. Minimum scale is thus distinguished from opti- 
mum capacity. The two would coincide only if the 
anticipated market, including the external market, for 
the locally manufactured product over the period of years 
corresponding to the useful life of the equipment were 
met by output at the minimum capacity. If market studies 
indicate that the market is too small to sustain the 
minimum capacity, it would IK cheaper to meet local 
needs through imports. 

In this connexion, the cost of transporting both inputs 
aiul outputs Incomes an important factor in determining 
the level of capacity. This factor is of particular im- 
portance when and where transportation cost is high 
relative to production cost. In establishing a cement plant 
in a South East Asian country, for example, the cost of 
production in a proposed 300,(XX)-ton plant at a specified 
location was estimated to be SUS13 per ton. Railway 
freight charges to two major markets located some 10Ò 
miles and 600 miles respectively from that plant were 
estimated to IK $US2.fi0 and SUS10 per ton, or 20 and 70 
pc. cent of production cost By virtue of this location 
problem, plants may IK operated at levels well below the 
optimum scale and yet have a competitive advantage 
over large plants which are located farther from the 
market.1 " 

The petroleum refining industry is another example 
of the case. A refinery with a crude oil throughput of 
120,000 barrels a day is generally considered the optimum 
scale of plant in the United States. This is so, however, 
on the assumption that the refinery can transport its 
products to the market by ship or that it is located in 
close proximity to a very dense market so that transport 
by road or rail entails only short hauls. In the inland 
areas of the country, on the other hand, there are a num- 
iKr of refineries with much smaller capacities.13 

rj In other cases, 'vhere transport cost may not be high relative to 
production cost, inadequate distribution facilities may be another 
limiting factor. Inadequate services such as irregular deliveries 
may be partly resolved by, among other things, the use of motor 
transport and the establishment of transit storci at appropriate 
locations, as well as the installation of relatively small-scale plants. 

13 Joe S. Bain, Barriers to Xew Competition (Harvard Uni 
versity Press, Cambridge, 1956). 
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Likewise, in equating import prices to local production 
costs to determine the minimum capacity, the resulting 
scale will he much lower in under-developed countries 
than the average rapacity of a corresponding plant oper- 
ating at optimum level in an industrialized country, 
because transportation cost accounts for a considerable 
part of the import prices of competitive products. Thus, 
in under-developed countries the minimum size is often 
less than the average size of plants in the older indus- 
trialized countries.14 

It is important to state explicitly that the domestic or 
local production costs refer to the costs of production at 

14 The minimum size of plant would he further reduced if the 
rate of domestic taxation applicable to the products were smaller 
than the rate applicable to ¡lie competing foreign products in 
their own countries; it follows that exemption from domestic 
taxation would bring about an even greater reduction  in the 

a mature stage of the industry and not to the costs of 
"infant industries", which would be higher than the 
import price for some time and which need to be pro- 
tected in the initial phases of development. In addition, 
the criterion of equating local production costs with the- 
import price to determine the minimum scale of capacity 
needs to be modified in developing countries which are 
deficient in the social and economic infrastructure and 
managerial and technical experience. This amounts to 
examining the criteria of protecting an industry whose 
production costs are higher than the imp.irt price, which 
is beyond the scope of this article. 

minimum si/c of plant. A further rcdiution—of .1 scop- vai\in« 
from one industry to the oilier -would !>.• obtained through de 
valuation or through imposition of customs duties on the com- 
peting imported producís. 

CONCLUDING REMARKS 

Ti IK PROBLEM OF economies of scale and size of plants 
is too complicated to allow of its presentation in a 

general formula. The data used in this article indicate 
only orders of magnitude and explain only some aspects 
of the whole problem. Increased effort would lie required 
for assembling a systematic and coherent documentation 
on the cost of a large numl>er of industrial products and 
on the variation of costs in relation to the size of plant, 
with special reference to savings in production costs aris- 
ing from technical economies of scale and from facilities 
for economic overheads. The chief advantages of a large 
plant lie in specialization of work, integration of pro- 
cesses, continuous flow of materials, utilization of by- 
products and reduction in waste through mechanical 
handling. As noted before, several other advantages 
associated with and often attributed to large-scale pro- 
duction arise out of the facilities for economic overheads 
(which are generally commanded by large firms) and 
can be made available to small plants by appropriate 
institutional arrangements. 

It should be emphasized that industrialization does not 
consist solely or chiefly in the creation of large-scale 
plants. First, as was mentioned earlier, the large part of 

technical economies of scale are obtained in many cases 
by a relatively modest size of plant. Secondly, the sin ill 
size of the national market may justify small seile pro 
duction in many countries. Thirdly, abundance of cheap 
labour in developing countries may make employment 
of small-scale methods of production profit able in several 
industries   with   relatively   lalioiir-intensive   production 
processes. Fourthly, local availability of raw  materials 
and the conditions of infrastructure, such as water  nul 
power supply and housing, may also justify the installa- 
tion of small plants. Finally, the small scale of plant often 
reduces the risk arising out of obsolescence due to tech 
nical progress or change of tastes and business fluctua 
tions. 

Decisions as to the scale of industries or plants thus 
depend on a number of technological, economic, social 
and political factors, such as the supply of inputs, geo- 
graphical distribution of markets, distribution cost, an- 
ticipated pattern of growth of the industry, government 
policy and measures, ami so on. In other words, the 
decision of scale coincides not only with the firm's 
interest but also with the regional and national plan. 

Appendix 

T*bit I 

P»OOUCTK>N COtT OF  AMMONII M  NIT1ATÏ  FOU  DIFFERENT SC At.FJ OF  MODUCUON,  UsilTfD   SrSTT» 

(1957 United State« dollari per short ton of ammonia content) 

 Scale of capacity in »hört toux per day 
Ctrnfonents »f cotí ¡o ¡oo Til) IM 

Raw materiali and wppliei   27.0 27.0 27.0 27.0 
Labour     46.0 28.8 2i.O 17.2 
Co« relating to capital   117.4 8<U 75.6 57.Î 

TOTAL 190.4 H5.1 125.6 101.5 

Source: "Problem« of Size of Plant in Industry in Under-developed Countries", ìnàusìnaiizaiiun and I'lodiietititv 
toileti*. No. 2, page 12. 
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Table il 
fHOOl'CTION COiT OF  »IM »OTTl.ES TOH BIFFERENT »CAIT» OF PRODUCTION, UNITED STATU 

(1957 United Slates dollars, per fjross, packed) 

( omfoncnts of cost 
\ninbfr of hottle-mouldtng machines 

Raw  materials    
Labour     
Cost relating to capital 

/ 

2.40 
 *.<>'! 

3.1)2 

TOTAL      8.51 

2.40 
2.31 
2.54 

7.25 

2.40 2.40 
l.<)3 1.80 
2.13 1.93 
6.46 6.13 

Sonne: Set source for table I, pajje 13. 

TuNe III 

P»ol» l TK>\  COST OF  KUHAI. »ALL-HFAHINGS*  to»  DIFFFKFN'T srAl.tl OF   PRODI < I ION, JAPAN 
(Yen per thousand units) 

Scale  of production 

i: 

2.411 
l.r>7 
1.62 

V.'t 

Components of cost 

Raw materials 
Labour     
Supplies  from  outside 
Taxation 
Depreciation  
IVtwer     
Others 

TOTAL 

I'resent 
rrodnetion lefel r>o«blc scale Four-times scaie 

44,600 41,200 39,200 
17,700 10,400 8.600 

8.1IM) 5,000 4,700 
300 SIM) 800 

3,200 4,W0 5,100 
1,100 1,200 1.200 
4.700 3,600 3,600 

79,800 67,000 63.100 

So«rcr: Japan Productivity Center, A Study on ihr Shr of Firmi (Tokyo, )%1) (mimeographed). 
" Star ot bearing being between 10 and 20 millimetres. 

TaUr IV 

P*nor< THIN COST OF Tin« ROLLM BF \MN«;S* H« DIFI FRF.NT M ALLS OF PROMCTION, JAPAN 

(Yen per thousand units) 

Components of cost 

Raw  materials 
Labour 
S¡ ib- contract 
Depreciation   . 
Taxation   . 
Power     
fHhcrs 

TOTA i 

I'resrul 
/'rodnetion level 

165,800 
57.IKMI 
26,'MMI 
12.6IM) 

1.10(1 
4.600 

12,300 
280.300 

Scale of production 

Sourrr: Sic source for table III. 
" Si/.c of bearing being between 20 ami 50 millimetres. 

Voith!,  .•.•«. 

14'UMMI 
41.600 
16.'i|l0 
lii.lmii 
2.I0II 
5.I0II 

11.2011 

241.'»0i i 

TdWe r 

I'nolHc  llo\  COST OF  TA»  IO* lllllFRFNT SI ALFS Ol   NIHItlTlllv,  JAPAN 

(Yen per metric ton) 

í otnponents of ci-st 

Raw  materials 
Auxiliary sector 
Labour 
I quipouni 
Administration 
Hv pruduti anel others 

TOTAL 

100 

6,500 
1,328 

473 
1,053 
1,300 

(-)150 
10,504 

Scale of i rod* ction 
:iio imi 
(Metric tons per ,/a.\J 

6.500 
I.H5 

300 
«41 
953 

(-)I50 
'',639 

6,5<K) 
1,072 

242 
734 
809 

<—)130 
".207 

t>.50U 
'.'55 
205 
673 
736 

(-(150 
$.'»19 

Sourer: See source for table III. 
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Table VI 

PRODUCTION   COST   OF   «ENÏOL   FOU   DIFFERENT   STA!.F»   OF   PRODUCTION,   JAPAN* 

(Yen per metric ton) 

G'i)j^fïii<*ii/.f of cos-t 
SO 

Scale of production 
100 ¡00 
(Metric tous fer day) 

Raw  materials 
Auxiliary sector 
Labour 
Equipment 
Administration 
Others 

      20,725 
2,904 

3,659 
         1,610 

(—)357 

TOTAL     29,196 

20,725 
2,519 

40O 
2,854 
1.194 

Í—1597 

27.(195 

20.725 
2,464 

264 
2.2811 
1,766 

<—>597 

25,lHI2 

20.7 >5 
2,4 r 

21S 
I.1"» I 

6>< 
(•• )5<r 

25.3'C 

Sourer: See source for table III. 

Table VI! 

PRODUCTION COST OF CEMENT FOR DIFFERFNT SCALES OF FRODL'I TIO; 

Inf tit and investmeit fcr thousand tons 

Labour input (man-years)   
Capital   investment   (thousands  of  United States 

dollars)      

Cost per ton (United Slates dollars) 
Operating cost*    
Capital charges*   

TOTAL cost 

35 

1.43 

50 

16.2 
12.5 

28.7 

so 
inpticty of plant 

100 ¡lo 4S0 
(Thousands of metric tons) 

1.20 

46 

15.5 
11.5 

27.0 

1.1(0 

43 

15.2 
10.8 

26.0 

0.80 

40 

14.7 
10.0 

24.7 

0.75 

35 

11.0 
8.8 

19.8 

<M0 

0.65 

23 

9.1 
7.0 

16.4 

¡.so» 

0.5(1 

22 

8.4 
5.5 

13.9 

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Formulating Industriai Development 
Programmes (Sales No.: 61.II.F.7), page 46. 

£ Raw materials inputs are assumed to be constant. Fuel and power decrease with scale. 
Charges for depreciation and returns to capital are calculated at 25 per cent of capital stock. 

Mote: Estimates are based on United States International Cooperation Administration publications and Soviet Union 
programming norms. Similar data can be obtained from the United Nations publication, Cement—Nitrogenous Vertiii-ers 
based on Saturai Gas (Sales No.: 63.II.B.3). 

Table VIII 

PRODICTION COST OF I INUMI D STFEI. FOR DIFFERENT SCALFS OF PRODUCTION, I.STIN AMEBIC« 

(1948 United States dollars) 

Componenti of cost per ton' 

Raw materials   
Labour     
Capital  charges         
Maintenance and  miscellaneous    

TOTAL cost 

TOTAL investment per ton 

SO 

33.84 
32.00 

122.93 
20.59 

209.3 ft 

492 

     Capacity of plant 
2S0 " ~~      100 

(Thousands of metric tont per year) 

31.26 
15.20 

101.20 
11.II 

158.77 

405 

31.26 
8.57 

87.10 
10.57 

137.50 

348 

I.Olili 

25.68 
6.60 

X5.05 
9.(H 

127.16 

340 

Source: United Nations Economic Commission for Asia and the Far East, Formulating Industrial Detchpmrnt 
Programmes, page 44. 

' The costs are taken from engineering calculations for hypothetical integrated plants of different sizes located in tin 
eastern part of the United States. Labour costs are taken here at 50 per cent of the United States costs ami chargrs for 
depreciation and profit at 25 per cent of the capital invested to reflect Latin American conditions. 

Table IX 

PRODICTION COST OF ALVMINII-M PLATE FOR DIFFERENT K-AI.EI OF PRIMH CTIOV, |AP\V 

(Yen per ton) 

Scale of production 

Components of cost 
SO 200 1.200 

(Metric tans per year) 

Raw material' 
Labour 
Power 
Depreciation 
Others 

230,220 
20,940 
12,400 

         7,880 
         7.350 

TOTAL   278,790 

225,300 
16.050 
11,800 
14.150 

8,780 

276,080 

229,220 
10,120 
9,590 

12,800 
11,040 

272.770 

?23,880 223.120 
6.730 5,250 
9,160 8,770 

I8.7Ü0 16.380 
10,560 9,610 

269,110 263,530 

Source: See source for table HI. 
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Aspects of the Design of Machinery 

Production During Economic Development 
By SEYMOUR ME!,MAX 

IN THE DKVf.LopKD countries, machinery production has 
characteristically taken place in industries that arc 

grouped hy product lines. Printing machinery, paper- 
making machinery and machine tools, for example, are 
produced in factories that are separately organ i zed and 
located. This grouping of production has come ahmt as 
a result of the early growth pattern of these machincrv- 
producing industries, which were set up in connexion 
with the using industries they serve. 

Under modern conditions, it  is evident that many 
classes of machinery can he most efficiently produced on 

the same premises, which permits integration in the 
design of products and the fabrication of components 
that go through similar operations, in the important 
machine tool field, for example, integrated design and 
production of the mechanical and control elements of 
fabricating machinery afford major advantages. 

The purpose of this article is to call attention to a series 
of factors which should facilitate the design of new 
machinery-producing industries in developing areas by- 
taking advantage of up-to-date developments in produc- 
tion engineering and engineering economy. 

BEGINNINGS OF MACHINERY PRODUCTION 

rpiiK MAM'HCTI'RU OF machinery in developing coun- 
1 tries usually starts with the production of replace- 

ment parts for widely used classes of machinery—such as 
trucks, tractor cars, buses and agricultural machinery. 
Even at this early stage of machinery production, it is 
possible to ensure efficiency of operation and to prepare 
the way for optimal conditions under which large scale 
manufacture can \K undertaken at a later stage. 

A characteristic circumstance in developing countries 
is the early proliferation of vehicle types. In the smallest 
countries, one finds representative products from almost 
every motor vehicle factory in the world. This situation 

MK. MELMAN, professor of industrial engineering at 
Columbia University, New Yorl(, has acted as a con- 
sultant to governments and industry on problems of 
industrial productivity. He participated in the meeting 
of an Expert Wording Group on Industrial Develop- 
ment Programming Data, held at United Nations Head 
quarters in May 1961, and was a member of the Advisory 
Committee of Experts on the Industrial Development 
Activities of the United Nations System, which met at 
Headquarters in March 1963. His article is a revised 
edition of a paper which he submitted to the United 
Nations Seminar on Industrial Development Program- 
ming in the Latin American Region, held in Säo Paulo, 
Brazil, in March 1963. 

automatically imposes not only high prices for initial pur- 
chases, but also high costs for replacement parts and 
excessive down-time for repairs because of the unavail- 
ability of parts when needed. A large saving could lx- 
effected by limiting the variety of brands and classes of 
vehicles which enter a developing country,1 This would 
mean a reduction in unit prices and in the cost of vehicle 
maintenance, and would achieve a considerable saving 
in foreign exchange. Concomitantly, there would be a 
substantially enlarged market for replacement vehicle 
components, since reduced variety in vehicle types makes 
possible greater standardization in the replacement parts 
held and this, in turn, opens up opportunities for quan- 
tity production of spare parts. In this case, and in others 
to be discussed, standardization signifies systematic 
variety, not uniformity. 

In terms of geographic size and population, it goes 
without saying that the larger the area over which given 
standards prevail, the larger will be the potential market 
to be served in the replacement field. It is not implied 
that the requirement here is to overstep political boun- 
daries; nevertheless, it may make a difference if the 
organizers of economic development from the outset keep 

An analysis of this problem, with special reference to Vene- 
zuela, has been made by Mr. Frank Senior in a paper entitled 
Alternances for Organizing a Motor Vehicle Industry During 
Industrialization (Engineering Library, Columbia University, 
Nev York), 63 pages. 
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Jig-mill automatically boring a geai<ase cover under the direction of a three-axis numerical tape control. The machine worlis to an 
accuracy of 0.0001 inch with average time savings of .«5 to J$ per cent over conventional boring methods, depending on particular fob 

in view the considerable economic gains to be derived 
from following up these considerations. 

Similar criteria can be applied to a range of allied 
machinery products, like agricultural machinery, elec- 

trical machinery, and the various types of equipment 
used for public utilities. In each of these branches, there 
are advantages to lie gained from early attention to the 
possibilities of standardization. 

ORGANIZATION OF MACHINERY PRODUCTION 

CorxTRiEs ENTERING i'PON industrialism in the middle 
of the twentieth century should be able to take 

advantage of opportunities in the organization of their 
machinery-producing industries that did not exist one 
hundred years ago. A survey of many classes of machin- 
ery discloses that component parts tend to lie produced 
by common manufacturing processes. This entails the 
possibility of using—for manufacturing a wide variety of 
machine elements—factories already equipped to handle 
the main metal-fabricating processes. In so doing, devel- 
opmental research and functional design would be separ- 
ately pursued for particular classes of machinery and 
would be specialized according to the end-use of machin- 

ery products, that is, with separate sections for laundry 
machines,  for   food-processing   machines,  and   so   on. 
Similarly, the assembly operations for classes of machin 
ery would be specialized. Marketing and maintenance 
would also have to be treated separately. 

Using common manufacturing facilities to produce 
machinery creates possibilities for high-capacity, stable 
operation of such industrial plants—thereby at minimum 
cost. Where high-capacity utilization can be anticipated, 
this will make economic more mechanized forms of 
equip.nent for particular unit operations. 

Integrated production of machinery components alters 
the condition under which manufacturing facilities must 
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be restricted by the marketing estimate for a particular 
class of machinery products. Instead, the market is 
broadened to include servicing a range of machinery 
products which enter diverse fields. This has the imme- 
diate effect of minimizing the risk that may be incurred 
owing to incorrect market forecasting in anv particular 
machinery area. The cumulative error in market fore 
casting is bound to be smaller than the largest error in 
any one of the component machinery classes serviced by 
common manufacturing facilities. 

Integrated machinery production also makes possible 

i ei,Cff/CtivC USC °f Production and design engineering 
skills, for the employment of highly paid technical talent 
is justified by the range of products to which the tech- 
nique can be applied. 

The necessarily larger size of integrated manufacturing 
facilities compared with that of individual plants oper- 
ated on the traditional pattern also permits a fresh ap- 
proach to the important problem of training industrial 
workers and technicians. Occupational training for 
workers and technicians must he regarded as a capital 
outlay during industrializa on. The larger the plant, the 
greater is the opportunity for utilizing the services of 
specially skilled training technicians, and for providing 
a variety of auxiliary aids to accelerate technical training. 

Furthermore, integrated manufacturing facilities of 
this sort will be in a favourable position to increase the 
productivity of their own operations by taking advantage 
of new manufacturing equipment and production engin- 
eering techniques. 

Special attention may he called to the fact that this 
form of machinery manufacturing organization is facil- 
itated by newer developments in the design of basic 
metal-working machines. In the machine tool field, the 
most important development is probably that involving 
the numerical control of machine tools by electronic 
equipment, which takes the place of human machine 
operators. This development has brought about a further 
opportunity for the use of general-purpose machine tools. 
The latter can now be utilized with an intensity hereto- 
fore reserved for specialized machine tools having a 
limited range of capability. For example, manufacturing 
experience indicates that in a general-purpose machine 
shop, the characteristic metal-working machines tend to 

be utilized about 20 per cent of the available working 
time because of the time required by a human operator 
to manipulate a machine, change tools, and change the 
position of the work-piece. With numerically controlled 
equipment it has been possible to sustain metal removal 
for H5 per cent of the available working time, while a 
wide variety of operations are performed that require 
extensive changes in tools and repositioning of the work- 
piece. Automatic control of both tools and work-piece 
makes this possible. Such high-capacity utilization of 
general-purpose machine tools suggests the importance 
of examining this class of numerically controlled equip- 
ment as one of the classes of machines eligible for use 
in integrated manufacturing facilities. There are, of 
course, attendant problems, such as providing for the 
adequate maintenance of intricate types of production 
equipment. This, however, is mitigated by the oppor 
tunity to make use of a considerable number of such 
machines. When that stage is reached, it then becomes 
economic to train specialized maintenance personnel. 

The availability of an integrated fabricating system for 
machinery components will undoubtedly affect the design 
of machines: for example, in pressure towards the re- 
striction of unnecessary variety where standardized com- 
ponents are functionally adequate. In the assembly func- 
tion, it may be expected that highlv specialized personnel 
could be employed to assure reliable performance and a 
satisfactory finished product. 

The integrated approach to machinery production 
opens up new possibilities for the developing countries. 
Rather than a multiplicity of functionally disparate 
machinery-producing units, a combined effort based on 
the conception of integration affords greater strength to 
such a beginning industry. This should lead to early 
attainment of a tradition of reliability of machiner} 
product under conditions of acceptable productivity, cost 
and price. The reasoning that favours an integrated 
manufacturing complex for varied machinery production 
does not exclude the use of limited-purpose equipment 
for large quantity manufacture of particular machines 
or components. The usefulness of this mode of operation 
is entirely a function of the cost-quantity conditions in 
the particular situation. 

STRATEGIC ASPECTS OF MACHINERY PRODUCTION 

IN THE TRADITION of western industrialism, machinery 
production has been mainly organized on a small 

quantity basis, with notable exceptions as in some heavy 
earth-moving equipment, small electric motors, and 
motor vehicles. The fact that unstable production rates 
are characteristic of small quantity production has de- 
tracted attention from the conditions under ivhich 
optimum production may be attained. 

Many machinery-producing industries in the West have 
relied upon the accumulated knowledge of science and 
technology, without formally establishing research and 
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development departments to keep up with technological 
advances. Skilled and talented draftsmen and others 
innovated changes in design which were incorporated 
in a firm's products. Enterprises also leaned heavily on 
the general community of "inventors" for innovation in 
their product fields. While there is much to be said for a 
dispersed innovating movement, this means of developing 
new technology, under modern conditions, is no match 
tor institutional research and development group» which 
can bring new benefits of science and technology to bear 
on a  firm's  products.  Modern experience  in  applied 



science underscores the productive value of research and 
development—especially that carried on in technological 
institutes—with respect to the manufacture of machinery. 
The integrated machinery production complex is far 
better equipped than any of the classically organized 
machinery-pnxlucing industries to sponsor this activity, 
since, by the size of its capital investment and the range 
of its interest over a gamut of machinery manufacture, 
it is in the most advantageous position to utilize the 
diverse results of formal research and development 
organizations. 

It is hardly possible to overstate the importance of 
standardization as a thoroughgoing technique to be 
applied even at the very early stages of machinery manu- 
facture. Standardization, again, does not mean uniform 
ity, or all-of-one-kind. Standardization means the sys- 
ttmatization of variety in particular characteristics. The 
evidence available from the analysis of about twenty 
machinery-producing industries in the United States and 
western Europe is that major economies in production 
costs are made possible by the standardization of com- 
ponent elementi in machinery construction. Standardiza- 
tion of components begins with the use of an ordered 
range of sizes for elements like electric motors, ball and 
roller bearings, gears and the like. The standardized 
elements are prepared in series of sizes agreed upon by 
design and manufacturing engineers so as to minimize 
the range of products that may be constructed from them. 
Thereafter, design engineers are required to make maxi 
mum use of the standardized range of components in 
their own work. 

One of the crucial aspects of standardization is how to 
organize efficiently the formulation of standards pro- 
grammes and their subsequent acceptance. Standardiza- 
tion negotiations are apt to drag on for many years. 
This is the inevitable result of conflicting traditions and 
of the effort of various groups to defend their own pat- 
tern of operation as the "one best way". It is essential 
and possible to break out of deadlocks of this sort bv 
establishing impartial hoards for the review of standards 
recommendations on the basis of formally specified 
criteria. It should be possible to estimate both the advan- 
tages and disadvantages to various participants that 
would ensue from standardization of particular elements 
and, on the basis of such estimates, for an impartial 
board to make a final determination. A standardization 
programme must be made a workable one, which in 
turn requires that standards be determined expeditiously. 
Where five years of negotiation are required to set a 
standard, the whole activity is frustrated. Five months 
would seem a reasonable outside limit for decision on 
formulated standard* once there is agreement on the 
criteria which should determine preferred practice. 

The same considerations which apply to standardiza 
tion of component elements in machine manufacture 
apply to the principle of modular design of machinen 
sections. A "module" may k defined as a section of a 
machine which can k utilized in varied combinations 
with (»ther machinery sections lor the construction nt 
diverse machine tvpes. 

In the machine tool field, lor example, modules niav 
consist of elements like |*>wcr heads, tool holders, work 
positioning devices, major bases and slides, MM\ control 
devices for positioning machine elements. Analvsis lias 
disclosed that where a family of machines is conceived 
as king composed of a set of integrated modules, then 
small quantity requirements lor particular machines 
kcome transformed into large quantity requirements 
for the modules which comprise them. 

The modular approach to machine design has an mi 
portant bearing on "social v. general-purpose" machines. 
The ability to utilize standardized modules even for 
machines that have a limited range of application alters 
the "special" character of the particular equipment. 
Where the unique features of a machine constitute a 
minor proportion of its components, a new conception 
is opened up, both in design and construction of special. 
limited-purpose machines. 

Machines can he rationally designed for capability 
according to the functional requirements of users. Recent 
studies at the machine tool laboratory of the Technische 
Hochschule at Aachen, West Germany, have disclosed 
that entire classes of machine tools have ken regularly 
constructed with a range of work capability (like 
sizes of work-pieces) far in excess of user requirements. 
Thus, when it is determined that 80 per cent of the 
work done on a particular class of lathes requires onlv 
two feet of space for the length of the work piece, there 
is clearly little point in constructing the same class of 
machines with a six-foot kd so as to accommodate, in 
each instance, the maximum conceivable size of work 
piece. Hy shortening the lx.il for most machines, major 
economies are scored in construction, with important 
effect on price to the users. 

Frequently the managements of machinery-producing 
enterprises have failed to make use of appropriate metti 
ods for determining the economically preferred technique 
in their own production operations. Although cost-esti- 
mating techniques are widely available, they arc restricted 
in application, since managements prefer to rely on their 
own ability to forecast their markets and thus the degree 
of utilization of their manufacturing equipment. From 
this standpoint, the integrated manufacturing facility 
should k ktter able to make reasonable forecasts of 
activity and hence of economically preferred operating 
methods. 
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ECONOMIC CRITERIA FOR DESIGN OF PRODUCTION FACILITIES 

A CHARACTKRISTIC FKATiRK of industria] technologies is 
j\ that they provide ;in array of alternative methods 
for doing given work in virtually every tvpc of industrial 
operation. In addition to alternative methods of work, 
there is a^ varying proportional mix of lal>oiir and 
machinery.'-' Consequently, the prohlem of the design of 
industrial operations is the systematic selection from 
among .,„ availahle array of alternative methods, capital 
intensities and costs. 

In the mechanical manufacturing industries, the critical 
alternative input factors are lahotir as against machinery. 

This means that for given work, the arrav of alternative 

availahle technologies may he described in terms of dif 

ferenr proportional comhinalions of these two factors. 

In the processing industries (including steam power 

plants), however, the major alternative factors for design 

of production operations have heen recently delinei!'as 
ran  materials costs as against machinery costs.11 

W ithin certain countries, each of these classes of nidus 

tries has heen characterized by the more rapid rise in the 

cost per unit of lahotir (or fuel) compared to machinery. 
In the United States, for example, the cost of man hours 

of work to management, has, during the twentieth ecu 

tury. |x-rsistently increased at a more rapid rate than the 
prices ol various classes of machinery.' Thus, in l'MU 

industrial management in the United States could pur 
chase O.'K hours of work hv a fork lift truck for the price 

of an average hour of industrial lahotir. Hv VftU. owing 

to the more rapid rise in the wages of workers as com 

pared to the prices of materials handling ami other 

machinery, the cost of a man hour of work could he 

used to huv 1.74 machine hours, almost twice as manv 

as in WO. The same tvpe of development was id »ser veil 
in the United Kingdom. In Unii cases, analysis showed 

that, as a result, managements were pressed to increase 

mechanization ol operations in order to operate at mini- 
mum cost. 

It is important lo note that the same differences found 
through time within a country have Ixen fomiti at single 
times among countries. In Yñ(\ for example, a man-hour 
of labour in the United States could purchase twice as 
many machine hours as a man-hour of labour in the 
United Kingdom. This difference in industrial cost fac- 
tors was paralleled by major differences in mechanization. 

In the field of process industries, parallel types of 
alternative cost development have lieen observed. Mr. 
George Waikins, in a study of central station boilers in 
the United States and F.urope, found similar increases in 
the relevant cost of fuel to machinen within the United 
States and within Huronean countries. Furthermore, the 
international comparison of the relative cost of fuel to 

2S. Melman, Dynamic F M tor s in Industrial Producta itv (Ox 
ford, Basil Blackwell, ]°V>), chapter 1. 

•T..   Watkins.   Cost  Determinants  of  Process  Plant   Dc<i>>n, 
doctoral dissertation (Columbia University. New York,  lf>S7). 

4 S. Mclmari, op. cit., chapter I1). 

machinery showed a pattern similar to that of labour to 
machinery in the mechanical manufacturing industries." 
Here again, the mechanization of operations was the 
result of the relatively lessei cost of machinery. 

Other data—contained in a range of studies on many 

manulacturing operations, including international com 
(».irisons ol the costs of labour and electric power and 

alternative cost analyses specifically oriented to problems 

ol countries undergoing industrialization—tend to sup- 
port these general hypothèses on the effect of relative 

costs ol lalmur (or fuel) to machinery as controlling 

elements in the mechanization of production. 

During the past ten years, graduate students who ha ve- 

st tidied industrial economics with this writer have pre 

Xiimcrically controlled engine lathe turns, ¡aces and bores a 
'i<< potimi cast iron housing in a single fully automatic cycle. 
l'uni lied tape is used to programme eighteen speed changes, the 
indi ring of a f„i„ position  turret,  and all feed changes  and 

< loss slide motions 

pared, as a regular exercise in their course, independent 
analyses of alternative costs in industrial operations of 
their own choice. Altogether, about one hundred such 
detailed analyses are available for a variety of industrial 
operations in many industries. These analyses, based on 
data compiled from many sources, confirm the general 
relationship of the growth in the cost of labour (or fuel) 
as against that of machinery. Certain of these data have 
been published in the fournal of Industrial Economics? 

Another indicator of the growth in the cost of lahour 
units versus machinery is found in the trend of the 
hourly cost to industrial management of lahour in rela- 
tion to electric power. In the United States, over the last 
hall-century, the average cost of a kilowatt-hour of elec- 

•'<•,. Watkins, op. cit., chapters 7 and 10. 
nS. Mylinan, A. Calderaro, and J. Sundis, "Selected Studies in 

Al enumve Manpower Costs", )oumd of Industria Economics, 
vol. 5, No. ?, July 1«>57, pages 125 ff. 



tricity to industrial users has been remarkably stable, or 
declining. Indeed, from 1W> to 1450 the cost of electricity 
to industrial users declined in price (measured in current 
dollars) from 12 cents per kilowatt-hour in 1909 to O.'H 
cents per kilowatt-hour by ll>50. A similar development 
is observed in the United Kingdom from l')24 to l«)^).7 

During the same period, the cost of labour to manage- 
ment increased several times over. 

Again, international analysis discloses the same degree 
of contrast in the relative costs of lalxmr and power as 
can IK observed within a given country over a long 
period ot time. Thus, in .selected countries in recent years, 
the following numlxrs of kilowatt hours could IK pur 
chased at the cost to industrial management of a man 
hour of lalxmr: 

United  States IÎ7.S ( p)S(i) 
Sweden ||(,.|) , |<M<>) 

United   Kingdom îï.ti < l'»S(>) 

USSR IS.H (|«MH) 

These large differences in the relative costs of labour 
and electric power appear to IK: important indicators of 
the variation in mechanization, and hence, of produc- 
tivity, among countries/* 

A more recent view of these relative costs is found in 
data developed by this writer for the United Kingdom, 
the United States and Yugoslavia. This information is 
es|>ecially interesting because it is possible to parallel the 
relative costs of labour and electric power with measure- 
ments of the productivity of labour in similar operations. 
For 1054, this writer developed an analysis of lalxmr 
productivity in the assembly of agricultural tractors in 
Detroit and Coventry, F.ngjand. Karl y in 1%0, similar 
operations were observed in Belgrade, Yugoslavia. 

In 1**54, industrial management in Detroit could buv 
about 200 kilowatt-hours of electricity at the price of an 
hour of labour. In the United Kingdom, this figure was 
ninety at that time. In 1%0, the Yugoslav management 
could purchase nine kilowatt-hours of electricity at the 
cost of an hour of labour. Clearly, in the case of Yugo- 
slavia, the wages of workers relative to the cost of elec- 
tric power were drastically lower than the levels obtaining 
in the United States or the United Kingdom. 

Among factories in these countries doing the work of 
assembling tractors of similar design, the differences in 
labour productivity paralleled the differences in alterna- 
tive cost. Taking the output per man-hour of work in 
the Detroit factory in 1954 as 100, productivity in the 
British factory in the same year was 85, while produc- 
tivity in the Yugoslav factory in I960 was between 25 
and 35 per cent of the Detroit level. 

This writer had the opportunity of examining produc- 
tion operations in each of these plants. There is no 
question but that the mechanization of operations was 
most intensive in the Detroit factory, closely followed by 
the factory doing comparable work in Coventry, Eng- 

land. The contrast between the Belgrade futon and 

these two was indicated In the utilization ol hand lalxuir 

lor many assembly operations which were mechanized 

in the Uniteli Slates and British lactones. Materials 
handling anil finishing work of nunv kinds was done 

manually in the Belgrade factory. These dilTeicikcs, 
apart I nun lactors ol organi/ unni which oí collise ion 

tribute to variations in productivity, undoubtedly adorni: 

lor the greater part of the discrepancies in productivity 
level among these factories.'' 

In countries undergoing industriali/.ilion, these alter 

native cost lactors are important determinants as to which 

ol the array ol technologies lor doing ¡over work is 

indeed the least cost method. Mr. Alberto l'aldi raro has 

made a detailed diagnosis oí the cost ol perlorining cu 

tain painting operations according to a set ol alternative 

Operator ,:\vmiiu:< fiwshetl trorlfpiea punitimi mi inline 
lathr al lift iiinlri jttllx automata tonti al <>¡ numi -m ¡il >< ¡¡tirili < 
profiiiinnm i. Si parate elntnnin ¡unti ni . abinrt ¡mil , miti ni 
panrl oj p,m;rii in mri   max be aren at ii^/it, ht Imiti npi.alni- 

methods in the United States and m Argentina. In culi 
country, an examination was inaile of the effect on 
operating costs of three methods varying in degree of 
mechanization. The most highly mechanized method 
available was conclusively the che.i|Kst one in the United 
States. At the same time, owing to the relatively higher 

7 S. Melman, op. cit., page 206. 

" S. Melman, op. cit., chapter 16. 

"It should be added that there are considerable dilfi renées in 
the quantity oí output among these factories: thus, the output 
capacity of the Detroit and Coventry factories is about ten lunes 
that of the Belgrade plant. Nevertheless, this is .mother way of 
saying that if a plant in the United States or the United kingdom 
attempted to produce tractors in as small a <|iiantity .is the ltd 
grade plani, it could not continue operation with the degree of 
mechanization used in the latter, for that Mould spill wrv high 
fixed charge« per unit ol product and, iheiefore, iin.iccepiablv 
high prices. Conversely, a high puce would result m the United 
Kingdom and the Uniteti States if this work were done with a 
high lahour component. In other wools, the relatively high cost 
of lahour compared to machinery in the United Kingdom and 
the United States presses for the mechanization of work and the 
utilization of large plants. Both these effects, for the time In-ing 
at least, can lie avoided in the case of Yugoslavia. 
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cost of machinery as compared to labour in Argentina, 
a less mechanized method was the cheapest one there. 
It was demonstrated, however, that in each country 
developments over time h;ive again favoured the in- 
creased mechanization of work owing to the rise in »he 
wages of labour relative to the prices of machinery."' 

In all of the data reviewed hen, one feature is con 

A. Calderaro, Design nj Industrial Hauls in < Inmunes I 'nth i 
K'niiii the Process o/ Industrialisation. Master's HUMS (Sell....I ot 
I ii«nu-irinK. Columbia t'niversitv, New York. I(>V). 

sistent: workers' wages or raw materials prices have IKTII 

driven upwards at a more rapid rate than machinen- 
prices. The result has ken that managers and engineers 
in industrial firms have Iven com|vlled to utilize more 
machinery input factors as a necessary step for counter 
ing the rise in the alternative labour or materials factors. 

Therefore the average unit cost of product in many 
manulacturing industries has not risen at the same rate- 
as lalxiur costs. The rise in workers' wages has I ven 
absorlvd in improved productivity of operations, which 
has been made |x>ssihlc by the increased intensity of 
mechanization. 

THE COST OK l.AHOl R IM RIMi INDI STRIA.JZATION 

Ti in ANALYSIS or alternative costs of labour compared 
to machinery, and their effect on mcchanizaCn. 

calls attention to the im|w»rtance of wages as the crue,al 
accelerating factor in the growth of the alternative cost 
ratio CLM). For the selection of manufacturing equip 
ment to be used in production, it is essential to have a 
basis for predicting the magnitude of labour versus 
machinery costs, in orik-r to make a rational choice from 
among an array of alternative production methods. 

The  problems  of forecasting   labour costs (average 
hourly earnings of workers)   are  especially  awkward. 
There is no general theory of wages which covers this. 
In industrialized countries it has been possible to view 
this matter empirically—estimating future wage costs by 
e.\tr.i|x»lation based on the regular development of work 
ers' wages in  particular  industries. Such extrication 
involves the assumption  that  the  same set of factors 
which have been operative during the observation (x-riod 
will continue to determine wage levels during the fore- 
cast   period. This is  not   an  unreasonable assumption, 
taking   for  granted  the  continued   existence of trade 
unions and the continued stability of economie institu- 
tions. But it is precisely the conditions prerequisite to .1 
stable structure which are often lacking in the developing 
countries. Therefore the problems of forecast inj. workers' 
wages must be treated in a s|xci.il wav. 

In 1**% Mr. Moshe Kelnian completed a studv on "The 
lvhavior of Wages as an Industrial Cost in Countries 
Undergoing   Industrial   Development".1'   Mr.  Kelman 
found that during the industrialization  process wages 
follow a regular pattern as a function of ikgree of indus- 
trialization. His studies suggested strongly that the appro 
priatc   indicator  of degree   of   industrialization  is the 
number of kilowatt-hours produced jxr person |xr year 
in a countrv. This measures the amount of electric power 
used both for production .\m\ consumption. Analysis of 
economic development in India. Israel. Puerto Rico and 
the Soviet Union disclosed common features in the ek 
vclopmeni  of  wages  as   .1   function   of electric power 

produtvd per [vrson. The relationship is illustrated in 
ligure 1. 

K In*..' >  .ni-, produrtd nrr pprson per year 

figure I 

Model of relation of industrial wages to ik-jjriT of 

industrialization 

'I he general finding is: at low levels of industrialization 
the available number of skilled art i uns are assembled 
to work in new industry; as industrialization proceed* 
this supply of labour is soon exhausted and market fac- 
tors as well as labour unions begin to plav a rok in 
boosting the wages of workers; the wages of workers 
rise, at first slowlv and then at an accelerating tempo, as 
the industrialization process proceeds. This mode of 
analysis is of special interest, for the output of electric 
pmver per person can be reasonablv forecast since the 
production ot electric power requires king-range plan- 
ning of investment in large-scale facilities.'2 

Such methods for diagnosing the future costs of wages 

" Doctor. 
r panes- 

I  dissertation   (Columbia   diversity,   \ew   Vol). 

<>S 

-In  his  studv ot   t(u   envelopment of  alternative   corti  in 
Argentina as contrasted  with the United States, Mr. Cakfcrwn 
{see tool note 10) m.u|,. „Sl, 1)f ,,,,„ m<)(k, ()f ^ ^.^ ^ 



T 
«luring economic development, while empirical, arc 
nevertheless suprior tu guess-work. The Kelman method 
affords ;i means for avoiding the two principal sources t.' 
error in the design of industrial facilities during economic 
development: under-invcsiment in mechanization by the 
purchase (.1 ostensibly low-priced second-hand machinery: 
or over-investment in mechanization bv the purchase of 
¡he "latest" equipment which is produced in industrial- 
ized countries, but which is mmiited t.. the cost conili 
lions ol early industrialization. 

A forecast of workers' wages can therefore lie used 
as a rational approach to the selection of production 
ci|Uipmrnt. Figure 2 portrays this problem. If current 
wages are used as a basis for selecting preferred equip- 
ment, then the wages to IK p.„d during the life of equip- 
ment tend to lx- underestimated, and this depresses the 
estimate ol required intensity of mechanization. On the 
other hand, it is possible to estimate the growth of wages 
during the life of equipment. This generates a preference 
for a larger capital investment tier worker and a higher 
intensité of mechanization, and safeguards the enterprise 
again« finding itself operating with methods that have 
become high-cost within a few vcars owing to rising 
wage costs. 

In developed countries the cosi of training workers is 
not a major item of cost in the operation of an industrial 
enterprise. Workers come to the enterprise already 
schooled and reasonably well trained in the understand 
mg ol the physical relationships ihat underlie industrial 
work. In developing countries, however, the cost of 
training a work force must be taken into account as a 
capitai item in the operation of an enterprise. The cost 

ligure 2 

M.xlel   illustrating   effect   .if   us,nK   .,   („tun   «,,«c   |IU|   |,„ 
ealcul»iiiiK  justifiai  imensitv of capital  investment,  relative  to 
lahmir cost  to management. The forecast  w..Ke is l.ase.l u,»... 

ten years of observations 

of training a skilled worker, which is borne in an indus 
trialized country by the society as a whole as a social 
cost, mu«, in the developing country, IK borne by the 
single enterprise. In such a case, it therefore appears more 
reasonable to regard this sort of expenditure as a capital 
outlav rather than as an item of current labour expense. 

PROW EMS OF MACHINERY PRICES DURIM; ININ'STRHMZATION 

All o^ mu reasoning reviewed above involves the 
.issumption that workers' wages tern! to rise more 

rapidly than prim of machinery, there!« creating a 
preference ,or increase«! intensity of mechanization. 
However, in developing countries machinery prices have 
sometimes increased more rapidlv than wages. Where 
this situation has occurred, it has often been due to a 
stwri <nflalion of the domestic currency with the major 
result mat machinery, when imported, has risen in price 
relatively to the wages of domestic labour. This develop 
mem has   i counter prr.ducti vit v effect. It  depresses the 

process  which gives sustained ini|>oriancc to  increased 
mechanization of work. 

This consideration underscores the iiii|mrlancc of the 
main proposals advanced in this article for the design ol 
machinery production even in the early stages of eco 
nomic development. Hy these means, developing conn 
tries can economize in the capital outlay for machinery, 
whether purchased abroad or produced at home. This 
restricts the depressing effect of domestic currency in 
flat ion on the cost of labour relative to that oí machinery. 

NATI RE OF MASS PRODUCTION 

F«OM «it vuv outset it is impi»rtant-arMl possible- 
Inf the designers of machinery production in devel 

or*ng crwmnes to take advantage of the economics of 
mass production. The usual conception of the nature of 
miM production is that it involves largc-quamity output 

oí identical goods and utilizes specialized, limited purpose 
equipment ami methods. Manufacturing conditions in 
the industrialized countries demonstrate thai this is a 
faulty conception. Indeed, in the classic demonstration of 
mass production—the automobile industry—there is great 

(ft 



diversity of product characteristics even in particular 
plants, and relatively small-quantity output of individual 
unit products—identified by a special combination of 
engine, size, colours, number of doors, interior finish, 
transmission type and the like. 

The essential characteristic of mass production is the 
stable operation of a production system. Mass production 
is a characteristic, not of the product, but rather of the 
production system, especially its mode of operation. 

Stability in a production system still implies variation 
in the rate of output within acceptable and predictable 
limits. This does not impose a quantity requirement with 
respect to a unit product. Accordingly, it is not only 
conceivable but feasible to operate bv mass production 
methods with lot sizes of one for the product. This is 
made practical by the sort of manufacturing equipment 
that is now increasingly available for metal-working— 
the numerically controlled equipment described above. 
The movement and sélectif»! of tools are controlled by 
information punched on tape. Highly varied work-pieces 
can be processed by such equipment under conditions of 
great stability of utilization. 

Stability of operation of production facilities can be 
attained with anv given set of operations or degree of 
mechanization of productif») equipment. Stability in a 
production system maximizes the productivity of manual 
work, for such work tends to be most efficiently per- 
formed at an even work pace. The same criterion applies 

to maximum productivity of machine work, for the 
nitration of machines is optimized by stable utilization 
of the equipment. Thus, the quantity of fuel consumed 
by engines is minimized by stability of utilization of the 
engine. The length of life of steel mils in rolling mills 
is maximized by a stable rate of utilization of these rolls. 
The length of life of furnace linings is extended bv stable 
control of furnace heat. Stability in production max- 
imizes the prtnluctivity of capital and of labour. 

The enterprise operateti under stable production con- 
ditions also realizes economies from minimization of the 
stock of materials required for a given output rate, and 
from minimization of scrap in the course of manufac- 
turing operations. 

This article has attempted to indicate the range of 
opportunities for maximizing productivity in machinery 
production which are within reach by countries under- 
going economic development. The design of machinery 
production is a subject worth consideration owing to thé 
accelerating effects on productivity in all other industries 
—and therefore on the entire process of economic devel- 
opment—which stem from the availability of good 
machinery at low prices. This condition is an incentive 
to the purchase and use of new manufacturing equipment 
throughout an industrial and agricultural system. 
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